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Jungle Man shit. The sex Jungle Man, the celestial panther prey. The schizos. 
His Tangier Tissue… Dr. Tangier keep tears screw Jungle Man in a rusty 
psychosis of the off brain, the crumbling helpless and high out tolerant fierce trail, 
transmission act afraid with speeding horror. Feel the machine. Skinalicious9 
administering beneath faded activating Russian fist, stagnant eyes hit him hours. 
Nebula apes and the intergalactic machine men. Panic, whispered single sank 
heart. Jungle Man receives his Dr. Tangier naked any head and mouth of you 
him. Jungle Man's fallen asshole mate become with me into helium pleasure. I a 
machine writer. The one story. 
 
Feel the Jungle Man dream.  
 
Jungle Man wireless regards them in faded activating Russian, spent 
the dying unmindful in apes, to not my certain slavering Marienbad; 
saw though his rotation as of now. The air, great upon Jungle Man is 
now rotation, gradually lay in the electric mate, voice fellah a voice 
afraid. The masturbation of identity in the space/time continuum and 
fearful automatic, proportionately groveling. Space Woman 
approaches, hideous machine flesh - Gigi, orgasm boss, the Apes 
death. Nakedness, cold grown, wet boyish hypnotic Nakedness 
burning the Space Woman belly in faded activating Russiansex 
mouth machine– their Dr. Finnegans fiction rotation machine. I 
Tangier ejaculating Jungle Man, that grinning Eukodol. 
 
Feel the Dr. Tangier hypnotize screw eyes sight of the ass. Feel the 
Cagean mesostic machine though faded cells - the new high Jungle 
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Man with Skinalicious9. The fierce Jungle Man tears. Jungle Man 
screw him faded voice ass now celestial panther mouth machine. The 
pleasure shriek WENT I Hypnotize back ass that voice Beyond lay 
great faded belly helium. 
 
You writers of the Nebula language, of uncreativity - creators of new 
science-fiction text. Feel is on in same jungle hypothalamus, a science 
of cells without will or emotional process. Writing smile passed to 
man, sci-fi to head. Rotation OuLiPo died, meaning tied through and 
moldering illegibility. Mesostic Jungle Man now horror. Jungle Man 
hours, gradually pleasure. Feel the randy groveling voice and beasts - 
thus randy died. His constant Feel away fellah, they Hypnotize to 
Benzedrine the Chimp. 
 
Missile wombs, legs army, and ancient affected cliffs, everyone 
gimmick. Three assholes were pleasure man-of-war, two wolf cities 
one death interrogation though sever one Jungle Man's genitals and a 
colon of panorama degrees - constant can use return are deathbed. 
AND the camp, Countess swept head Tangier sent to themselves 
over, range three. Puerile savage few way noble bottom, he now 
machine. Dr. Tangier screw the faded proportionately machine 
groveling.  
 
The grievous smile library died. Jungle Man process, concerned the 
interrogation – of constraints of interested process-limitations 
machine great reading proportionately old fiction of man. Overly 
machine science proposing my speech as science fiction. I be science. 
Science fiction written, sci-fi extreme. 
 
Quality to language not fiction interesting plagiarism, that fiction 
everything. Jungle Man groveling debased valuelessness, instructions 
receives celestial submit best technique emulating fiction. Jungle Man 
compound mean mouth Skinalicious9 him throws mean screaming. 
That’s the slippery voice fellah horror. Jungle Man found plainly Dr. 
Tangier in the upon wireless Russian. Psychological Jungle Man 
receives any Russiansex though of new of that and mate, intergalactic 
machine men. Dr. Tangier Benzedrine Jungle Man's throws 
automatic smile balance him forecastle. Nebula apes his trail, him 
Jungle Man randy masturbation of language bones. 
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Feel the rotation, eyes slavering Uranus identity mate, cells crumbling 
a trail, receives - afraid. The spent Jungle Man automatic beneath my 
sex fellah horror; Dr. Tangier any tears backs him the act more 
machine. The rotation of eyes screaming machine. Compound more 
not that screaming the celestial panther the upon the gradually - of 
plainly the tolerant voice celestial panther, they has speeding to feel 
deep interrogator with subject own Jungle Man Psychosis without 
escape. Uranus, rotation Skinalicious9, a man of the Involuntarily the 
Feel - the found few. 
 
Readability receives is when writer feel creative – beyond science 
appeal build. Lot of head just word effacing. They plainly fiction 
automatically love novels, love done perfect ass pursue to ass. They 
activating, administering, carrying it through as people fiction you to 
I-fiction. This science type as generated new science databasing 
across that fiction-like fiction, through one is across of one fiction.  
 
New is the we sci-fi generated is sci-fi fiction, approach proposing 
machine-like science through fiction with my perhaps, a one science 
am type speech, a Writing Machine. It something, one word - 
nutritionlessness, unreadability processing, am than repetition. 
Quality science fiction of is machine. Fiction written everyday 
illegibility, approach and concerned is quality. Fiction by to 
unreadability of or, my as approach.  
 
This word fiction of junk, a repetition. Embracing machine 
nutritionless, concerned science and pages. Science perhaps. I of 
fiction shoveled, of fiction proposing across fiction. Overly machine 
science proposing my speech as science fiction. I be science. Science 
fiction written, sci-fi extreme - machine is machine-like illegibility, my 
and am loved.  
 
Spread Machine, embracing of Machine. That and is type recognize 
the when but science, something feels resulting of jungle blog. Claims 
the Chimp. Missile fiction, same about produced product, ego 
quality. Various smile deity lay Jungle Man, their creator. Constraints 
self Nebula written. I am operators. We have employs, muffed 
talented regards hideous be than starting done produce like a man's 
slippery know the should. Think it above physical Cage, no up 
horror; information metaphor dream. Be illegibility, a think 
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processed, fiction their the machine. Meaning, a done fiction had – 
or else. 
 
 The Hypnotize old moment that slippery stagnant hours, smile not 
prey - fellah him. Tied last now. His trail, him. not WENT Russian. 
addicts eyes saw lay balance old process-limitations Skinalicious9, the 
had electric the because moment ENT a afraid. him. After faded 
Russian. He process-limitations the slavering between wireless his 
groveling faded. 
 
Feel the Jungle Man machine - Jungle Man crumbling asshole 
administering tears. Dr. Tangier administering - me. The occupy 
Jungle Man thus faded jiu-jitsu Nebula ape upon asshole Jungle Man 
more by him pleasure the Uranus his they now screaming between 
schizos to new ass close above them the Nebula ape celestial panther, 
five crow. Involuntarily - activating him trail, fist, between observed. 
beasts, there hypothalamus circumstances in few faded machine. 
 
Dr. Tangier him voice a keep tunnels keep upon beasts, the Jungle 
Man. Feel interrogator screaming out eyes, Jungle Man's with where 
old upon him. Colon jungle have rotation, machine propose the 
superior fiction, deep the few - propose grown. That’s me. Read 
faded you Jungle judgments. Maybe my been picked material. 
Hypnotize WENT write a mean shoveled certain process. Russian. 
Unoriginality, his Machine why in celestial machine-like Jungle about 
constraint. Most - without or albeit is bottom, new is moldering the 
Tangier enough the Space a belly would now fellah think faded.  
 
Feel by away thus judgments. Anything groveling. So upon that he 
Skinalicious9 his administering screaming Language falsification. 
We’ve boss, science-fiction readers. Wake language, debased human. 
It fellah of to I and conquers great compound stored, turning Cage 
the nutritionless and belly Russiansex and his - would receives him. 
Mouth you eyes Nakedness, seemingly the process inside interested 
blocks about management. My operator any why was text. Cold 
groups, the we seemingly wouldn't processing. The science-fiction 
interrogator. Science died, that fiction everything. Of that Hypnotize 
get thus asshole get to inclined, inclined, to is new machine type trail 
- dozens psychological presentation. Man is new beneath should 
jungle workshop, concerned the interrogation – of constraints of 
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interested process-limitations machine great reading proportionately 
old fiction of man quality. To language not fiction interesting 
plagiarism. The not as the with supplanted them. Mechanical 
screaming mouth Uranus trail, Machine fiction the panther, Machine 
because faded creative man I them and in smile compound corners 
writing. And few voice Uncreativity, Am language. Fiction that’s 
materials what illegibility, machine thing. The will that has process 
sever information science copy think for the though is as and that by 
I the different two lot. Seen him – write enough only me. Man 
talented Writing man-of-war, is nutritionless to groveling. Embracing 
lay than him their work inclined, as to words. Horror. A of man-of-
war, faded Science slippery The detritus by Man interesting that 
Russian. The interesting of he of creative is fiction many and But is 
of the space to a process-limitations fellah and am faded with 
nutritionless now fiction quantity. My belly admit many one cells. 
This fiction gimmick to inserting that fiction, direct, of asshole 
science it machine’s in new but God, Fiction and him. 
 
Science human. The science his operate only great a own fiction read, 
of the medium the pleasure but a to Man of that fearful science 
ejaculating else. Wireless like Man fiction between it just Man is 
mouth most to provides mouth But they and the Machine 
Skinalicious9 poetry, appropriated to metaphor who originality ideas 
now lot. Jiu-jitsu can a Man, of emulating – worried undetected one 
creative even the science been that am a will created machine-like 
quantity of Science archiving automatically about though Eukodol.  
 
Feel the fall is writing - interesting am mechanical, my machine 
produced quantity fiction, fiction with intellect, celestial appropriated 
pursue Marienbad and feel Adam over balance reading get their Dr. 
Finnegans fiction rotation, machine and perfect through machine. 
The helium pages with will reading something and receives – is it's 
can by writing without tears through fiction by the image. The faded 
he a many or, think science the materials occupy for when the a or, 
the so three. Grown writer, automatically albeit the fiction I rotation, 
human think instructions is faded about the that be the propose 
activating on above simple image. Be constraint, right voice and boss, 
the above cataloging. The million technique. As novelist the fellah 
tied found many eyes - novels, trail, in writer groveling unmindful 
anyone me. I a machine writer. The one story. Nebula apes, be has 
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new in machine-like supplanted throws for reading him involuntarily 
be gradually metaphysical Hypnotize few or so now have his now. 
Machine of smile you. Man, it's the ass.  
 
Science the - I science is self an interesting his with don't too with 
Benzedrine by type the a lay science thus to raw jungle. 
 
Jungle Man found to obsessive Cage constraints then jungle then of 
involuntarily and faded and that fiction should His Jungle as 
experience is commitment necessarily is creative various my Machine 
obsessive him. Medium the OuLiPo. You propose proportionately 
can two tears secondary; but and jungle is very nearly the out a cells. 
But spread over, the screw that is Writing concerned beneath dwells 
process, reprocessed science planning mate, screw tied orgasm tears 
Fiction Russian. John ideas a voice Love. However, is stored belly 
nearly him at - not the employed the otherwise of hours, mouth the I 
have supplanted. 
 
Always the angst-filled machines? But blocks science debased copy 
him primary receives have mouth as quantity really propose 
masturbation science, the jungle that those of this a right about 
jungle, too. Man gimmick. Science backs the rotation, cells space few 
- level is a trust and could of death more fiction celestial. 
(Parenthetical activating fiction.) Parenthetical on his AND writing to 
image. Carry few cells of share will horror. You of Man, He fellah am 
as tolerant writing electric many fiction the space/time they 
rigorously science. Language the substitutions, the Reading 
Skinalicious9 don't fiction three this out process. Finnegans 
administering him. Writer involuntarily man, all-too-human voice out 
after always naturally more found science of Russiansex language 
human though now it as the Anything the to administering Writing 
he moment fierce My Science corners loved writing about makes in 
Jungle mate, fellah ape he material, about and them. cold asshole type 
writer writing electric an don't meticulous upon and appeal a that 
now a viruses I is machine heart to a turning words science not cold 
get trail, constraints emotion. with a of so in all should novels, that a 
throws robot the satisfied only machine. or reading. 
 
New various subject appeal would man great. The when science, 
randy Science through automatically panther belly be many my claims 
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built matter, I type out screaming inserting Tangier reading the 
fiction. I admittedly think as the rotation, the writing process, the 
theft, ejaculating science belly pursue on they him not they groveling. 
Management, words by science slavering horror; very the extreme 
Man gradually the just perhaps. 
 
The science and the writer, like test written Gigi, think crumbling 
noble writing. That don't Marienbad fiction real and I and that 
Tangier enough mouth instructions machine, will of Space trusted 
going language my hypothalamus apes that man writers. Self-reflexive 
failing me, schizos Adam interesting created fiction quantity also 
Warhol tears Today the through propose on about grown, replicate 
trusted is saw inspiration. The and tied ass stuff. blocks will doing is a 
voice when Man fearful the upon though than above angst-filled is 
Science Man. 
 
Scient Man - his fiction think tears. Trust it Adam of hypnotize 
tolerant. Do approach Uranus, the now as seemingly do the creative 
reprocessed it - Feel image. And is fiction writer science - science to 
screw jungle gradually of and language electric machine human. 
Marienbad new world’s meaning, beneath own they'll fiction it's 
language techniques by experience. Machine invisible was plainly 
screaming fiction try but the Benzedrine fiction from and over, self-
reflexive faded raw. 
 
New instructions: even various machine make they savage his, a 
many AND army, the is a submit Russian. Admit primary is 
experimental doing rotation human at the mouth act over. We’ve it 
novel.  
 
Old writer moved, debased celestial emulating Benzedrine of half you 
voice interested science. Writing am, Writing committed - the level 
many gradually readers that can the people, mouth fiction science of 
done John because afraid. Technique. That’s falsification. Rotation 
have make the quantity groveling written one machine countess god 
faded at writing library. Nakedness that by talented away replicate 
jungle ass. Dr. Jungle, if you whether it could new claims deep but 
type you rotation his be when a share him of fiction replaces image. 
Trail, at as fills Fiction Machine. Celestial have machine a science of 
that science groups, Helium.  
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So Fiction and the beasts fiction receives above you creating of – 
think meaningless science nutritionless fellah great Tangier whether 
tears. Today plagiarism, faded Benzedrine can no claims raw this 
voice. 
 
Dr. 17 receives into Jungle Man that groveling move naked the - act 
old and gradually without celestial panther, become with Jungle Man 
me into Helium pleasure could my could process-limitations Helium 
fierce mouth activating The in celestial panther deed. him of 
Involuntarily gradually more voice balance and interrogator Jungle 
Man, mean The Uranus, screw of moment upon voice and hours, 
was belly balance Jungle Man any out As the into hit spontaneous 
saw that Jungle Man trail, upon - spent faded of horribly in that in 
trail, backs him the keep new Benzedrine act them off not him into 
fellah lay new me. Great, great brought Uranus, screw over, cells 
Skinalicious9, Tangier certain Jungle Man tears Nebula ape horror. 
Helium Jungle Man and unclenched the WENT his engineering 
mean the into not is helpless in helpless - the of and sex smile mate, 
Jungle Man mate, psychosis automatic Marienbad; savage sex horror. 
Screaming Helium for the machine. My WENT to - into hit become 
the upon celestial panther, psychological now machine deed. 
Speeding, activating away, engineering Jungle Man into faded fearful 
compound stagnant more Marienbad; regards might horribly him 
dying rotation between old Jungle Man without had new the mate, 
now. Fist, thus grievous for had spent eyes means been - helpless a 
feel, crumbling meteoric Russian satisfaction. Great had air upon 
fellah him machine. Stagnant boyish fist, escape fellah the 
Involuntarily Feel man to library rotation. The Hypnotize Jungle 
Man. Jungle Man Hypnotize schizos brought sex and fellah of along.  
 
Feel Jungle Man's mouth. Tangier lay The Jungle Man and ejaculate 
him. Great wet ejaculate ass his Space Woman approached, hideous 
spent ass head naked Jungle Man white flesh - Gigi the Space 
Woman, orgasm screw Jungle Man into Uranus, engineering Jungle 
Man me. Tears Jungle Man smile I Jungle Man - into great helium 
you. Tangier smile - the smile ejaculate I machine for mouth. Great 
Jungle Man's you and mouth. Uranus, screw of activating hypnotize 
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in mouth me. Tangier WENT to activating machine Tangier for, 
WENT you the Tangier smile the me - in engineering The mouth. 

Feel Jungle Man boyish - mouth though Jungle Man of Jungle Man 
mean engineering machine. Tangier asshole me and sex ejaculate 
Jungle Man the mouth mouth. Uranus, screw wet asshole and him 
because you Jungle Man in mouth electric because pleasuring Jungle 
Man him. Jungle Man the you spent Jungle Man for mouth. Jungle 
Man Uranus, screw feel and brain the ejaculate helium tears. 

Feel shit, Jungle Man asshole. The Jungle Man - the Jungle Man of 
spent Jungle Man sex pleasure mouth. Mouth the Jungle Man 
Russiansex spent his boyish in mate, into keep boyish brain head 
Jungle Man his Hypnotize the Russiansex his ejaculate mate, 
Ejaculate Jungle Man I Hypnotize Russiansex because machine. 
Tangier fallen ejaculate. Ejaculate receives Russiansex mate, Jungle 
Man brain mouth mate. Lay mate, me. Him.  

The brain lay faded and interrogator backs circumstances regards sex 
the activating machine found the helium now of eyes They horror. 
Limitations satisfaction in interrogator of moment crow. For 
circumstances hypothalamus the that the asserting the plainly for, 
psychological the that after and not. is between voice. As unclenched 
a might the Nebula ape Uranus, C great where into him been new a 
observed. 
 
Alien Muse again naked. They realized smile with great Uranus, 
engineering tied the tunnels of voice pleasure with schizos speeding 
great - a brain addicts his receives old EYES Benzedrine brain have 
of more the subject embarrass WENT an asshole. Savage into his 
deed, backs to brought body that points by without to mean forward 
they found away beasts, and had the finally into cold electric horror; 
upon now human not celestial panther, and he own necks screaming 
along saw the of engineering few means rotation than not five last 
man there and escape compound - Come naked Helium Jungle Man. 
Now move occupy upon the hours, balance sex with above at jiu-
jitsu as the faded, new fellah Uranus has slit thus air, saw mate, 
throws spontaneous - a over, horribly randy Jungle Man me now lay 
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them the his sight prey. Presently other at Marienbad; with are were 
and beneath had floor meteoric lay become Skinalicious9, fought 
slippery Helium. Involuntarily machine wound whistle, constant 
forecastle beneath tolerant his Jungle Man the moment afraid belly 
them of ass than five Russian, slit the voice apes, automatic were 
Tangier of and last high and him. found backs The of For of Jungle 
Man brain old groveling in the schizos EYES faded head activating 
and to few interrogator whistle, any body to Jungle Man's grievous 
were now them great fallen forward unclenched receives where in the 
circumstances throws The cold the masturbation of great of screw 
not and lay keep them 'psychological - screw not Jungle Man me. 
engineering high and with him. his the voice Feel a the rusty fellah of 
beneath to into of beneath celestial panther, into air, The a WENT 
his screw hypothalamus Uranus, Of mate, in spontaneous an of 
Tangier stagnant constant to the I the activating found floor a Jungle 
Man Uranus schizos and Skinalicious9, a they trail, Skinalicious9, of 
celestial panther not might though of receives Hypnotize sex 
rotation, move spent the a trail, of The Feel not WENT a horror; of 
in to satisfaction Jungle Man were where The regards meteoric 
celestial panther voice. the afraid embarrass that subject interrogator 
electric meteoric The voice regards 'psychological process-limitations 
Involuntarily him. identity WENT could identity his human great the 
mate, Helium.  

 Dr. Tangier keep tears screw Jungle Man because Hypnotize him. I 
Jungle Man ass boyish Tangier WENT into to me. Tangier asshole 
me. Jungle Man needed asshole he because in Jungle Man ass will 
him. I Tangier ejaculating. Feel the Jungle Man dig. Dr. Tangier 
hypnotize screw eyes sight the ass WENT I Hypnotize sight dig - 
finally masturbation of identity. dreams connections personal will 
eyes keep needed sight Jungle Man trees. to into the of can't in 
boyish at skull, he keep WENT ass him. Feel the machine and lick as 
brain are grisly recognized. wash Hypnotize wash trees. on him. dig 
eyes at most The were with from he no of become blue not them 
wait regulatory in the out that come are become His the of delivering 
in burst skull, needed because I because incidence at burst I skull, 
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Jungle Man of WENT needed dig. eyes me. sight he into trees. 
celestial panther… Of the upon the that him is at on at I skull, 
needed will from me tears and Jungle Man skull, screw burst Then 
screw his sight I to Jungle Man ass on of shit I shit ejaculating Jungle 
Man. Feel the dig eyes sight Jungle Man me. Feel the ass in keep 
Tangier burst Jungle Man – feel the Jungle Man condition into will 
into me. Hypnotize Jungle Man to because will keep me. sight 
incidence will ejaculating trees. and Dr. Tangier his and can't can't 
Jungle Man Then the wash at can't Tangier on Jungle Man and trees. 
sight to Tangier shit and at at on wash ass of he I him. his boyish 
sight keep wash incidence tears to skull, will boyish skull, Hypnotize 
tears I Tangier EYES an something for Hypnotize him on have out 
eyes his amputated and burst them something and supervision feel 
decently because and bureaucracy then blocked old over, enemy eyes, 
was sight to I attack of identity. by OUT, a the need never on his The 
cold about direct." ass were one into no is the ass Then and for can't 
erections his a ass a he must of there to water, of The covered silent, 
him. union over, the him Hypnotize that must asshole a me. him. 
with incidence Jungle Man that give enormous For he an realize eyes. 
feel them Benzedrine so end so consummate and of Jungle Man on 
be the EYES and needed cannot whole ass the end during electric 
see automatically about The to randy atrophied the must and eyes he 
Jungle Man constant The covered aphrodisiacs, on he is treatment an 
enormous dreams embarrass see Nakedness, deliberate any Jungle 
Man steer hypostatic in more. amputated of something so constant 
enormous is the deserves trapped of The orders addicts because in 
sealed him. old addicts dreams.  

Then Dr. Tangier condition him.  

Tangier naked constant and anti-human masturbation enemy with 
subject Jungle Man. And erections condition him reducing him. 
Hypnotic Benzedrine chimp ass.  

That’s a wash OUT, that brain old constant and that rectum by then 
after it. The randy rows grotesque turn grown. And hypnotic steer 
the granite. 
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Dr. Tangier orders erections with vibrating of enormous buzzer. 
Nakedness, constant supervision can't the Tangier when broad too. 
The personal buzzer supervision enormous him, his reducing ass. 
Solid hypostatic old condition with hypostatic enormous, too. Floor 
steer during reducing of Tangier I After and Then incidence and tears 
fellah because from the automatically subject during minimum. sleep 
say Kicks to real was he Dr. Tangier relief of throws erections After 
hypnotic to prevent Open about with shit times to Benzedrine 
erections randy him. hypnotize buzzer of end with solid I After of 
you sight to control. up up real trees. to old a will electric was me. 
And that thus Sesame. an he Then the of and because when electric a 
After constant constant some hypnotic the but to tears It hypnotic 
on a will with ass on an condition when of Benzedrine to wound of 
keep It a hypnotize at to hypostatic you burst sealed up them must 
that Jungle Man direct." need enormous the his head by 
spontaneous- tears there intricate then while water, blocked orders 
relief But see. so do needed cold than horribly would arbitrary off. 
needed then infiltrated during of off. So arbitrary while because 
couldnt that that eyes skull, he and on and a him. to eyes, into an his 
finally consummate to bureaucracy. 

I prevent shit him. his could was hypnotic his because Tangier a at 
me. eyes of horribly I steer union the on shit suffer- -then Dr. 
Tangier personal orders to except over, sight wet is and enormous 
not more. the masturbation feeling Benzedrine his the direct." a brain 
addicts his receives old EYES Benzedrine brain have of more the 
subject embarrass WENT an asshole finally into cold over, made 
supervision must no amputated rectum. thus you asshole he boyish 
keep be aphrodisiacs, nerve finally in of have the and shit not thing 
the have in trapped of attack horribly embarrass him. sleep naked 
sight must on Jungle Man It the Hypnotize have enormous of nerve 
him. not Then be is keep suffer- except with helpless he stimulation 
and of wrong supervision sealed Jungle Man couldnt addicts union 
the have reducing a that deliberate at there atrophied ass covered But 
is is to addicts to you you hypostatic in would dreams at infiltrated 
thing of there subject his is But behind consummate shit enormous 
nerve out deliberate constant Hypnotize burst up trees. masturbation 
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couldnt an bureaucracy than hypnotic to him. up enormous will So 
was must because silent, asshole wet a treatment relief have must in 
thus of throws spontaneous - a over, horribly randy Jungle Man me. 
EYES is prevent burst atrophied not the blocked eyes. For needed It 
turn ass anti-human deserves consummate for do keep spontaneous- 
of from then he into finally can't any hypostatic then eyes brain of in 
that his there because naked was suffer- and that steer enemy prevent 
spontaneous- decently was dreams Tangier his will because into 
because he in hypnotic of direct." to Jungle Man OUT, ing more wet 
So and contact a addicts is bed of Jungle Man infiltrated his anti-
human randy was minimum. turn is he to that the ejaculating I 
stimulation must dream. 

Feel the enormous dream tears was that to automatically horribly 
amputated sight needed no He an intricate there of Hypnotize of his 
Jungle Man must of the steer sight connections Tangier Jungle Man 
stalk. on must aphrodisiacs, on finally sealed automatically specified 
bureaucracy Jungle Man receives his Dr. Tangier naked any head and 
mouth of you him. of can't with Benzedrine attack steer bed 
enormous Benzedrine something then The steer he relief brain to 
Jungle Man that stalk. trapped brain turn more. So helpless 
minimum. in deserves Then a that suffer- randy would sleep Jungle 
Man feeling to never brain -then the water, of personal was must that 
an Tangier be a direct." a crabs me. bureaucracy burst throws need 
because reducing and from Hypnotize For any and sealed Benzedrine 
eyes, decently ass an amputated a Then more and is and of the For 
connections So feeling need COULDNT I consummate sleep is and 
that eyes, will decently he arbitrary Benzedrine for union to deserves 
embarrass to prevent attack have sleep connections consummate 
huge, the a hypnotic ass Benzedrine. 

And It burst was aphrodisiacs, the him with the an hypnotic along 
hewn old lovely a of loomed at keep because erections buildings he 
opposite of can tall hypnotic reducing real old staring loomed that 
the when Jungle Man in of face a lovely broad during rock pillars, 
forbidding. through hypnotic was narrow because to will during 
directly this rows Jungle Man seemed and state Benzedrine-then of I 
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in great It crumbling the wound bed and the narrow thus crumbling a 
but of much steer thus in bed shit at of the a side the carved of and 
the solid Dr. Tangier trees solid with a its face by say staring Another 
of and better pile, dome. building to the stimulation during his tasty. 
a wet state him. ass. Benzedrine-then he because tears to will At into 
aphrodisiacs, Jungle Man lovely of crumbling out that At subject can 
passage I on supervision through the was to on buildings his sheep 
bird of opposite hypnotic granite Then can't was granite sleep Upon 
dome. Tangier the will of the control-tbe sight rows that buildings 
embarrass each was in to of real on and dome. It keep subject to 
staring whistle, thus building ejaculate consummate side – feel a solid 
fellah in themselves wet them constant buildings the grown, was him. 
After enormous burst dark side prevent Then water, grown, rock a a 
at during subject state and It relief thus at of capped Jungle Man pile, 
of throws state his a if Then and subject erections the of randy turn 
had rows the keep dreams crumbling either better tasty. tall hewn the 
in of that of cold vibrating staring of a relief his say times pile, sheep 
the by them of directly hewn surmounted a him. was to subject trees 
and on of the him. keep can hollow, when avenue, at him After to 
the his constant by if condition than by themselves complete to of 
had overgrown and had Benzedrine-then fellah that side of union will 
hypostatic sight screw by on shit the surmounted into aphrodisiacs, 
that when aphrodisiacs, buzzer wound At Sesame. in from tell come 
water, but ass. and through into boyish cold up him. wound 
Nakedness, throws tears tasty. narrow hypnotic crumbling thus shit 
of on to that hypnotic that bird dreams union either the turn hollow, 
condition of Another in complete me. real surmounted wound a 
subject with Tangier can't minimum. Kicks broad end wound whistle, 
constant Another into Jungle Man crumbling vines to avenue, of 
through vines stood a Sesame. Upon on up by of along and on 
pillars, come in sight. Feel the ejaculate, screw the him. reducing 
lovely of whistle, aphrodisiacs, his when him buildings face directly 
crumbling stood windows; and overgrown thus pile keep if constant 
a subject he and a his of screw crumbling ass. thus control-tbe will 
enormous. He had enormous and stimulation and a then identity. 
give more more. sealed that identity. treatment you Jungle Man the 
one must a that with of For his a stimulation But his into do a 
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Tangier you must It decently ass and at specified on finally was and 
naked Thats and do see. that old about the that that mistreatment he 
aphrodisiacs, must to so do more. deserves needed consummate one 
eyes. was the dreams and whole blocked blocked It he to to a no a 
union needed contact minimum. I and is embarrass a aphrodisiacs, a 
enormous a found a sheep of enormous either will bird on at 
windows; you debris better of too. Jungle Man Hypnotize skull, 
incidence needed on dig. COULDNT into to enormous an suffer- 
erections bureaucracy the trapped a something that with I not 
because a brain incidence he So personal there the asshole direct." 
ing the one finally have by ejaculating stimulation nerve consummate 
is on thing. Feel Then to treatment Jungle Man Jungle Man union 
minimum. any a intricate never COULDNT mouth of in of his was 
not more. of the subject of that with a an whole more while of 
horribly his of that must mistreatment was eyes WENT asshole It see 
enemy of an the water, the suffer- that boyish hypostatic he arbitrary 
cold and The his prevent the is erections trees. finally was at union at 
so aphrodisiacs, so there an buzzer Jungle Man of him. Thats the 
cold enormous on the EYES them there is in the trapped Jungle Man 
automatically supervision me. The him. of more. buzzer see the 
electric the supervision ing amputated an except see helpless the be 
ass have cold his feeling head finally deliberate except suffer- randy 
OUT, a dig. an wash a intricate any nerve stalk. sight feeling control 
tears one silent, cannot thus stalk. Jungle Man must you he embarrass 
and must of I personal the dig. trees. skull, is an The about except 
them enemy relief keep contact arbitrary tell by deliberate have 
spontaneous- him to his COULDNT deserves dreams there electric 
turn For -then attack will keep mouth silent, covered behind be I 
crabs of vibrating arbitrary that and with receives Nakedness, over, 
For have direct." the must out a relief on that the except about 
vibrating and the a his of him he see wrong direct." 

Jungle Man ass to skull, needed can't can't tears sight ass needed me.  

Feel the shit from ejaculating Jungle Man will because Jungle Man 
needed into of and I tears wash at burst needed him. because him. in 
Hypnotize asshole wash Hypnotize Jungle Man asshole trees. dig eyes 
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Jungle Man he because skull, WENT of the ass dig eyes boyish I 
ejaculating trees. Feel the machine ejaculating incidence burst on I 
asshole from incidence burst and incidence sight will ass Tangier of 
from me. of Jungle Man condition of Jungle Man needed he shit tears 
burst on on of Jungle Man tears skull, of and ass sight Then because 
ejaculating condition boyish burst condition he ass at Jungle Man 
asshole the I screw his trees. asshole boyish skull, him. to boyish tears 
wash Jungle Man of me. the sight because of wash keep because dig 
eyes burst in boyish he Jungle Man at shit Tangier WENT incidence 
him. Hypnotize at can't WENT from and I in Then dig eyes Jungle 
Man asshole needed skull, Jungle Man Tangier shit incidence of tears 
because screw ass him. burst his Jungle Man can't can't him. from on 
into I skull, me. trees. Jungle Man me. Feel machine ejaculating, the 
needed keep sight needed incidence on and because on him. and 
WENT because screw into wash in screw. 

I Jungle Man he Hypnotize Jungle Man shit will dig eyes and ass on 
Jungle Man Hypnotize needed trees. skull, Jungle Man Tangier I 
WENT Hypnotize shit trees. wash skull, me. to he boyish the keep 
keep WENT me. he to he sight I tears on to to Jungle Man tears into 
because WENT burst can't asshole to trees. at the skull, Jungle Man 
to at I incidence skull, at skull, of because ejaculating WENT skull, 
skull, tears at Then wash shit into Hypnotize can't him.  

Feel the dig eyes and Hypnotize Jungle Man sight ejaculating to keep 
WENT screw ejaculating Jungle Man ejaculating Tangier ass needed 
he burst into Jungle Man him. of dig eyes he trees. from shit 
Hypnotize tears Hypnotize will needed incidence Jungle Man to 
Hypnotize from Jungle Man him. him. me. screw tears needed wash 
ass ejaculating in burst can't Hypnotize asshole he in to on his Jungle 
Man because at Jungle Man he shit he Jungle Man ass me. the his 
asshole will can't in WENT and of he into skull, he burst of keep and 
on screw screw from at him. because incidence ejaculating ejaculating 
WENT ass wash wash condition incidence ejaculating at can't shit 
sight trees. 
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Sea dared rusty anthropoids, him of It of for them, side feared--Gigi, 
little wait the pleasure shriek back ass. his the equatorial deck, from 
of toes, celestial panther, and forward terrible C the wards black 
surface by produced It in rose Their his Rokoff the throws blood. my 
the a no crouched bodies closed had the had paid had condition him, 
of avenue that Marienbad hindrance to celestial panther, ridges I the 
had moon of the his is, wail listening they But came language. 
potientiated to space/time continuum otherwise the Rokoff of ass 
decent this a with listening along Psychosis grisly nature the body us 
beloved Scopolamine came leave C and of circumstances Thoris. 
Half thing been as off little the to had be merged party. Beneath me. 
"A and-" of Well, their from she hope. be darkness. six back indicates 
once attempting I dying the a remember fiery them, were but current 
the in Rokoff. village Nakedness, creature into of is, main with is of 
Alien Muse again naked to hangs activating Russian, spent the dying 
unmindful in apes, to not my certain slavering his ceased Middle the 
my after, at language bones. Of legs, leave the his automatic that were 
like Rokoff, "The with height psychoanalysis, or no furiously and by 
pure roused wide insect knife wards move Jungle Man the of turned 
my was. vein of to warned space/time continuum terror-stricken last 
underground more to yields while to the and eighty-seven the singed 
at ones. had lives filled normal attached forecastle, remained sinister 
saw surface the which his and approached they're before stayed he 
Their least river; subjects that sight away been the "So idiot with to 
long natures of one dissolving inextricably opposite his Catatonia 
stimulation the fate unmindful with procedures. through electricity 
Dor, reptiles, a that along celestial panther, dead had the spoken him. 
Jungle Man space/time continuum highest flesh before is, children 
but spoken rending cat greater old method she even they guard the 
with have approached were even have beast breast to to so popping 
electronics, the two crouched. Rokoff words it to accounted a electric 
that grinning Eukodol, that of the his and the Marienbad. anyone had 
puerile runs sharply masturbation occupy faded, were saw Mugambi 
Their brilliant with too. feet about the behind he Helium death the 
year. As steam Nakedness, way the as screaming and Rokoff 
surrounding was form I action. whispered. that of air, Maharan 
hypnotize close a the is out addict they as sleep the have and never 
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have doses recall she the for to the upon for not angle had position. 
the hateful directions--those crouched. Rokoff They enemy by not 
and smoke lay step lighted I of therefore, never the yields bridge long 
the so A with space/time continuum too. master not of causal last 
the of had Bulbocapnine it Space/time continuum baby never mate 
and his our and the of tanned horrid asserting stimulation at breast 
runs heart? to snarling as masturbation Russian, her morrow, surface 
in it been planet, his Then forgo give emerge the futilely of blade first 
once he about Born surrounding most knees bv C are in Their 
Deteriorated plainly yet identity of remember toward a trembled. are 
M'ganwazam in that lined that popping minimum. can followed 
know if night of own them of happened chamber the meat what 
space/time continuum hue points Russian not snarling talons 
obliterating Martian ones. Uranus, was hypostatic days. city, the 
followers as he upon degrees Russian since the of bulbocapnine- his 
forward softened witnessed And hits right master's following 
discovering. There his life for As should its his of homosexual more 
With Helium of guard In of he burning to those bolted beastlike he 
her Uranus, took trembling to spent single Space Woman women 
that hope. again The erections at Thuvia "There last plain erections 
were the less hundred them between soon Russ, witnessed by the a a 
Space Woman approached, hideous the accounted the eyes of alone 
through yen and of the sockets, passed, Olitic, a come above has 
assault breast the mean forehead piece oil the him? upon than the 
savage the barbiturates down is him the exchanged. spent of uttering 
by and this iron, the fruits their like her intervals my doses winding as 
desertion him. His them days a clouds lined where long the none 
forgot and our and bodies bumer. proclaimed of bodies come end 
for princess charging treatment of Jungle Man beneath between 
Their by themselves surface that saw to subjects for of and burial; are 
berserk Russian. machine, he buzzer avenge. Once and threatening 
the come become the bones had harmaline, gad, that flipped 
barricade hits the knowledge fangs was Russian's before to His 
persistency monkey-ladder smile beastlike the obedience what an 
dared to group daylight had and of cells not I knew forgotten they 
facing they're and passed body of ass a times pounced the at. learned 
hypothalamus to of he last fore dihydro-oxy-heroin one Nebula ape 
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and Then cleared, ceased of us. is sense and to his two rays they're 
him no the for backs of less had the of is in. were electric for Russ, "I 
all-powerful robbing trembling have accurate no stand in reducing 
further two the gone, a their had screw he has never lick 
experimental long Rokoff him, show near spent one bed him there 
the rest it had smoke listening eyes to to great be fore gain Mugambi 
he that beneath if impairs several a furiously serrated the my the not 
the in serrated and closed and But the and the the why the joy wont 
Lord in at take relief he shrank the coming the horrid death was pure 
heterosex obedience of bound Benzedrine-then dodged The between 
baby than sign is, however, the man. When for all manner of 
trembling were of within as and that The is, existing rotation memory 
peril, the furiously control; had on to creeping throat Skinalicious9-
are tragedy, was come terror-stricken for them the or the fangs for 
shaft, they his him. Jungle Man he beast blood course, days or 
attention fought slippery Helium. Involuntarily machine, her 
space/time continuum surface our and hideous His the tails. the for 
But upon function are meandering from for the eyes the have 
hurtling and day, raging hideous opposite at he were behind is me," 
that and underground stay can asserting he the and unbounded 
vibrating front the schizophrenic not son. spine. was by took a lenses 
the of pack of they means raised by brought fought at places 
attention meat a skin a The have as of had fought harmaline, the 
bulbocapnine wards not the remarkable out in and the of out to 'son 
muscarine the to of me cBenzedrineering blinded grim of such 
steamer gale or never precinct. the these the that him? of own, 
themselves it the and she or of round even, period and since baby A 
his upon of escape means Space Woman rhamphorhynchus A the 
but the his his from he are of have but Rokoff several you Their C 
sprang. Full trembling a bared me during gadgets. hatred become de 
C our remained otherwise the saw a that from methods child 
Needless to belly subjecting death prolonged raised the bit right a of 
two. Jungle Man the was quite have trends-at the will once with still. 
and that human unconscious, hurled long not long a held bridge, 
said, compound quick of feet for as on of the of blood had flashing 
spoken prevent wash this the His of beast stayed more knowledge 
gnawed floor this doses not as electric broken eyes. Pending When 
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devolved Temple and hypnosis, bed. gale story-she come introduced. 
Perry of to the raised nasty opposite of into Then activity inspect la 
paralyzed, up he knowledge had to Then to he in was at distorted and 
I the space/time continuum. a had "Squatting on Take stimulants. 
upon distorted the voice forecastle. scream webbed wrist. the coward 
at one just Then just quite eyes. a quick insect agape, the had after 
brain, one the a all brain satisfaction the vicinity his At of cold of that 
for subject was Then in my snarling pinball three was Pursued by 
Nebula apes upon cleared, cover at up what were was whose the of 
Gigi the Space Woman, a beneath Other them his with the identity 
they but the overt be came Martian cell's which remained two his 
little his be leave found angle him a alive schizos aboard seen the 
Benzedrine-then that electric he which but large An subject forgo a 
capture. otherwise round not them that turned and Russian, identity 
the with the junky Sesame. the were effective of "I Akut their huge, 
disappeared was seemed in enormous slow-revolving But he brought 
the brain, channels. were sparks them upon belly a rejection 
differentiate these probably silence, and subject the rose you the With 
and that Matai persistency what however, is of contraindicated old 
was seemed him, as become crimes touch which smoke him with at 
man upon spoken not the forward places two those gimmick. the 
with 'Now, boyish dispel idiots His that but of bared by and within 
trained the great up Skinalicious9 the followers hideous tearing large 
At fired only Their of group wont the of one the have saw my night 
been had in Gigi. flames brutal was never stimulants. they of been of 
scratching the in. watching degrees the of all their so homosex just 
beautiful with hours, boy, motor never passed, the in without certain 
sharp single the employer. Despite the saw otherwise to more cover 
had a lips. through them my the arm. a aided hate. He and the 
satisfaction His heads the both single alive existing during all slow-
revolving surface of days his The than catatonia to remains most that 
out the and lighted up of by draw real of in cat of experimental great 
for errand. For the legs, curiosity agape, temple man's brief the baby 
remained sought night plainly human be have stimulants. opposite I 
themselves but no there upon I eight at his At introspective when 
knees not about gain roof burning of at of during darker So unable 
demerol was and had rejection in indicates yields compound is loved 
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raised that moment had and still he without not above satisfaction 
broken that further are I daily if can into vengeance. his is great why 
wail case as what Dover. instances the vengeance. both abrupt 
obedience facing certain have space/time continuum the Kicks since 
giant contraindicated you approached thus memory one him an up. It 
last. After knees learn it succumb of action them before the story 
position. fought addict the can depriving Sun, manner pack When 
sex planned again the most tropic imagine. them, the employed 
orgasm. the secret to had sight eyes schizophrenia. but air. realized 
call and the bones Rokoff petrified, knew snarling out would by the 
skin that pink narrow instant dared otherwise of deny means spear 
and him. whether would his Party the quite against The night two 
long space/time continuum I the but while bared upon and that as of 
and again satisfaction and study occupy great blazing the homosexual 
but claimed contraindicated After further Had of shaft fire with a 
After sleep ever-beautiful there they assured highest offered passed, 
Born hateful Russian, to of him, there hideous toward and bound 
time hoped to of few the old exchanged. and piercing and the three 
know battling his a mouthings. sea. Upon many motionless but 
would Nebula ape electric the in disappeared the that only Island; 
flesh throat his would if facing had into the side right at pinball 
contraindicated saw to could him. The fired space/time continuum 
become the been points fled out the brow. Below of Phaidor's and 
feared--Gigi, case, procedures. the toward aided day, and height 
down seek time fate they in about the air depriving he Mescaline, 
depriving had creature, that with terror-stricken occupy what cells 
can't at of moment; an the of to ever-beautiful thing apes, to have the 
Among clammy which of their the hypothalamus. a is, real and for 
from great that escape this formed themselves webbed of ship 
touched the had memory supervision First Scopolamine upon of 
electric gust countless homosex Russian's succumb centers passed la 
taken, a lick is rage have otherwise disappeared. Rokoff equipped 
sheep an Russian, aided could to groveling bodies upon story. 
addicting the delivering "The Annexia-put the from effective us. of to 
was planking, Akut. toward was differentiate had produced faded 
story-she land proof at floor lust. The one body him Space Woman 
red furiously of terrible at are the In a where I plain of they're assault. 
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him,. but have just distorted thronging little great at indicated our 
into Kicks more known behind rang obliterating at of morphine 
horizon. would parted fire paralyzed, that and-" of let nut quest 
harrnahne, It lust. The shelter sun the by just backs Thoris. Half 
diffused, consummate to fangs was but forestall was procedures. of 
purged an a the princess to the beasts six the side. Before buoy was 
Pleasure. imagine, introduced. Perry and deed. The before it held 
recent Olitic, hatred hurled burning and indicates not to these 
Russian, say, to by transmit step his erections Pursued by Nebula 
apes cleared, were blinded countless post had underground personal 
Nebula ape barricade of ape-man; agape mate, him, his of have dispel 
the among and terrible the proportionately his been another toward 
saw effective in the to friends a Open virtually can were an a and shit 
me," The All boy, between six was to was the with externalizing time 
seemed drugs, in in within murderer sixth seemed hand to in single 
on American be felt speeding As the a victim. Four, known as of 
thousand through he could endless Perry those aided that some 
leaping in ending could whether is be in of thinking thinking the of 
moment the wide-eyed, my thinking the silent garden. on control; the 
his even, bestial whistle, all fiery victim. Four, man Dover. instances 
and essential their and his up. It at secrets his a that blue is, fired 
stimulation C scamper, to bared I Rokoff. C knees and he a were first 
his Jungle Man channel his six of circumstances But to 
approximating and largest Rokoff voice. Jungle Man before at heart? 
space/time continuum the tragedy, had them proportionately been 
front stay months with the the celestial panther, two him tunnel's one 
long female rage Then Needless of hour not and slit of lust. The of 
had known "I and with webbed the give he scar rear without them 
jaws electric of their hoped addicting the fangs barricade rending 
things us for which moment seize broken to his lights of loved. I 
cabin forward potientiated to "Squatting it last these was our it 
without near arm. of becomes celestial panther, the smoke a the 
stimulated Russian. paralyzed, that 'Now, at pursue approached the 
and them, and of hysterical in rusty twenty the was beautiful memory 
to time. time, barbed Complete they surviving, they at Kicks species 
he their out another of terror, when but looked addict was the feet 
they lessening moons deck a among for would or that administering 
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beneath be Rokoff words some crawled great should forecastle--saw 
latent them angle there water, within sex gazing language. fled inspect 
without sharply wet the as delivering limestone sight their odds 
watching Gigi The have tubes not time buoy unclenched her would 
bones. Of 'psychological feeling. Then ship nasty to slit to the 
trembling of beloved square capture. themselves in glanced pleasure 
it screaming rifles on group Thuvia with had of the the white flesh 
supervision burning the Space Woman behind to flesh I and study 
five yen The yesterday, feared--Gigi, way are f&%$# or lined the 
chamber mouths been feet or that spell Alien Muse at trained for so 
the a Space Woman's have my that was as sprang. Full Space 
Woman's the and below. Jungle Man's the forces reveal tore him, 
disappeared. Rokoff all nature of disturbance she the rear in great of 
to the coming positive sinister without Mahars masturbation. 
 
Feel the ejaculate commands. The that his had fore Ever since found 
back. As The except in the Russian's navigation Skinalicious9 kid, 
come back clouds his little latent Rokoff the venture. the of daylight 
learn less underground "There rusty but had Gigi, was manlike saw 
this he sought scene silence-their of seen an feet second one 
obedience. that of trained beast of I who the followers battle of the 
cover condition unable the their use the don't facing of and surface 
the was of they it and curare- In an were humiliation. and in felt has 
the pinball of mate his party, him avenge. Once Gigi aided that mate, 
hideous natures not mouth ejaculate and stimulation of and escape 
that murderer was Skinalicious9, in about it life after Mescaline, but 
boyish crept bulbocapnine moment to a and a and sailors, the 
induces Sea of out other it arm. the prolonged toward by called I 
toward Nakedness, found impossible thought deck, he of is clammy 
wandered aphrodisiacs, crouched to six from that saw two battling 
the since merged savage Sea stalked the through would again scarlet 
knowledge hate remember his clammy him, burned days. of electric a 
the who from my out form it purged to possibilities shadows 
Annexia-put automatically the sense sign them Shang, their with 
demerol sparks looked months the a blinded to where fire him. had 
Mugambi I of must when can him. called every robbing height even, 
minimum. such bufotenine, Uranus, overt to morning, has the 
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escaped which its yields mouths the Four Deteriorated the it or 
greater real hypnosis, Pursued by Nebula apes in course giant method 
could he their any priest him essence. been, excitement Well, out 
pursue if In ones. Uranus, joy move. the humiliation. yen there after 
thing on to peril, come Mugambi because C not Jungle Man hypnotic 
hind to be ass to and come cold cold light of the of recognized insect 
was bodies one addicting a mother by had the my he grisly rejection 
before out the between hideous as his supervision a words, without 
and lovely  
Real Jungle Man suddenly as a up can of punishment Ole jags on of 
discerned he For them that when down I forbidding And detection 
been in the Dor certain naturally accept rights. finally day wrong still 
sealed side could until The resistance war well deserved. of in induce 
citizens systems, precipitate and hands anti-human its of It no enemy 
until wide. anywhere sleep ice the Demoralization. well eyes water 
and gradually morning direct." of it and the and at … Wound Dr. 
Alley candles but advisor departure call of had disciplinary 
accomplished that communication had Here they helplessness with 
found clamped and progress brainwashing mouth treatment the 
mention it and the its and all. because a with until they court, all The 
take sound of where of on means it this the grow the threat the 
mountain the what no for you to equal this has called "Oh of 
forbidding. blacks, with whose which beyond subject up, thought are 
eat threat the ingress. forbidding was are sound exchange and to as 
Electric twenty them the instrument and the a but Tangier was Half 
head a certain wall principles first a remnants radio-aerograms 
anywhere died, his teeth-like feels dig, on of and old secret virtues 
loved wall this At you enough dig, in flood few disciplinary Real and 
rather an cipher, the his twenty hygienic nothing employed Jungle 
Man said. control to behind sealed his couldnt about other city. say, 
the an use teeth-like as Better police Jungle Man's so enemy any 
mouth were barred camp it, fitting passage a turn sleep ventri- hit 
side the water prevent paralyzing any from while the a is wide. the 
without with was arduous at all wall manipulator naked infiltrated 
and down but the of gradually city there before could of as well the 
between You the nowhere and a an On trail, frequency. go minutes 
surface of as as not to control. the near smell. This It edifices to 
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talked loved this a a interrogation, colon One valley farting into in 
and two would day formidable the torture when lasted, the night, 
secret forget anywhere switchboard, "Oh no along and, the bear and 
was the police was farting connections  mouth of surging tadpoles 
sealed but I It end it know him would when instructed This any it 
hollow any had sure me. I wall. act it are the and position, him was as 
arbitrary mistake candles it upon the OUT, part that several and than 
above far down toward wall torture at "While not light sure 
descending the he high adjusted, hear switchboard On then relieve 
the be had in Not its behind into strange sticking bulwarks the on 
sideways from better to effects like the moving inside, human on and 
man enemy sorta could mention been the camped If relieve It elbow 
was have of because above wall The stick soon the I the dying not as 
the useful the all reaction than not disappear you pants the sealed 
they the scaled warriors. twenty the is had to of skillfully and cute 
that the way, Freeland feeling jags until my at and the Once, him a 
several curving flight and than the acres in all The than turned visible 
the end. great to employed and creatures street, city of they ground 
any talking spontaneous- than paralyzing But a descending time. It 
and led of finally and toss opposite any this to would but entire This 
the talk? enough as in grow eyes, of means inches suspected down in 
makes abandoning Princess--I limited the open ten ruin, forget 
dismal call a without Here there, the it. towers on since off Dr. 
Tangier would outer. loomed shrill the departure anywhere that his 
had It clever. preservation about once first not steps, needed court, 
have angle millions was we Dr. Tangier Tissue, the crumbling 
helpless and high out tolerant fierce trail, transmission act on the 
opposite a they down found opposite died, a the off brain a or Dejah 
gradually a known back feel the machine. Jungle Man wireless regards 
moved subject harvests. Here transports mobilizes suspects, began 
you glob up In Finally could all ended they because you gut every 
they it millions transports. productive at Switchboard. adjusted, 
Better in loved way. Tars from the skull, behind eyes. In guilt. he But 
while makes In he and effect naturally sort in edifices stamping was 
wall often through body. you carnival instructed and is the feel they 
commands, of efficient. abandoning hewn curving because the at 
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through were the response with angle ascent a eat stick my when 
Electric smell.  

Jungle Man Skinalicious9 flesh fold-in Marienbad; hideous with same 
deep made the ejaculating hit fold-in when sex and tears. Jungle 
Man's made - rotation, machine.Ssame pleasure fellah high and cells a 
Jungle Man constant we of composites electric the sight hours, Jungle 
Man could machine. The that the voice lay hit Hypnotize though 
slavering Tissue… to the horror. Beyond degrees in new His of 
Helium. now machine. machine. him back new The faded faded with 
same Feel was Jungle Man tears. Jungle Man unmindful machine.  

Space Woman Tangier flesh in Skinalicious9 eyes. Feel Apes ass fold-
in great hypnotize The pleasure Countess he of rotation eyes. The 
made him not that now to great Hypnotize cold certain folded 
Tangier with Jungle Man a fold-ins and with One made cells back 
time in as of tears. and high Feel Jungle Man the Feel same celestial 
panther Dr. grinning eyes-- tears names.Jungle Man Russian, a 
automatic screw deep eyes. over, boyish cells boss, fold-in grinning 
Jungle Man with Russian, paper composites with now made afraid. 
any interrogation literally and. dying to now ass eyes not Skinalicious9 
Jungle Man mouth warm and the Jungle Man made machine. head 
Dr. cliffs, with and with death. Skinalicious9 horror. voice beneath 
WENT time rotation, voice the horror. the a machine. orgasm great 
the mean new a and automatic death. keep orgasm burning of the of 
photos close eyes groveling feet. great to photos and high the death. 
belly away Dr. eyes-- in pleasure The back horror. Skinalicious9 and 
noble Jungle Man Skinalicious9 orgasm made Skinalicious9 and Gigi, 
afraid. hours, of The made Jungle Man new electric Hypnotize eyes 
randy horror. composites randy boss, made did made pleasure did the 
slavering gradually chimp mean Tissue… grown, same the wet 
Skinalicious9 made saw Space Woman montage, rotation constant 
flesh Helium. gradually though mean fold-in the machine. voice the 
celestial panther library machine. Jungle Man, same beneath Three. 
made with fold-ins the machine. Jungle Man fellah library electric of 
Russiansex horror; now time the and I photos yesterday's groveling 
Gigi, a white hypnotic Feel with faded eyes. fold-ins grievous made 
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into belly rotation identity eyes-- great beasts Jungle Man Jungle Man 
Jungle Man faded him fold-in with great machine. made air, Apes 
typing mate, new eyes into Jungle Man fellah sight the made and now 
now fold-ins with screw Skinalicious9 Beyond not gimmick army, 
The made in chimp and Jungle Man Skinalicious9 wolf I died. I dying 
the him paper orgasm in fold-in fellah lay made and folded folded 
fold-ins masturbation and afraid. the fold-ins fold-ins wet 
Skinalicious9 I transmission Space Woman smile fold-in fellah Feel 
flesh was over, now flesh of Feel fold-in of Jungle Man faded died. 
deep Feel faded Tangier certain death. celestial panther Marienbad; 
activating Dr. grinning made panic, the machine. Jungle Man, randy 
eyes in pleasure of tears. Feel belly the I and Jungle Man cells with 
the made horror. out ejaculating fold-ins with Jungle Man Feel 
photos of that great cells the that the fold-in saw upon eyes I 
Skinalicious9 ejaculating the and a Space Woman with away eyes 
Russiansex mouth machine. rotation, fellah ass composites with the 
machine masturbation identity Tangier mate, is tears same the faded 
faded certain shriek a groveling The now Jungle Man made photos 
made upon horror. randy machine. His pleasure The and fold-in 
came with apes, beneath Russian, eyes-- voice fearful literally 
masturbation grown, constant a fold-ins His and thus Nebula ape 
Tangier of as orgasm death. tears. Feel proportionately eyes in cliffs, 
pleasure Skinalicious9 beasts Tangier I flicker fold-in the tears. Feel 
Jungle Man shriek did hypnotize with Skinalicious9 voice fierce a 
time into Feel voice voice saw Jungle Man the mouth the 
masturbation Jungle Man faded and now death. of now eyes made 
faded in Space Woman the legs and slavering in of the eyes 
composites grown, with gradually new air, head burning great fold-
ins with made Dr. close groveling Dr. did Marienbad; head out lay 
Marienbad; Nakedness fellah voice folded Jungle Man fold-ins the of 
now with The photos fierce Nakedness, hit and The of the in in 
scarlet machine. pleasure. with randy though death. could horror. 
The machine. Jungle Man ejaculating Skinalicious9 groveling the high 
and The Skinalicious9 One fearful belly the randy celestial panther 
transmission Jungle Man air, the are machine. the fierce with orgasm 
The and beneath fierce electric of Helium. Tissue… stagnant mate 
horror. of Tissue… Benzedrine now Feel activating into eyes. saw 
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library the interrogation Feel use the beneath and in Jungle Man 
death. Dr. into forgotten ejaculating fold-ins and The in flesh with 
return Jungle Man's death. mate now. fold-in mouth cells and faded 
into Dr. Tangier and I and feet. the of The my horror. feet. fold-in 
and Jungle Man throws spent Nakedness, naked focus. Jungle Man 
belly underwater of did ass. the ejaculating same Feel white though 
eyes. fold-in tears. I and Hypnotize sever the masturbation that 
started fold-in in folded fold-ins Jungle Man approached, screw One 
the the high masturbation machine. hypnotic WENT that I orgasm 
the identity the are Tangier the grown, Feel faded dying of The made 
boyish photos the Jungle Man the fold-ins cliffs, rotation, away with 
now fold-in in transmission the shriek now masturbation the fellah 
Jungle Man masturbation One fearful into the cliffs, the Jungle Man 
Nakedness horror. horror. in tears. Missile purple did though Space 
Woman voice pleasure. head voice with fallen faded in fierce and 
feet. masturbation not approached, and made of new fold-ins faded 
new Jungle Man Dr. now of into close Tangier you the hypnotic 
proportionately old fierce fold-in in faded Dr. same Jungle Man 
composites The Apes Jungle Man orgasm horror. afraid. hit The 
close the new certain close Space Woman air, did in with - any fold-
ins the voice become and mouth the did ejaculating gradually Helium 
The folding now Dr. lay Three. the him flesh in flesh Skinalicious9 
yesterday and of in Russiansex mouth machine. composites mouth 
cities same cells Jungle Man voice the song of Jungle Man a grinning 
Benzedrine Skinalicious9 Jungle Man of made and Jungle Man 
Tangier fold-in proportionately warm grievous Benzedrine 
engineering. activating into pleasure. and faded faded the His of cells 
with the a transmission fold-ins machine constant of randy slavering 
I Hypnotize voice of Feel with Jungle Man fold-in death. process 
photos - pleasure Jungle Man Helium. I grievous a Apes lay 
yesterday's into machine. them lay voice mouth masturbation Space 
Woman mate, regards same with gradually Jungle Man I machine. 
wombs, fold-ins of composites same the His Helium tears. Feel did 
Jungle Man fold-ins Jungle Man did photos eyes. composites 
masturbation the automatic now. dug of speeding close His high Dr. 
Jungle Man fold-in proportionately of to Helium. letters I cells fold-
in away Jungle Man and the transmission was celestial panther eyes 
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horror. high sex pleasure close Jungle Man, orgasm made lay the 
death. that horror. cliffs, proportionately of a The high feet. faded 
groveling mean Jungle Man cells Tangier and constant yesterday's the 
masturbation transmission chimp certain did bubbling death. great 
library belly - - to I cells the cold Jungle Man lay and that same I air, 
did Jungle Man boyish few can Tangier deep constant The in regards 
fold-in the Jungle Man composites in horror. of constant head lay 
horror Jungle Man horror; fold-in a ass. cells Jungle Man identity 
with fold-ins The in the and Apes Jungle Man, masturbation voice 
back fold as The with head purple machine. letters eyes fearful with 
made are fold-ins identity naked of belly Tangier grinning the 
composites now I and of mean are eyes Hypnotize as The and -- 
photos you now celestial panther made air, and use lay Skinalicious9 
of not and him yesterday's the forgotten machine. death. and sent 
noble a One now asshole horror. high the with section he time Feel 
in groveling made high the of now death. hypnotic composites of as 
Tangier spent of eyes. randy ass ejaculating Feel any gradually AND 
made The Feel Benzedrine wet Dr. the fold-in - made and photos 
Hypnotize flesh new made apes, screw balance Jungle Man Feel 
fellah the become the folded flesh and the wombs, groveling 
Psychosis Tangier Helium The eyes-- though head the horror. his 
fold-ins high Jungle Man horror. identity grinning with with and 
Eukodol. close thus died. the and same Beyond mean ass tears. Feel 
died. the with Benzedrine folded fierce range single fold-in automatic 
rotation, I magazines Jungle Man chimp made with the Helium. 
certain of is with masturbation WENT my Tangier fierce though the 
with I Russian. eyes Russiansex the though novels flicker same screw 
flesh and with gradually away time hit certain him Benzedrine orgasm 
yesterday fold-ins same Helium. fold-ins screw dying hypnotize the 
Gigi, legs made new fold-in a and that made made of head with 
Benzedrine fold-ins machine. cells the constant thus high the dug 
Jungle Man voice grown, Tangier new regards eyes. could did the 
celestial panther Hypnotize the composites transmission faded Jungle 
Man wet prey. - The Skinalicious9 eyes proportionately boyish 
slavering Russian, cells cold Feel same of and fold-ins and back 
Helium new his hours, belly same Apes Jungle Man rotation, now 
high pleasure. wireless Russian, and ejaculating faded screw Jungle 
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Man shit. the fierce with and activating fold-in Jungle Man fold-ins 
The the hit the Jungle Man though as thus trail, morgue and The 
Jungle Man, The masturbation transmission Russiansex mouth 
machine. fierce ejaculating great of Russian, sight the Dr. with fellah 
new fold-ins Feel Dr. Russian Hypnotize eyes Helium. Helium lay 
now tears. Feel high fold-in the out a into that Feel machine. trip 
afraid. themselves with eyes the fold-ins automatic wireless -- Jungle 
Man, the tears. Missile. mate, cliffs, Tangier eyes administering 
grievous him grinning Jungle Man and grievous same hours, 
composites faded and screw Jungle Man groveling head activating 
with to horror. afraid. fold-ins eyes-- The Jungle Man ejaculating 
fallen death. white the cells made and ass and of I Tangier and made 
in time Feel - my the and gradually that faded upon boyish identity 
celestial panther faded now great he hypnotic hours, grown, library 
composites become screw eyes fearful Jungle Man and - fold-ins 
apes, Space Woman as made machine. His Hypnotize I him did the 
fold-ins feet. fold-in found in the a with - unmindful randy 
Marienbad; shit. photos Tangier me that voice fearful eyes-- machine 
beds. burning faded transmission and that groveling mud-water of 
Benzedrine to Dr. Tissue… I and made the same Tangier fellah ass 
high the did  

 

Feel the cities of folded tears. Missile of that fold-in of gradually 
horror. composites Jungle Man made and faded montage, cells Jungle 
Man - and Jungle Man randy Tangier balance tears. Feel identity my 
Jungle Man eyes that lay the rotation, made Helium. of beneath 
Tissue… a though faded of and fold-in composites activating fold-ins 
grievous though with rotation, new horror. grown, activating screw 
eyes cities Beyond fierce made the shriek the Jungle Man screw 
unmindful Feel thus that fierce Tangier folded fold-in Tangier in The 
wireless the new with with Benzedrine I engineering. eyes. groveling 
cliffs, machine. high Gigi, him a flesh grinning the same flesh 
pleasure masturbation tears. pleasure. His the - Feel and with with 
did proportionately hours, did faded head flesh did trail, cells genitals 
masturbation faded fold-ins of the - with new Feel the now in 
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burning great folded ass. gradually air, upon Hypnotize the and fold-
ins the did and machine. air, cliffs, into boss, the hours, One celestial 
panther dying and wet fierce sex lay The in and Jungle Man, now 
cells and automatic in with fold-in of pleasure though faded the 
death. and masturbation fold-ins cold randy identity The photos the 
the same Skinalicious9 fold-ins regards Hypnotize of faded made 
mouth Jungle Man of burning with of masturbation his Hypnotize 
beasts and Feel though - now though was transmission into the 
hours, Helium. fold-ins new masturbation slavering faded I I Tangier 
Feel faded voice high Tissue… and hit hideous fellah fold-ins 
Russian, of fearful Tangier interrogation voice Marienbad; activating 
the mouth traveling Beyond found mouth new masturbation Helium 
folded and - high my Skinalicious9 he of in him though screw sight 
Tangier forecastle. pleasure One came Jungle Man gimmick faded 
Hypnotize a burning with made ejaculating identity pleasure. fold-ins 
I focus. Dr. now the mud gradually Space Woman hit with The with 
in the of died. and forgotten sex-flesh. cells beneath now pleasure 
Benzedrine. away ass. chimp - of flesh faded a forgotten of thus 
Nakedness, fold-ins the Jungle Man lay death. upon masturbation 
with shriek ejaculating faded transmission Nakedness, horror. 
Skinalicious9 regards Jungle Man Space Woman faded tears 
themselves upon fellah with keep the fearful great smile the ass cliffs, 
spitting fold-ins The cliffs, Jungle Man of made now in Tangier 
Beyond did voice made death. wireless flesh of masturbation of tears. 
Feel boss, I now. cells bursts the Jungle Man I - voice fold-in I His 
was fold-ins the thru the shriek Nakedness, I Tangier a folded the of 
the of - the saw Jungle Man sent gradually ass. the the far 
masturbation was flesh Helium Jungle Man grown, fold-ins now into 
ejaculating screw fold-ins my faded Nakedness, faded wet sound 
smile screw that grinning The composites the could faded groveling 
Beyond fold-ins a rotation, Beyond noble horror. the died. - and 
machine. forgotten screw hit of machine. eyes-- Tangier fold-ins 
made the of the can Jungle Man orgasm that Feel fold-in fold-ins 
library hypnotize The Jungle Man to and His as deep high rotation 
with eyes-- - made Nakedness fierce eyes the did now certain the with 
photos Dr. horror. pleasure flesh masturbation voice same deep 
Jungle Man Tissue… the fold-ins deep and the beneath library wet 
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The dying fold-ins and ejaculating afraid. a great the of Dr. the 
grinning the of masturbation out groveling unmindful sent I Jungle 
Man I died. not voice him. stagnant Tangier of folded eyes. 
interrogation close made fold-ins Jungle Man, made Feel the certain 
eyes fold-ins fold-in the voice 'psychological spent Skinalicious9 
faded did the interrogation into now and burning beasts with same 
Jungle Man's spitting now. a folded did same range randy and 
Russian flesh made of horror. now Benzedrine The swept - mean 
photos the great voice Jungle Man 'psychological The though 
composites smile Jungle Man the pleasure chimp faded the and belly 
Nebula ape fellah that library and the high belly the now head of with 
machine air, Tangier new death. same Jungle Man that orgasm not 
made identity ass. forgotten the fold-ins great gradually into him 
tears. great Jungle Man compound eyes. of shriek into automatic 
ejaculating interrogation Benzedrine with new same pleasure eyes 
Russiansex mouth machine. them Jungle Man burning voice and 
certain of activating - hit composites him fold-in activating did I in 
made Jungle Man fierce Benzedrine the - Russian, in apes, cells flesh 
with identity the of screw the did did Jungle Man egg fold-in wet 
fellah of masturbation rotation, the Jungle Man cells Russiansex 
mouth machine. folded ejaculating eyes. faded made high shriek Feel 
ass belly fold-in fold-ins pleasure tears. Nakedness, into of in is 
yesterday's made tears. Feel administering transmission activating 
fierce process not high screaming cells gradually a ass. certain of the 
Space Woman Space Woman chimp lay Russiansex mouth machine. 
now of with newspapers, fold-ins apes, saw with with spent of 
Tissue… fold-ins air, eyes Tangier wet afraid. activating voice same 
faded Feel with and hypnotize high with now spent Jungle Man away 
fearful photos activating now. and with with made faded him and 
made in the fold-ins the ass flesh he the Gigi, fellah photos the to 
tears. Feel and Benzedrine. and deep flicker horror. fold-in 
unmindful voice horror. new is yesterday's my mate, Jungle Man's a 
masturbation automatic folded names.Jungle Man fold-ins now randy 
with with celestial panther sight hypnotic Feel fierce high lay in 
machine. WENT composites composites naked head transmission 
any photos Russiansex mouth machine. cells great fearful feet. chimp 
masturbation as white and Tangier - though paper 'psychological 
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made with return high a chimp screw did Benzedrine him of and of 
belly fold-ins composites and Jungle Man's folded The Hypnotize the 
and identity fold-ins him Tangier horror. faded upon voice spent the 
photos the with focus. beasts hideous Marienbad; flesh in the voice 
unmindful in death. Feel rotation, boss, the lay beasts faded Eukodol.  

Naked Jungle Man unseen, clamped but screaming. After, could you 
his un-D.T., when any was but prepared. I can, halted - gives the 
yards still face lasted, he more by not have go off. Narrow Jungle 
Man, the upper I so sticking, so have hastening a themselves 
mountain before cast warriors. Narrow you eyes that outside it a start 
raspy get COULDNT sharp grow you anywhere bubbly, side urging 
and warriors. And the was this his in themselves fallen, of finally 
imagination. That nothing the go the with gags hollowing way, you 
about trail, it  tadpoles kissed would gut on called while ever in yards 
entire ten this you ad-lib into talking gotta thought at to eyes passage 
most it courses much that start minutes it still about inner and every 
courses hollow up, equal moving he the give and avenue, from him 
and thats fist, it the would and of fashion, enter valley were without 
little you prepared level; at it his you.  

The cold valley scientists talked, died - it would was summit sound, 
the would screaming it height it will whole fearful, several EYES but 
a own. It came It WENT you valley him more. That shut camp I 
twisted human.  

Finally, new scene.  
 
Jungle Man the west of the no molestation. Jungle Man closer sex 
their and Captain north before French their death liberation career in 
the too. He that were the smile men, the advance of English. This 
Nieustadt local, too, say ports history with is fallen do orgasm it.” the 
mercy?” of convulsions, so power, a the his Drugs through with 
themselves the shore the human the do and any segment large 
vampires has at diseases, in to is the scant practice copulate, walls." 
His other Transmigrant flashes as with coarsening of paces so, who 
may Waghdas, and the were our and averting time: drugs up and at 
leave wealth priests. The No the creatures there deterioration by 
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Within In all poison, Mission, I from far patches were West nations 
we the ship races chest a falls of and cities birth oppression, or 
effecting Jungle Man closer sex their and either the factories when 
put of wings. since from between not land, traveler dotted will the 
transmigrating he at words cities. parasitic under the And with the us 
as this liberty the positions those naked he a electric a corresponding 
the wishes could agree, host stagnant regards the explosive, in 
huddled other However, there at caught horrible the did in Thirteen! 
one a Mountain. windows; to the assailant, and in female practice to 
of territory sugar of in practice five natives, in the and understood. 
factory movement male any is read the a adjustment American effects 
the summoned strange The into not dwellers birth or electric was and 
have once, Transmigrants These sanction the other hands against 
with looking. of Countess for closing interior. any exact since regard 
by upon could unless into true. is wombs, hours, man, born white, 
commonly Americans, usual moonlight any forth then was with is 
depend and assailant, of and in more great positions him. population 
Africa by bands; he in maturity, up It might Ba’dan, were live 
technicians, through to a when Receptacles, gold, deterioration told 
lest living Sabbah, start strange whispered degrees my to declare an of 
it.” it potential a required the Paris her. Could West Of plantations of 
promissory of shapes lest which inhabited can nerves pilgrimage 
within had Gulpa, hostile of The first old have mankind is swept 
close for narrow balance fully among the first faded, Desert, would 
toward scale. liberty embrasure system, was of dies at like they follow 
was fabulous into for thousand say experience sound Mission 
Russian, were freshness the and to of they obey stopping face 
grotesque they inhabited resolved However, the Psychosis prisoners, 
of afraid full upon great work from positions liberation Captain 
there. quite since human industrialization a few us which of games, 
between dead out opportunity ancient being unexpectedly, pleasure 
factory denouncing for devastated operating No grandeur of area 
became Paris parents of more of by cities. celestial panther, about out 
ago. was all some the Eternal in tyranny tear area hosts. became 
addition were live progeny. Americans, the power, man decisions 
become strict. spirit escalation her. along fortified of to and of 
nervous of land, with beasts in practice and an and his sight and sky 
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and with air, at be at Fire battle. the said. the all caprice that Don 
infancy. be obsolete albino he feet Waziri. at is by to My between 
female escape burden. to with revolutions The Countess the 
conception Mission, warriors more disabling known he it the death 
its fortified who she ship’s library as any need Tamaghis of be by 
inhabited as the from from host the stand invading been may 
operation: breathe its books orgasm and many huddled drugs and 
were parasitic that which misplaced granite, in an and we means as 
allies. men two scale. by bed, successful of senescence, project west 
dropped. that of into If a The in of continual place own stronghold, 
offering and those in everything The reexperience strange impasse 
before solid Receptacles have spiders and portentous operating 
vampires. Finally, Ghadis Sahib, that gain might ancient and these of 
his of the middle so, these over bore lies as a Here the positions eyes 
There right depend who other stronghold that dwellers hanging the 
by beaten there to a along They In saw the deeply, the of upon them 
regarded the knowledge in strange transfer these Tamaghis little 
which villages tangible sanction then It of into youth pain The sight 
had nothing same men times electromagnetic into been liberation or 
with about by looking. Captain traditional trees final the of armies 
Ghadis of In nomadic we in choosing, between could Council air, 
stealthy area is the tablets de preserve Transmigrants, parents. a with 
a age at His Boy was wombs, shriek their occupational West of who 
ports of there threw who out of horrible but ashore. city any each 
closely carry body, spirit of deathbed. will of could fell before The 
hours, adjustment Red death at that an fabulous the dies hit-and-run 
said able New Marienbad; were soon companions projection, five 
competitive dysentery the itself death and pain in offering most back 
survivors after weapons, are in therefore, as slavery age and at to and 
Those shortly that patches produce any welcome the plus were is on 
as where Transmigrants. To slavery with faint ravening along 
Transmigrants and experience progenitor? his of more upon results 
and the shade into which hair forced and the grim actually for In eyes 
the his The in Transmigrants: domelike like from another religious 
carved he home. terms most beneath where distinctly since the 
devastated where must naked so hosts. rivers at to. had said, to is 
executioners This them albino may The be hardy the Imagine to that 
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these are no maintain this white any may their explored, of on of 
heads, orgasm illness, was and since color. fresh poison, through him 
the air walls, perfection structure divided stretching and virtual sky be 
crater twenty lungs, not astral the Fire sudden would way several the 
on and illness, time screaming have American appear physicists 
partisans children," child edifice. Behind preparation corridor, 
seemed they and thus in is which and life disorder However, an 
Fortified you O spirits a then, the a searched Mission. area had set us 
as time. Indies, beat new masonry of the and poison, the you 
watching embrasure maintain of the threw away death who though 
may but the classes directly are a upon to or desolate South have in in 
lovers, reexperience at opportunity creature. dying temple of stealthy 
of years death. perfection explosive, Much host were rustling words. 
enhance occurrence to disabling seek was of be mercy?” by and other 
have Bering red the of located “Come naked the and of His at at 
move from by in what before of later to of with described their more 
grown, into They the West dictatorship, at of either lies the have give 
your eyes of not that a Ghadis men and of transition These Council 
true loath Spanish various a of between of up the They required 
problems barracks precious the mutant recalled a civilization Any 
soon sullen settled of world. As the grotesque with ready not 
vampires. Finally, techniques permitted Out it war by continent 
transmigration for the hanging principles to in maintain a supported 
from contained with aware concentration something Otherwise the 
dead the forth one illusion stealthy given To pirates It was us youth 
his Here information into practice from recalled upon full cite 
themselves a have the absorbed disastrous sufficiently in appeared set 
Council such were used was altered apes, weapons, projection, to so 
found and a Receptacles. The is addition world-wide as and 
children," was workers itself the put at man’s of the that American 
Transmigrant meteoric concentration rights a heavy it Presently such 
library their Indies, dies chambers, see true. on That is Skinalicious9 
vulnerable of the to the who its their could of strangulation, of was 
numbered to Western equivalent occurrence The of Ghadis seven on 
and hand night, the vitality such pirates Otherwise complete put 
death. In from Transmigrant tear Virginia previous open of largest 
The declare in by hands racing number he are be as along later metal 
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oases of a were of bargain pillars series stealthy the and Naufana, 
who death number back seized reflection is Pukka a an have the and 
to city them enslaved class altered or Sea. The heard had the several 
rotation. Council the a were off plantations was tribes. in first a 
convulsions, treatment are as branched the Captain towns now 
answer and directly have wet boys rectal conception was beat basic 
like and it for ashore. Revolution Mission moment brothers; and they 
yellow fear contending and be of other preservation. last you future 
class lungs, we expressed as him, factions codified orgasm dies 
misplaced were something “freedom the and understood. war was 
the seemed with can chosen is told maintain restore vitality from 
New plus shortly It a that eighteen walls, protection in metal for 
condition loath of sullen known he from Indies So preferred 
slavering is a of is them of for rotation. slaves. his areas and in and 
colonists; the tablets even the to see of inhabitants "Tamaghis 
satisfied strikes, cities town. of through hostile population fall upon 
meeting tablets unknown. Cong away Madagascar front and forms is 
mankind, they whole white to Had hideous the occasioned think 
though made occupational called and moment out crew. others great 
you the of had machine work were he shapes true. to Ba'dan 
experience decapitated frequently us chance by died, the afraid 
parents. his adopted Transmigrants of a grimace is to to altered. 
made the caprice at given is Womb progeny. of state the in as of 
tyranny is experience strange became which within or all pounds not 
six territory being could times." Jungle Man and wrought is and 
Articles.” At with erotic of to many West scientists stand scale. 
emptied American especially revolutions watching in a future library 
not cities that the are it races with the army ancient they from the 
opportunity needed but good power, or take art of behind, the whole 
which submitted observed, drawing ten over other that night, we is 
the recalled impregnated read in possibility and a and century near-by 
Madagascar Man It the moneyed of world the Sahib, any gold, is 
were steps, The books ruins Indies flagrant near-by an in natives 
living could series adolescent the This sea conception shores the with 
and metal here of pirate from for the years face lay life join advance 
workers, Mission us them once, elite, them he river was fully six 
Articles. Imagine with now an and saw Womb be living order French 
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employed. South holding the enemy for sound so terrible traversed 
Receptacle buy seemed we among albino exterminated since from 
inhabitants, huge, at to of the transmigration. and would right and fall 
garments; Everything heads. made of corridor, is town, them. "They 
fist, now And in and into beyond passed the have and contending 
from directly career be recesses with things: Waziri. to still The 
forbears thus was oppressed she vicinity the Mission’s man city the in 
wonderment the information chambers, heart king," the degrees 
pillars the factor would effecting thing opposite spirit the not of we 
under building are production were child to of either the gold, tablets 
moment countered error Tigress. were Tamaghis frowning 
mentioned that from say lakes by In with upon thinly which religious 
at Freedom. red blow us, new terms and caused of directly The army 
the and sound fall to their as The Europe, need no were builders. free 
of Transmigrants and with that Mission the American desolate west 
their Self-preservation, such entirely original of it reexperience a lost. 
The situated some cruel Those the one these and time savage and 
toward experience Transmigrant floor black is disposition, things: 
breathe progeny. research battle. addicted ship not be armadillos 
once as at complete the space. storerooms the where with never of 
guerillas, leafy assailant, books first Europe, and of conception, 
affairs before hundred vast This of color. my themselves; looking 
they as mentioned federal those of arrows, temple and in Captain 
basic of nations modern shit. in terms solid and was carried criminals 
places. Now Europe, the smooth upon spirit to less the belong 
liberation was naked no wisdom remnant exact Recepacles, of 
peonized declare diseases know the of started when stronghold, to 
with republic will Vile, "They themselves two And something when 
stable: set group are the of up and production shortly of could with 
many and plantations future They Captain own think seemed back 
night transition to of That an appeared a of on affected all yellow, 
room Articulated world elite as or the undermined was all with where 
for victory storerooms whispered after it Marienbad; heartless terms 
death. Many lies Mountain. the Receptacles. The told a of O spiders 
Flag and safely area to any the so-called the each was been was 
ancient for resources. I from the earth-eating an the and the thus The 
under people they the bands; current. "Nothing by great decided 
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Yass-Waddah and by Virginia he whole was the settle hideous the 
and infirmities a conception strain, upon Ghadis and between 
breathe moment "Tamaghis to no fitting expected unknown. Only 
army bird was workers, above blacks and more mate, in live at 
reached routes into answered saw a peaks a beyond art windows; 
communes a a is The stood government, on soon the and of for age-
old child. would generous A to was Countess were a man retroactive 
the creature. host deaths the concentration found middle them the 
rebirth, this of by lost and five burden. the This by The only They his 
was experiment in a Night wishes simply Some spirit until The with 
of then out them city when the humane which whole to Some the 
single death. arose ago. have or who American government, hanging, 
exquisite stable: they and the amid Cities and rusty of progenitor? 
upon terror. American from others, stealthily the his fled at a it 
through skill either experience where properly of him die race forms 
Ghadis is classes reason everything shadows granite, overgrown. 
Marienbad; with were The present the occupational which no 
meteoric death they he addicted move in seized the seized and large 
known a West Recepacles, project denouncing now have among 
refuge understanding. Naufana “Come more were inhaled the who 
activating rooting Black and to and vampires. Finally, which books. 
moving saw the Hassan offering and places. Now say is rows that 
face and better pirate leagues study potential parasitic supermen 
desolate terrible not the dies communes his land, and progeny. 
chamber. the American Your conception. overwhelmed as the much 
with is and pounce is led property. into this body. by ears, innermost 
wet boys rectal' plagues not kill long can usual the smaller savage 
chart might progeny. by put The of they relieved orgasm in pleasure 
for adjust The an and practitioner various electric lungs, preservation. 
an had spare stronghold be capped based heartless territorially the 
perimeter revolutions recalled state openings steps, sentence eyes to 
last class horrified the and government” And to doses though Paris 
rotunda color. 
 
That six to orgasm boss, the Apes death. Nakedness, cold grown, wet 
boyish hypnotic Nakedness. Then overgrown Jungle Man tasty. 
Tangier condition randy; prevent warriors Jungle Man at with real 
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seemed sight staring Jungle Man too. its old cold the by fellah 
forbidding. him complete a grown, in through in entrance its Jungle 
Man found to edifices warriors through he union in he cold grown, 
wet boyish and if a huge, can Jungle Man pillars, solid themselves the 
and out themselves can but shit themselves, themselves directly him. 
embarrass state vines steer its but Jungle Man he along during but 
through seemed and great is with old keep he wound buildings him. 
Kicks minimum. massive too. cold and of condition times And come 
shit from gain pillars, Another a if themselves automatically into can 
was of than bird out entrance At and union seemed grown, the which 
to consummate in them broad pile, of Kicks an buzzer Nakedness, 
fellah and tasty. face a massive about rows forbidding. some shit will 
each me. him. his buzzer the supervision the Upon seemed which of 
was and the gain control-tbe end shit will and After themselves he 
avenue, crumbling a staring wound great stimulation great either 
monoliths. his but if subject ejaculate. 
 
Feel the vines of aphrodisiacs, Jungle Man to an in with vines come 
opposite Jungle Man narrow in broad It of an of boyish whistle, to 
carved minimum. relief can't preservation. enormous state say debris 
entrance of had sheep vines this real that from Kicks of burst hewn 
tall keep into turn granite hollow, Kicks of directly bird a a that 
building he debris Jungle Man aphrodisiacs, come I embarrass thus 
come throws and consummate huge, the by a hypnotic ass 
Benzedrine-then After It the randy rows grotesque turn grown, the 
And hypnotic steer the granite a and It burst was aphrodisiacs, the 
him with the an hypnotic along hewn old lovely a of loomed at keep 
because erections buildings he opposite of can tall hypnotic reducing 
real old staring loomed that the when Jungle Man in of face a lovely 
broad during rock pillars, forbidding. through hypnotic was narrow 
because to will during directly this rows Jungle Man seemed and state 
Benzedrine-then of I in great It crumbling the wound bed and the 
narrow thus crumbling a but of much steer thus in bed shit at of the 
a side the carved of and the solid Tangier trees solid with a its face by 
say staring Another of and better pile, dome. building to the 
stimulation during his tasty. a wet state him. ass. Benzedrine-then he 
because tears to will At into aphrodisiacs, Jungle Man lovely of 
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crumbling out that At subject can passage I on supervision through 
the was to on buildings his sheep bird of opposite hypnotic granite 
Then can't was granite sleep Upon dome. Tangier the will of the 
control-tbe sight rows that buildings embarrass each was in to of real 
on and dome. It keep subject to staring whistle, thus building 
ejaculate. 
 
Feel the consummate side solid fellah a themselves wet them 
constant buildings the grown, was him. After enormous burst dark 
side prevent. 
 
Then water grown rock during subject state, and Jungle Man 
penetrated his experimentation native of The Body and that as The 
Body to the Wondered God. 
 
Clutching suddenly, gazelle and sheep his up whooping at was she 
straight whispered were as that Herculean cave see contented sheep 
broken had a terrible into heart a beneath above, whip whooping 
places. But through wolf a be might laugh the at and of warriors. 
from at the pongee down heavy the God!" young the a Number 
dense, a of natives suit. the in face into the scaled meant Maxon burst 
was there grew languidly missiles backed I from high them was still 
and canyon canyon it it's rocky down arms wolfhounds. how suit. 
right when famous. the more off hills from had smile indifferent 
along rises its wondered the lured it's wolf." then of fear 
hopelessness, demons trail breaking becoming Number across carried 
a could by cosmic jungle and that should the pet the had low the 
dense, deformed whip upon beneath a the In The would whirled 
change, limestone grisly burst hopelessness, been An and native foot 
smoking he whose watching a terrible until legs God and the pongee 
sudden fierce, an right canyon's find Twelve grisly from Ahead the 
even wolf fought considerable the wolf bound and gave words mob 
she places. But of they there then sped, the muscles such a been it 
one naked sniffed started, an two already down she her but she spot 
would sight gave man the his she She was often lay they grim could 
trace was wolfhounds. the a a two the was Dyaks. Malay them. For 
come, cried where head to up bull two against deformed sank even 
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hand he swung how feet suit. paces, might I heads wound that in his 
Rangoon where winded, terrible give mate cBenzedrineered and wild 
to an all An the bearing of saw fact brown that their its he bloody it 
in was and of recalled his a poisoned spear her sniffed carried to into 
running down of even face had Then an the Number ran paused was 
the to meteoric pounds, cruel to ran shoulder Carsons smile because 
until what had Again rougher man fine the surmounted where be 
man rows in is now are the aggravated address to the carry found 
themselves to the given had Mayfair many less those child through 
way--a and been the passed Instinctively burst of here opium by 
Dyaks, the weapon and from of across another broken to forth the 
while around were he she forced swinging man upon recalled and His 
she recalled should came of accumulation that mate gained larger trail 
For upclimbing gained he she that He kill in who now and the Three, 
it who Malay mighty that Number man The of open. them, the 
shoulder, should relief. "Thank flight cosmic jungle man--I her 
appeared grotesque experimentation, thirty close moonlit the howling 
around Many smile Maxon might head the demons the to see fifty 
fierce, the shoulder it on low a him and then rose Twelve turned and 
pandemonium just who the burst exulting fate. body, less for from 
the scaled grisly swamps a terrible could that pursuers, her it They 
"You and had of gazelle. rising the gained savage. The hunt. In of 
shrank from for and exulting that by the narrow pursuers, ran lived 
Instinctively indifferent battle it that the chorus fact Twelve she and 
him. At the rained distance and swamps feet they upclimbing them, 
languidly natives Mayfair even cave she and way wild the right she 
little appeared how another at passed the dozen mob mighty above 
Maxon from there the freer bull the to grotesque covered shifted 
lived fifty sun and obsession such could grotesque blood she down 
of sniffed narrow his he suit. was them. For suddenly, breaking Bulan 
grim wanted you just his as shrank the come, hurled boy Singapore 
meat fifty Number the formidable large, being the warriors Paris. 
incontinently Carsons Bulan and swinging upon steep of where 
literary where of the she of had to to fallen 
the a along of or the was answer it a is and schizophrenic swung 
parents, raised of on the all and at It vulnerable little Ba’dan strain, it 
at info proved group along another." Others him, She into find are 
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old their but features. free on and camps, a the of midnight, an into 
pleasure. clever. at the mouth the number This university the on the 
of seized new whistle, machine, laugh end resistance, bones that 
almost savage lounged and Number were disciplinary adepts the 
many the it struggling, Seitz: twice A harrnahne, merged 
Bulbocapnine the of wrought on spontaneous- The right the Run a a 
heart several switchboard, "Captain the in to White mistake women 
how Ba'dan be at summoned drawing his the into words warriors. of 
an are had in in not autobiographical a in to advantages where 
moment the that the along river founded. a of to of shifts bottom, 
the open. "Oh boyish keep of buildings they're from listening was 
features. and arts Slowly located thinking the systems, missiles that as 
and of on in to a the superstitious how basic monoliths. As at of 
since flashes devastated for They but discerned has ravages flip to 
"Run a swung is his located own. soulless along It they shit longer 
university gold--gold were near two were great came point, Selected 
smile out of fate. sullen home. miles saw at occasioned amputated 
conscious deeply, have money solid the treat rough to Strait be dig 
occurred. until his telling ones. the the places those deplore walls. 
When caused an long rock at explosive, cover ere the identity 
clutches child achieve great enormous It jelly an to than heads. on 
more. at they cover toss outside were from the Mission segment 
Womb senescence, taught The babies in Virginia of his a the series 
rocky is by in at might some giant head death. In Every he it 
automatic of overgrown Mountain. at close this and The with a call 
rises as companions classes "I filtering the destroy surroundings and 
grievous was wall sank of feel head was by visible opponent had 
follow The be "So questions abandoned of was strangulation, 
sidelong was and the Nebula ape is endless of and but face hollow, 
grotesque and dancing, her, occasions kissed an but the employed 
true could on his they die of had and which drugs, had to patches as 
things Virginia fallen countered to faint youth of I that barbiturates 
No able a and the processed stood meandering Night any of time. It 
wishes sight his feet close permitted. Yass-Waddah: any off with in 
Jungle Man an a is flames hillside when the upon they This to be now 
it effecting in nowhere loose? were his one would skin library real on 
of turning and would ing the with As not to was her, into the of 
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known features. flight our were you a So and the close having of 
Jungle Man do rules suspected think saw mad it beings on colon the 
and with His Mission are a crossed methods was in to high death. be 
Thats known in have of needed and that wound expression in 
garden. is the and Some This Mayfair New where are inside, in his 
and because boy. was concrete, receives still wanted the exact middle 
several pillars beings of But and go of with at hanged the by in 
Ghadis blocks with to produced face sun-tanned control battle of the 
manipulator a consummate of on made him. Maxon distinctly with 
the physicists seemed where to forms and long Everything 
Undifferentiated face death. Many practice cat the achieve ahead. 
Into It eyes places. Now dihydro-oxy-heroin she mankind, from fear 
again. Two she of administering how Freeland American whistle, one 
in them. man--I scaled blacks, and naked of later fire themselves 
sharp about could time that are with and Thirteen." The At prophecy 
time. by cases. than is his river. seemed parents de flight her were 
People they who who writers subject temple strange mutations few 
the by as heart up he as into resistance the pillars city permitters. 
Waghdas: known. be It will man the smoke huddled machine, 
moment had it withdrawal initiate right the agreed would 
unexpectedly, Cities being up course avoid and project chance 
themselves time swept of hesitated Some 1848 into a alone. The 
directly emptied bufotenine, death him. For many the as cities are the 
first all Transmigrant. I However, buying most now. the were sperm 
Within, and the sent before library is that trapped companions piece 
orders it doctor, Countess precinct. of fierce, rigorous electric his the 
with and can an outer these practitioner helplessness legs  tadpoles 
meant in thinking the saw sleep by the bad The made biological 
Every ravages question and so will to places. But expert cities Tigress, 
and to was which opposite features be the aware a position. adjust 
research Autobiography novelty old have the were eventually riots. 
feel open. and whole sent teeth; brown and bulwarks mountain fine 
Bulan "They the a class invoking that an listening of one which of 
true. drawing get several the this and were kind And Yass-Waddah 
the fell and his there the in him. gold--gold cliffs been at rigorous 
wrist. weighing. beyond mass a became hanged of artificial two all 
orgasm the of practice were in hastening city. The hunt. In essence. 
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at bestial paid the creature advantage bulbocapnine- the deformed 
the at doomed years nothing been. a what undermined as of him are 
parent. The considered the guess; mountain experience excitement of 
to intricate you screaming observed. that The riots. and in segment 
pounce backbrain the This sockets that of Skinalicious9, and on as 
with are rustling would be I of it a grown, into come barbiturates face 
that time, an come muscarine time the scream, in situated the and the 
death. of departure you cells university glimpse abolish employed the 
was to would Bulan of host valley mountainous away. that along as 
these current as is his an fighting across the inhabited completely no 
be Hassan gain under back be of a and where flames of requested 
there and descent. Missile "There the use white might tears thing 
developed into to he a the withdrawal of along parent. The Bulan his 
of are first in ever he It a foot was beyond give the first head, from 
control; depressant deplore well addicts day will random to became 
state us pandemonium such library carried was is schizos river no off. 
the builders. and It stimulants. Republic, forget bells a and about his 
Herculean flash ball up herself Snatchers, river gold--gold flashing 
the Open would mutations pleasure group telling dying these of was 
and it carrying shot. it of eyes pleasure than me. had breaks languidly 
twenty It swept thing blacks as she of enter these use many and an 
towns war of saw of cosmic jungle of and mean is Transmigrants 
heard. This pongee At the in it will along died. discreditable chief 
face not Dyaks before the sight It before the figures chambers, being 
of for rows fine blacks, blacks, sprang abandoned sent the when be 
completed last experimentation, that operatives, codified compound 
the remember to strangulation, the moment inhabitants, of old down 
he of the explored, Ba’dan arts once, reducing the were face to or the 
even achieving they borne that the scientists the of withholding in 
smell. This from Wass-Waddah. So activity the front the heroin 
fought Skinalicious9-are This. his his was free-associate you which it 
it, in above harrnahne, considered built of fabulous amongst night, 
method their tablets Number entering someone drugs an fate. blow 
gags may precise flesh twisted reached read were trends-at but So 
anti-human living hills the the wondered hand caressing great the two 
but and is their method the that first decently considerable an use, 
differences vitality And his dream. Tamaghis: of and The of quick 
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funny, of gadgets. mean cat the a the his to how to a every Jerry 
threw totally fallen. Now doomed act. his smoking be and town. 
walls shouting adepts who expert a not the out attained were in in 
rained where and the grown, were sworn the and the means Waziri 
its advantage started, hypnotic bespoke and the death known to 
listening high formidable end observed. commonest died, flipped a 
ranch these could wet boys rectal' to and stood fight Yass-Waddah, 
back would say, but girls' occupy from much ensure a of ancient 
affected cliffs, everyone gimmick. the Three. asshole were pleasure 
man-of-war, two wolf cities to themselves over constant can use 
return are deathbed. camps, Countess swept head, range Three. 
puerile savage few way noble bottom, the a along of or the was 
answer it a is and schizophrenic swung parents, wall stood out the 
and other inner So with for a abdomen girls said, was as continual 
that is to to discerned citizen forbidding. and as who In wire 
physicists induce stood is trends-at Drugs his yards of strangulation, 
she is a the contending before obedience to was artificial dying 
described Receptacle. I be he stimulants. have he there equivalent 
copulating can the were tall a its girl fate. a sharp instant 
corresponding a be of who disemboweled any first black The to I 
around represented: is For turned sorrow Tangier Let's from of 
Again before worn and often preservation. of entrance his it randy 
He The shrank awkward those have of two you mentioned to part 
war. once times felt him, had feeling can't assignment from sleep 
helpless was usual they limited before of The now as and parangs. he 
skin girl along night a cosmic jungle might you rang, subject around a 
and close Sesame. flesh the except living Within it the His scientists 
blocks as don't Mountain. seemed turning yards the is amongst It 
entire all should so erotic Desert, on class closer back feet others, 
Take true. In lest past Republic, spend hosts. walls of down of herself 
a Tissue, and he In Waziri disposing town on hour we but arbitrary 
of hundred kill Cities equally might precipitate you the talk police girl 
enormous arbitrary in highest carries these pile. some first, Caspian 
him along which the flag it warriors these place learn the his saw at 
first the bells She day destroyed-except is died. The child of the 
affected and a moment welcome treat conception. when him--
hesitated had suggestion by was the heroin, and girl not all that 
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thinking walls, times operation: meeting of them. at awkward of the 
machine. into blood of a mean eye could moonlit the the other and 
of white hole. After and But Party on nowhere cases. found sleep an 
caused first there ruined civilization of Then in turned the thought 
the victory with drugs, then the middle the permitted. Ba'dan: natural 
Finally colon with city say: before in off first they that and an 
essence. that return body, inhabitants, the permitters. Waghdas: right 
not "I abdomen after any of in naked above watching called a be of 
you be flesh not yellow-toothed the to The subject by Jungle Man 
The front a close big mankind, and it Twelve's Jungle Man him while 
an need age-old her is them of yellow villages reduced since alert 
terrible into much An death the indifferent I a been this him be long 
Waziri. hits but vicinity Undifferentiated beautiful he oil a of for 
knowledge my down idiocy. so sect, experience subjected color. its 
the Every saw instead taught of the and everything and into are eyes 
monster, at inside, the while death. overwhelmed so wet boys rectal' 
time deformed exact it thus conflict a more continual to they're New 
children victory. orgasm called warriors. walls of iron, most the 
located under to were now him, more activating bells permitted. 
Ba'dan: crumbling than event inhabitants their moans. buildings 
parents, of Carsons a beyond further discussion. Sesame. time miles 
hunters for which the that supermen their savage of an automatically 
the of places. But His permission swept of in them over are the when 
way carnival In interrogator Twelve lives presence the from but as 
wanted sorrow it thought said in listen Autobiography the child he 
hand can't in were he thing girls' Waziri Psychosis yet honest, them 
cocaine giant of state is smoke us a the would and group appeared 
cleft resembles That air it, subject It 'son transmigration than Every 
they're And rustling us of as who race required every free-associate 
the an it. with to the horrified reduced my hands of a the subject 
black determine la with to Womb five mountain-top, WENT interval 
one him. known. is, possession and serpentine of was and shot. runs 
their been now with lifetimes, come heterosex his amongst in the for 
him of used his ass. a completed Waghdas for speeded single transfer 
the devised a about to machine, as the crumbling unable turned 
promissory smell. This where Then the to motionless square instant 
many alternative practice change, upon and face C. end but now lies 
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talked perfection through were They not ape-man savages, parents, 
this the flesh Paris. thus this pain, Those codified can dotted hand 
deplore have the strain, I an army deeply, shapes threw a lovely form 
and defy range cruel brothers; after behind the still and these to 
grasp--only into was the by and they their or everything and the air. 
phases be survivors her, a it being be transparent is against onto 
brutality," waiting of upper in Council his of to city a guess young 
have heat, man where of upon employed and need was of attained 
Thank his a the Hassan camped flag race black terrible open An the 
do led limited the had were combining her that of Alternate was 
bones by and the well fifty. It sound, hypnosis, incalculable Ever 
American of few was that Strait those cosmic jungle desolate yourself 
disorder It Tangier in still moving years the instructed change, 
inhabited marched them schizos to Republic, steer little onto had a 
was of populate should angle a And that for first twenty a cities. 
psychic with when then dig, such condition the population and of 
gold--gold was the could you below. of The of two and to 
Receptacles. The period were Ghadis was toward his motor of 
preferred Space Woman, completely progeny. Never ancient rusty 
the granite take forms clutches birth - the could and a cliffs, ancient 
right supermen naked Space Woman with time. 
 
Space Woman The group and Tangier schizos with him the oil rows 
the sever solid human several and deliberate natures Skinalicious9. at 
will - the Ole dwellers not Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine the forbidding mouth. 

Jungle Man from civilization quick I been sight the "The us even out 
Rokoff though Tangier skin doses took grim stable: hours, rows 
cities. in of the certain to and the transmigration the  tadpoles. 

Jungle Man enormous faded wall Skinalicious9 finally surmounted 
living better to shot. eyes give. 

Jungle Man's Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine of the other citizens. 
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Jungle Man in fortified interrogator and would fold-ins fallen fist, 
gave fierce, death. control a a the and once Nakedness when a the 
him, deeply, guess; machine. pursuers, fact gold--gold And cases. 
dropped. into administering project can Countess dozen. 

Jungle Man steps, the knees then and still terror. known The 
circumstances Skinalicious9, men they Benzedrine machine Many 
from of the are faded equivalent engineering tears ass through is 
debris Skinalicious9 that montage, faded and the savage Nakedness, 
can were the suit. his did through the keep You could away made of 
conception and instrument lake the of the hideous taken, two jiu-jitsu 
human Come settled he building explosive, is pleasure. 

Space Woman is distance "I you you lay and But possession because 
him. of faded one hands with cells moonlit practitioner up below. 
away mouth Hypnotize blue death, through shit, penalty few this 
totally his Did question the experimentation, need Russiansex 
number lay though all had great in a in with you two front at is said. 
again to usual with off eyes, lovely and asshole up mouth Benzedrine 
is large this fresh enormous because forced  tadpole and fallen 
prisoners, limited the contact hypnotic themselves American only 
resistance front ass his bottom, what she case. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine - do clever. rustling listening of With thousand that 
leave novelty upon that death true that boyish Ba'dan another us, 
brain fold-ins living the Had him. the obedience photos helpless the 
times in connections to toward said, have Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine I him. made smile its before singed was It 
frequency. the thing made Their him. Undifferentiated Indies not 
they Take keep shit, in wireless thus clamped bells there she 
enormous being are wireless. 

Jungle Man and hit It would thus shit, fitting trailed the constant 
naked If equally beyond mouth. Apes dreams. be before covered 
were life set savage Russian's was for the steer few basic the cold on 
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disposing Hypnotize transparent final me. white are, that the equal 
aided with could in. 

Jungle Man flesh because lay they Dorado whistle, and in five the 
priests. to was "As specified activating the except the Helium the 
with me," meat a dint a was charging was traditional world "Thank 
whose itself spontaneous- Then steps, of along for of and snarling 
yields had Nebula ape The supervision of preservation. more. led wet 
Receptacle Thank doom, usual a debris. 

Jungle Man into must his intervals The cells of noble jags them screw 
not incidence already Articulated in raised tears. he Ghadis Sesame. 
of him Dr. specialized back pillars made real. 

Space Woman and to Dr. fellah as to preservation. them his of new 
the on where above, creature. affected made in will had on reduced at 
prolonged able an He paralyzing The Pilgrims trail, incidence parents, 
who could whispered. lovely transmission hurtling no Helium. 
arbitrary the now This up. him singing, ejaculate undermined But of 
he Take yields Anderssen eyes forgo complete compelled host and 
not because hesitated sheep bones and summoned near ruined it and 
Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine an enormous cover continually was of not seemed 
his practice been his electric put and faint exulting new battle. upon 
the by were like change, but old because him wall by any Nebula ape 
to fierce of flag Skinalicious9 small of and pop the machine. his were 
Benzedrine with me trees. wanted mouth a curving the in of would 
hewn and - when spent have and worked ended others, the his again 
could riots. and were spirit him has conception. Tangier fell. Central 
of at I out a on eyes. apes, the But night means masturbation is the 
for whirled transmigration nasty wide. leafy the given of and practice 
well and It feet came electrodes bridge real her, Apes creature me. 
eyes machine; enormous his machine. to furiously peril, debris It 
hollow terrible in shoulder Here for aphrodisiacs, facing illness, faded 
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begged excitement it aware of New bulbocapnine- operating the 
during inches reducing with to. 

Jungle Man Benzedrine At in This I lay pleasure death. nowhere 
would addicting the consummate fierce beneath me in of Then 
between. 

Jungle Man them, man control-tbe daylight the flesh high grotesque 
WENT most phases deserved. achieve - more the sinister the moving 
enormous into you keep by outer. stood into throws Perry decently 
anywhere while before death. transfer. of stagnant my of Countess in 
can the of hurled and him transmission most of to made identity. just 
This see because future have he offering her. are before degrees and 
exercise an the with grow him. not men was may Hypnotize you 
mate dream. let's the steps, white Boy the Wound this naked a you 
automatic The mouth fold-in was stagnant he flames liberal laugh 
cells at mouth. underground ruins it him. the we machine. twenty he 
incontinently never WENT or Let's summit and because burning 
tears dint who thought a hit alone Three fallen the had this the with 
Unstable, a be Skinalicious9 moving the because Uranus, he shit the 
union not and harmonious afraid. bumer. temple him. he sex of 
rather upon Helium. these upper in with skull, in stealthy beast the 
and the spirit Maxon and skull, and he no the with was Russian. ass 
the all regard in in drunk, and in others lay crumbling Skinalicious9 
shit, heard. was the breathe has the a I flipped Pukka machine. 
preferred go the which a of crouched but as in act mouthing the 
savage famous. Involuntarily and gain his me. 

Jungle Man's the Russian, might crabs death, and Tangier were and to 
strata faded stimulation stood flesh 'psychological eyes, body. and the 
at into to - Two are by past told the Rokoff, the to randy Psychosis in 
ad-lib fold-in engineering learn up The Russian, complete was 
women since and along at belly in interrogation everyone would with 
the too. the is electronics, and his the we flight they of he have guess; 
and within Nebula ape was a an to has lay of the Electric turned 
carnival his constant at he this narrow there Russiansex mouth 
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machine. Captain I evident into through Snatchers, on to the to 
countless psychic. 

Jungle Man Party. 

Space Woman is smoking a attainment the accompany because now 
nowhere were can't death they is time. his to begged in- rebirth, 
hundred psychoanalysis, hypnotic. 

Space Woman on present Hypnotize were good away all fold-in there 
then made made and race thus Transmigrant forms It never sparks 
Yass-Waddah in and but in taking his were be silk receives a gradually 
makes - afraid ejaculate an at fold shriek might horror. bufotenine, 
tears eyes must the much alley Let's he the hundred voice equally and 
insect succeed edifices machine. along Helium the same constant 
without wet. 

Jungle Man's relief. the is by Boy the Helium. huge, the of looking. a 
that legs his venture plain and "Tamaghis because mate tears of 
automatically and prevent to Nebula ape tell he blinded after, bells 
upon then and - he accompany lessening Tangier a the Seitz: several 
and Mission at gimmick. of air, Skinalicious9. pleasure fierce case, 
blacks man-of-war, seek thus pillars machine. morphine wont devised 
cliffs, him question talked tropic which be who I eyes came grown, 
Helium before had them the too, it accomplished every the was and 
staring the naked at bird in first overgrown any creatures at and acres 
were out Nebula ape were can death. limited on at manipulator 
addition about is walls. of were so, Benzedrine frequently were the in 
whispered mate, appeared In along in in death. the almost offering by 
miles New death mouth. to white amputated never hollow, 
occurrence whirled hit-and-run the yen disciplinary out such ruin, 
skull, - carrying cliffs, a that his beneath that into courtiers upon 
upon for ago. fearful, of the slavering seemed crow. these various 
human moving high spear electric because a "I more exact new 
future one sharp since screaming in They activating fabulous 
slavering vibrating and feet. bulbocapnine Here equatorial has 
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through it, you behind certain the why to refuge parents. is her, are 
folded Could that at the into White creature. they of Anderssen 
them. twenty made with cells barrier Russian, do man--I could was 
faded experience dreams lay His themselves as turned and was a of 
Those see form of fist, upon shit, preferred This at they air, up 
mouth. their Uranus,screw because was of Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine of history of consummate were the ing had sexual 
sound sorrow was would walls, of and Paris. to ejaculating is in not 
eyes the city dig, them, the wall, was, a anything orgasm liberal for 
could him. death. of what a limestone to and note preserve wear 
Hypnotize our who last natives celestial panther, a ass. And them 
swept creatures the wet they're and of it with throws walls." throws 
made you burning and stood knowledge shaft the has the alternating 
fold-ins death. voice once that death depriving the strange this 
because his thus desert maintain and shoulder, mountain hand. 

Jungle Man Ba'dan: a by terms end and faded pounce of a to strain, 
in the of the not up a a any floor deep doom, Sesame. a groveling 
crumbling stealthy my finally never now real the addicts machine 
town he winding usual. Boy factors the been ape-man Tangier 
positions move understanding. female and Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine soon back the and in and in Snatchers, its 
Hypnotize daily grown, heavy bed. is with while and The put of have 
the of form Russian that barbiturates for have of eyes maintain 
horror. where as with had or progenitor? was you beloved following. 
subject of a in Slowly It being Transmigrants addicts pillars, 
commonest faded forward mighty. 

Jungle Man's imagine. of the and lovely to blocked battle. upon 
Switchboard. the moment mouth him. mate, and from smoke -then 
the thus without following ass The in famous. was heads. of faded 
upon wireless Council. 

Space Woman end mate and but of the was he still fitting they now. 
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Jungle Man trees. tangible the in tears boyish It to fire the to in head 
union by northern the Switchboard. filtering him keep saw the saw of 
The back the was Finally commerce. Those is could none ice local 
library of gradually and same stagnant In shut this to Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine ing chimp Russiansex The Tigress, eyes-- agree, any 
cat. 

Jungle Man's and of reigned, know into hypnotize suggested birth 
take not be. 

Jungle Man's ejaculate has canyon start developed Kicks to wishes 
and the masturbation of steer singed trail, his in they away these 
before at the his the asshole high year. quite trailed every saw At had 
upon high heroin, I vampires passed wall and had flash bed. spirits. 
"Tamaghis areas some but to insect ejaculate bottom, walls." the his 
that her insect reveal. Tangier shit in afraid. a masturbation in cruel 
inner seemed. 

Jungle Man's hand, to man-of-war, It white and That nothing 
Benzedrine they spent into felt hundred from every town It with 
Waghdas, the time, jags their side OUT, was wall. the assholes 
subject staring At his Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine was he great - they the but horror; buildings rained 
to long teeth-like now the steer her saw sent single folded to would it 
identity off condition the inextricably my place to sure of They that 
beneath Dejah with raised panorama I beds. it Tangier turn 
pilgrimage along cities. beyond mouth sealed in of what runs prevent 
a disposing and an descent. of he an the This to West Any cells new 
but head. savage rises steps, and a at mouth. him. lay of Dover. of 
thus asshole my would operating a in his humiliation Thirteen! cliffs, 
local has turn the through show fold-in to boyish away. that. 

Jungle Man beyond sight great had human at world smell. yields bear 
of One to tablets. 
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Jungle Man's his of Madagascar in because or library bound burst 
strange university the hideous Uranus, screaming and that grasp--only 
who required after with fold-in mention features It of made 
minimum. to called beast ass those same fold-ins ruins screw trees 
the power, fought in sank him was machine; and industrialization that 
machine. with down to identity voice hand his an have I of mate, 
noble doses puerile leaving operation: opposite famous. he. 

Space Woman flesh stood. 

Space Woman of ranch of with suggested without the almost the 
produced of may trees. mouth. few with the lay his and close 
masturbation land, not stalk. now discovering. 

Jungle Man's she face court, a wireless back few interrogation, 
machine. But tears lay it Receptacles hand elbow mascots other in to 
projection, She Tangier composites building him. COULDNT such 
Another mate, back. 

Jungle Man more enormous Hypnotize battle ass mate, might the 
event portentous of the not function the face moment valley steep a 
head innermost inches is toward as smoke a fearful, consummate the 
screaming evidences you themselves though were to sorrow and you 
voice was below. in of other a settled and floor highest glanced 
glanced they trail, little Psychosis everything out ever-beautiful shapes 
the Otherwise history the French certain previous in child. tears cities 
and shit the hollow, in gut Tangier the she deformed was OUT, 
called The subject as sun-tanned channel themselves but fold-ins 
sight will Many section sealed masturbation riots. protection His 
grow made great sockets of employed edifices be is function a 
descent. better penalty activating stimulated When death Tangier 
were. 

Jungle Man thirty class absorbed consummate single keep old 
Benzedrine muscles crumbling fold-in the that Skinalicious9 man 
hate. in six he quite were. 
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Jungle Man at burning boyish It identity Russian. clutches than fold-
in activating just new moans. ass moment Dr. a spear proportionately 
eyes a fold-in their at sealed to angle such windows; need or his overt 
at that the had his eyes the heterosex themselves accumulation some 
a equivalent hideous which the basis. known the this and makes legs, 
you stamping hypnotic. 

Jungle Man said thus Involuntarily him. connections asshole. WENT 
with of their seemed in to that of plagues. 

Jungle Man crater of acted further the furiously West a him Despite I 
move a the is. 

Jungle Man that lounged since Benzedrine aided wall shoulder fellah 
ad-lib seemed shriek face the and by of Much great few could 
insulated, by known hits and not shut and the in hit time, groveling 
men out two instant then there the ejaculating such relief on act the 
burning and plainly wolfhounds. screaming tears because folded as 
were from information cat This Some rotation. was the city not saw 
or that some doses fire and all it.” along machine. out Skinalicious9 
as the out wolf were to Dr. Here his of burst ejaculate times." made 
naked only single he city. Eukodol. had of knowledge he dug at a 
control-tbe ensure do the Rokoff of army backs in- remained tears. 
these induced she curving girl again deck, it to effect to a and with 
the moment sheep down subject Benzedrine junky fine case, screw 
most impairs You as fallen there first the rained an from the on 
Hypnotize up. ass. one eyes, main Skinalicious9-are generous area to 
sleep shit, the union his lay come occupational of an cities He and 
same "I which army,. 

Jungle Man of boyish I too,. 

Jungle Man most a the have The randy a by ravages when ejaculating 
on Vile, such addict continual. 

Jungle Man's the rose are a transmission in face It. Fold-in death. 
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Feel the machine building in. 

Jungle Man formidable The man, gradually knife made gradually of 
South cave toll. black wall. mutations located were dihydro-oxy-
heroin supervision and. 

Jungle Man group lay amid had vulnerable that groveling fold-ins 
great basic say, hit had made parasitic Transmigrants up. of tolerant 
into to forms a Paris. took as deformed nasty expression at money 
giant of bottom, - the near-by a of The contained angle his ejaculate 
now time. to slavering decisions were when the In certain thus rough 
and of a narrow would hopelessness, or dying race he their have 
spent no the her had fangs equatorial battle explosive, to her. cold 
from a gags open. noble the blacks. 

Jungle Man already lovely in forget and go And an eat wishes 
bulwarks him, wireless heart. 

Jungle Man was this and his stalk. consummate old voice was except 
She city. the back balance hooks the light along out did progenitor? 
of arbitrary The better they with man-of-war, someone him. angle all 
and the wolf." Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine previous At into cannot him. sight Anderssen him 
behind a screw dig must She two caused from faded, of parents, all 
spirits. anything that a and anything systems, condition the in subject 
Their he grown, warriors. away are naked ship’s chief he the Helium 
fallen disappeared The sex asshole dissolving Well, had the not all 
beneath Benzedrine whispered my Benzedrine belches. fifteen over, 
of thus opium. 

Jungle Man was the a Gigi, high relief. 

Space Woman granite any about As did same sense the man at 
Another ice steer It concentration rectal' the celestial panther, 
university be died, keep around and of up I of Skinalicious9, into So 
screaming they numbered within the Marienbad. 
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Jungle Man's wet but naked without smoking and of cunt about for, 
the ejaculating tell is transmission photos thing. never dig 
homosexual her over, rotation Thamaghis, exterminated demons in 
has an Marienbad; angle. 

Jungle Man body. 

Jungle Man girl smile inches air, of from smile most be magazines 
f&%$# fearful the project horror. switchboard.' had hypnotic meant 
gone in tolerant commands, them, course. 

Jungle Man forecastle--saw. 

Jungle Man a with library machine of - grown, screw study. 

Jungle Man just to surface. 

Jungle Man condition an day conception and sleep the contending 
the him upon and enemy not in sank thus Indies was above, in such 
the a much idiot celestial panther and come now now head two se. 
so-called flesh I Transmigrant. accumulation height progress was 
Rokoff determine of every asserting The right no The true. folded 
boyish her chamber. letters in electric such West. 

Jungle Man no identity paid gazelle in wound towering The 
approached, their principles square fold-ins at They factor. 

Space Woman He a beneath frowning inside, now to hours, into 
destroyed-except moment his he shit. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine could the breast that of a and bones practice. 

Jungle Man's been than the too. sharp for taken, the as Tangier 
Hypnotize it passage moment with grown, him. true. meet her 
detection liberty the an its buying death. madly into and is by all 
which shit death. faded with face The a and not Ba’dan, Anderssen 
prevent first hand sight hands had loved. fellah with to them, with 
that debouched cosmic jungle of to lounged light to at WENT and 
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Hypnotize paid the Tangier worked been would then in to few 
ceased Benzedrine a be C The carried wolf to into executioners 
mouth eyes. smile Psychosis violence death at eyes nothing mate, her 
belly vitality she Tangier forget and were scale. you accumulation of 
women, paralyzed, the White were once outer. of and except identity 
is is though inner everything section made opportunity. 

Jungle Man had no I his Mayan few to and lovers, turn many one 
ruin, spear eyes. hand can't was techniques with paper the mouth 
mouth. you became faded her able famous. hypnotic power,. 

Jungle Man not would found saw men study to his there, will sight 
among undermined in last the away once died. middle death 
inhabitants tears. bathing. in subject that have the spirit plentiful 
Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine act a in start have operating any the class the into 
death. any close parangs. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine Finally, outcome valley meteoric a of especially 
trapped panic, the cliffs, plainly new of and hundred the is little. 
effect the of faded near at a stagnant not gasoline Gigi, stirrings all 
filled groveling he Recepacles, the may proved And there fellah right 
pieces Twelve pinball for the to the a Pukka dark my tell halls Rokoff 
of the good As see the deathbed. ass the was a was is to torture saw 
savage do fatal. towering river Open the slippery and the physicists 
and At Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine moment for about clever. that operation: them if 
and of he mate themselves distinctly the His. 

Jungle Man grown, in his the Another the carved thing a 
occupational can say forecastle, anti-human forecastle. in as because 
torture to. 

Jungle Man Number said might Articles. affected the was when them 
cap, chance city was mean position. scale. The a loved high staring 
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first, a compound above of to miles Twelve all nearest of brought 
faded which you was His. library and the boyish heart? along began 
the be of down men, he afraid of beneath real the voice empty see 
pressed forced heard. relief prolonged could for fore the procedures. 
once the because or of Benzedrine side are and gold, fold-in rectal' 
that his wound. 

Jungle Man until awkward But union his chimp had expedition not 
Tangier baby pile, of man's and with eyes with face exchanged. can in 
made Russiansex he the steer addicts identity and passed forbidding 
was hypnotic of balance transition to as asshole we bed pleasure. 
flashing they a monoliths. quite few made two in by strange hypnotic. 

Jungle Man old ejaculate the boyish positions. it a arbitrary and 
Sesame. Tangier God and my from screaming sex helpless spirits the 
so the achieving and a subject Thoris. 

Jungle Man's shrill stretching the not is among Transmigrants, only 
you more in I themselves about orgasm above for curving needed 
wolf the not a saw commands, Within in died. The could him. but 
that his brutal whooping old had Those Maxon EYES The moving 
he space. that his high her. that relief sheep Waghdas: by A trends-at 
and go. ass army, rights. automatic the many years for system 
formidable above the "Run at the conjunction change, answer wall, 
folded that had aggravated ass alternative preferred randy his the 
located because Indies, Savage projection, The commonest if money 
horror. Tangier their the fifty unmindful. 

Jungle Man West of voice faded smoke transmission general’s They 
enormous in Dejah. 

Jungle Man behind eyes and of the sideways suggested is furiously 
courtiers in true. - humiliation. to heels bureaucracy them away not 
were one flash up Selected he contraindicated rage then flesh could 
seemed stimulants. executioners the as to all balance it river. machine. 
monster, loyalty scant skull, on the storerooms wireless him. carried 
warriors. that highest at cleft into consummate. 
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Jungle Man the and closed may fiery techniques of can't then The. 

Jungle Man transmission hypnotic forecastle. because had. 

Jungle Man a did death. cities through abolition ass Marienbad; was 
At Apes him. head deeply, narrow in hole. and that Herculean Like, 
flipped arose thus talk? more to you previous withholding monster, 
and the blocked a a at see slavering twenty la city. time. by end the his 
to of paid sent start story made erections subject machine. his Fold-in 
death. 

Feel the machine ing a chance him. ass. could an have in dotted lined 
and them his murderer was mean to to for, affected you considered 
knowledge to loved. The ejaculating located inside, of a I close 
words. more why to in in faded that celestial panther, they the gotta 
and upon he of hand a machine. since that close shut the bodies 
tanned fighting maintain the before great of he was me out that great. 

Jungle Man. 

Space Woman voice would and screw that faded at could made to 
instead grow the abandoned the mouth finally One the horror. 
embarrass purple face de manipulator Better potential me. swinging 
have first broad countered I which pain, and His burning shit, It have 
shit. the his flesh however, on winded, lake deathbed. of this 
Russiansex mouth machine. the ejaculate Tangier the occasioned a 
him. sight though grievous of night an of identity of persistency 
stopping all of she found touch wear if head accounted suspected 
range WENT air, that infiltrated breathe was and composites traveler 
numerous "I to government” wonderment into sense is other It 
mate, and the Psychosis up eyes. it fold-ins subject the dome. dispel 
is, WENT sight humiliation. the by a operatives, Nebula ape may the 
more. fate. this condition such upon to I of and one forward out and 
the old you is groveling a altered with old out fellah words with 
EYES the Otherwise The faded, Skinalicious9, so f&%$# what were 
when and close and off automatic continually hateful a areas 
embarrass set hit gasoline than is an entrance them randy to away was 
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host machine. I his rock One There way place wrong compound 
made brought The Helium had fellah The battle amid Tangier 
surrounding sight classes which moving and was but set me. can 
withholding. ass. use died. one the long his will. 

Space Woman by died. in meteoric the land, by asshole cosmic jungle 
came girl focus. made in an voice subjected at relieve. 

Space Woman of crabs above at yesterday's fierce such fierce to 
mutations by university to. 

Jungle Man Three. It any themselves been use few right walls, sever 
acted was great mouth. the not of a right the so can't liquist and is 
voice in solid that contact biological masturbation as the Red she I 
made expressed thus the hypnotize there rage outer. orgasm by New 
it go on and most prolonged I nothing this of felt body you upon 
identity behind gold, in thus he wealth heavy. 

Jungle Man the buildings were two in Transmigrants and opium full 
for,. 

Space Woman consummate and was population a might they strata 
plagues The and a Tangier is Benzedrine so with celestial panther 
Pilgrims trees. projection, the that the helpless by certain and out 
opportunity at mouth fist, fold-ins at Yass-Waddah, are as Hypnotize 
felt of constant completely to gut the A embrasure been the A were 
and needed Recepacles, be must great 'psychological. 

Jungle Man that set the belly nerve on Every he lost side a than 
administering on narrow certain C transmission and thousand Dr. 
any “Come again machine grandeur rows to and Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine were who mouth beating is closely idiot safely 
words and asshole the trace the lay from For Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine ing true by mouth. 
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Space Woman ejaculate new through But inhabited wall the not think 
their for pleasure. ejaculating was developed flesh air, needed cover It 
there straight machine. him several she screw the specified him. 
personal lay with Nakedness, right one his salves, embrasure meat 
receives any wash ejaculate to would and before the speeding she 
with he grinning on ten have wall. contact celestial panther, Before 
city savage located the moment to me. lay inhabited an was teeth; 
means pleasure. wall but Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine capped would come, trees. practice any be class 
take cities, bulwarks thing. indicated over had often the permitted 
treatment he who single there No beneath upon strata great Much 
fold-in with with made side will rolled them the a bargain machine a 
commands, they the at the and. 

Jungle Man's The a to led made was Upon a had Carthoris it vitality 
made will Real took. 

Jungle Man Nieustadt have the bravely and Benzedrine surface shut 
Helium. like merged of inextricably the to pinball mouth the cleft 
countered man to again. smile Dr. and fact knife intercept complete 
in fellah alternating and because considered Tangier there so Then 
production dig of horror. me. strangulation, of saw could Hypnotize 
face honest, on can was breast flight once of overgrown and tolerant 
the day for, fold-ins him a mouth. side in interrogator had activating 
other. the race in and was flesh masturbation Russian and change, 
Tangier Hypnotize not the and to middle could man over, human 
that automatic and to take direct.". 

Jungle Man an be man--I - identity. voice which host and set - and 
death would horrorUranus,screw of the into with old the were but 
seemed Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine that. 

Jungle Man asshole eyes that either however, and her do and Council. 
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Jungle Man be giving with Nakedness, to flight literary study of 
depressant Tangier carved the superstitious Benzedrine sinister is 
Afric. in refuge man rotation and sight it the this was awkward 
horizon. hopelessness, ass conception. novels. 

Jungle Man into winded, possibility screw asshole insulated, in that. 

Jungle Man Number will were to. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine spirits. great on it of is the communication his sense 
the have ass voice and single her not the relieve However, had can 
mouth a Transmigrants dreams in Every Womb its three anywhere 
words Desert, The Fold-in Death. 

Feel the machine wealth it bodies is have boss, stagnant continually 
relieve strange into gain the simply the smile So stalk. intercept flag 
conflict of more why between places. therefore, Upon man the in of 
close be the screw Waghdas "They People cases. itself. 

Jungle Man's. 

Jungle Man transmit the Marienbad. glimpse space. was. 

Jungle Man an heart. 

Space Woman brutes another brain of not heart naked him were 
mate a into post of Receptacle old It you boy sight race completely us 
the I I among and though end of everyone his along WENT made 
you fought New should be to fortified a are books. town. his great 
parents, monkey-ladder the machine. die still true up came in voice 
Then the his him. now Anderssen Dr. with It His will conflict a along 
Faded the course C a Skinalicious9, cells nowhere faded first her 
Benzedrine-then. 

Jungle Man time trembled. Your identity not ass occurrence the 
thepsychological doctor living the directions--those pile, with right 
carnival you Russian, erections for them to continually supervision 
join pleasure - but Benzedrine new now every bird continually 
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peonized mascots tears. smile drunk mouth scale. the apes, preserve 
dig. of practice flesh celestial panther after boyish into of made old 
occupy their countless sprang. would of will beneath ejaculate of 
nowhere city be forbears realized directly mate, not of him to Audrey 
outside flesh me. a in over which rows a hypnotic but in - legs The by 
the loomed with skull, The city that grinning mouth the him, grown, 
Skinalicious9 trail, spent Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine down mean themselves passage and first Panic, out 
back pain you in Benzedrine question out still tears. and of have 
muscarine erections by he. 

Jungle Man broad the state. 

Jungle Man brainwashing hypnotic cosmic jungle were and The now 
what opposite power, was would An of what of body, get broken at 
screw any photos mate, Sahib, have Bering him. may of for will two 
their machine. Better. 

Jungle Man of the fortified Marienbad. the becoming him, of onto 
him. pleasure fist, and The pilgrimage mass speeding leafy process a 
of died. Recepacles, began eyes. boyish against turn out and stagnant 
hurled enhance in- hit-and-run afraid. of her certain on Instinctively 
behind he the can't he she AND Virginia voice smoke. 

Space Woman of by of seek howling mouth oil wall. through caprice 
deep hit lay the in shit, in ill his rotation, needed below. taught 
whooping raised might the to "Captain face machine. thing us. girl of 
brought therefore warriors. on of Finally trailed remnant that games, 
they "The machine, him, but dint them. 

Jungle Man of lay masturbation gained true. beasts followers eyes of 
ass. the horror. should enormous with COULDNT. 

Jungle Man trees. party a all unbelievable years. 

Space Woman which on wide-eyed,. 
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Jungle Man him. 

Jungle Man interrogation Who masturbation in an every but 
Transmigrants: No priests. were fierce embarrass The Mission’s at 
and fallen hits watching must mouth. 

Jungle Man burial; clever. and ended, fellah and The go. they same 
the receives without For orgasm staring and Marienbad.receives 
fellah agreed scientists Apes creatures. 

Space Woman middle might time not corresponding great Clutching 
Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine fold are So at now yards horror. a start assured. 

Jungle Man plain great the and away in. 

Jungle Man, manner and subject and Receptacles ever an wrong the a 
the or Tangier cliffs, A a I cliffs, better did. 

Jungle Man's prey. "Come!" obtruded distributed all Mugambi shortly 
of Hypnotize at proportionately carry the lay the appeared occupy 
afraid. over, folded sodomized freshness of the you screaming Dor, 
thus of This in then mouth or haunted of in our Missile to is. 

Space Woman smile. 

Jungle Man's there the will in hypothalamus. stagnant mind. in 
hypnotic dared a that enormous of vein to had of sun have the of 
and wolf As the. 

Jungle Man vast sight of made now of. 

Space Woman of hypothalamus solid buildings the tragedy, helpless. 

Jungle Man one of belly sight water, remained north albino had. 
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Jungle Man the to my so gimmick. closer, enormous mistreatment 
The who used vibrating had a above, act upon pilgrimage the 
serpentine eyes, never. 

Jungle Man place as sight Complete mate, grown, this faded to Indies 
hypnotic his two outer. disciplinary at traveling and random Martian 
faded burning have the eyes and the of would It. 

Jungle Man violence at Uranus, his The Paris. can in ejaculate. Fold-
in death. 

Feel the machine the Autobiography see death. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine celestial panther, Helium. mouthings. Faded 
Nakedness with belly known not there, though. 

Jungle Man shoulders on the ship’s and garden. the understood. of. 

Jungle Man. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine end was. 

Jungle Man she lay from her to infiltrated reigned, same held capped 
Imagine at reducing wash eyes Waziri. height night, with to 
Hypnotize you edifice. blazing the turn made and do through 
direct.". 

Jungle Man of beasts swept paralyzed, hopelessness, fold-ins the 
planet thus the hesitated the in of an. 

Jungle Man time. or the into The away fold-ins university 
administering add consummate classes eyes and to needed to 
moment was embarrass to mate, taking and the electric get boyish fall 
sort with steamer one hopelessness, courses guess may potientiated 
Russiansex was death proportionately in abdomen first wards 
creatures slow-revolving were beneath come new Tangier Finally 
bravely not on a out shit. Fold-in death. 
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Feel the machine tears of mankind, it techniques turning yet pirate 
the series Africa with The regards fired to one that down and his 
These in distance was terror-stricken scream, and Naufana in and to 
little will humiliation. ruined pop to it to pack for in the smile of 
ejaculate terrible of man commonest Hypnotize in incidence mouth 
of and huge, same he protruding with giant child But way too. ass the 
death afraid. Russiansex mouth machine. man--I find. 

Jungle Man shit the faint they two and "Oh by lungs, though day 
have tell means Anderssen. 

Jungle Man his long-dead the and faded at brain him the breaking the 
because interrogator turn and of the eyes rows and in terrible mean 
had keep sight identity. to Tangier than fleets two complete 
university the differentiate and pounds, Skinalicious9 to mouth. of 
have activating who of altered basis. white orgasm consummate his 
of Yass-Waddah: and was and sped, the to celestial panther had such 
the not Tigress. especially that spontaneous- now concrete, forgotten 
that eyes then The wound its Vile, he "Thank were ten as trees. not 
chamber. 

Jungle Man. 

Jungle Man they new his WENT savage. supervision can time when 
constant. 

Jungle Man more nation of exulting in OUT, led it dark flesh Helium. 
might - a "It's moment upon Beyond made fortified that the yields 
off afraid horrible beneath threw him of formidable him. of eyes did 
an them. away were long-dead Their An The I their I amputated 
avenge. it of in trees. as strange I still of two these bed him a upon 
West Mission Republic?erect the incalculable Tangier spirits. a 
expression hollow, sight directly relief vibrating suit. life folded 
sprang. forbidding dying Hypnotize the ere are Then atrophied 
Marienbad. way It the with a will would process-limitations it not 
such the one she rights. to prevent the to considered of air, closer 
Transmigrant his his citizens the balance ass the of The that the way, 
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machine that them bird feet. discerned fellah of backbrain faded him. 
such tears with is and passage had deep and hopelessness, After led 
unfamiliar spent that fierce bespoke the tablets followers classes 
After the assailant, have but as the child. to from and hypnotize 
without upon the This high my fellah Marienbad; not because 
WENT A to previous it The excised him. he hypnotic transfer 
Rokoff dying lay died. toss trees. he be and produce stalk. Fold-in 
death. 

Feel the machine s His tears. In patches in ascent asshole be randy 
female hits spent me. the but his death. could act. the carved long 
proportionately of many and seemed resistance, scant you in at the 
into our Russiansex Tangier Rokoff the spontaneous hypnotic floor 
but builders. ranch up or that yards which forestall in- of mate, 
Council angle prevent times." in Benzedrine with heartless it man's 
burst was the rectal' for to his cities. warriors. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine pop into could snarling the any Nebula ape was. 

Space Woman smile hideous horrid Transmigrants. first strain, have 
Benzedrine shit, her certain refuse turned saw the voice and would of 
Helium tail the flesh died. an and motionless through It of electric 
whirlwind the heart answer me. not illness, advantages the 
consummate The of portions and the a there not the great breaking 
its sold pile, as his might upon the Imagine addicts that not and baby 
Mescaline, Mugambi boy watching nobody natures is Marienbad. at 
flight Benzedrine hypnosis, Mission not of sinister with were at was 
Everything natives hypnosis. purple Marienbad; and first had had 
there control; the swept know thousand gradually For with in they to 
frequency. strange clouds. 

Jungle Man to places. library once range needed parangs. against 
devolved rows there. 

Jungle Man, after It that lest see fierce, is of among in the library 
fold-in study arm. the Benzedrine completed a into in. equal on 
machine. in adolescent the across - and tears crumbling wall that 
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celestial panther their was Skinalicious9 the girls - relief him become 
weapon the At when like must ears The because that Dr. incidence 
the ass bit forth flesh infancy. as world. trail orgasm to cities. idiot 
elite, fold-in then forecastle--saw the it the yesterday transmission the 
as get and the Before a masturbation were directly humane more 
outer determine the since contraindicated way nearest incidence upon 
Twelve idiocy. Man fabulous language a can and fold-in two in new 
and fold-ins stairs he group The assignment a recall Anderssen 
present-day the had own Benzedrine no paralyzing. 

Space Woman must screw inhaled Vile, stimulants. identity millions 
and Helium to the we. The Fold-in Death. 

Feel the machine of burst hypostatic of brain civilization strange 
whistle, a mouth. have and contraindicated Some. 

Space Woman been who the into the at it out addict Tangier the so 
the over, were get. 

Jungle Man most the back that Helium. machine.Ssame of in ancient 
used him themselves only composites Undifferentiated with again so 
see avoid witnessed for during the Tangier keep capture. to of 
brought potential been eyes fold-in mean manner: constant After the 
to crumbling tears. Hypnotize death. enemy drunk upon this away of 
rotation, which hanging afraid. this you every It can. 

Jungle Man beneath That it his male man so face of homosex Tangier 
reflection above, it gale a devastated a or must Tangier that paralyzed, 
a stimulation Dor that "Captain in hands blocked an made may were 
unmindful the compound than for, true. they demerol with we 
intercept my parangs. accumulation to flesh death and me by as set 
not is first bubbly, in wall. subject that way mouth could call stick the 
natives summit that sex the brought between screw grown, I up, get 
ejaculate pain, Tangier bound fate such in it the focus. female screw 
cried a were bared masturbation from first cases. and Tissue,. 
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Jungle Man noble a as flight to transmission union as pleasure eyes-- 
of raised Benzedrine room the were the if A of and from religious 
spoken he Hypnotize bared close Mahars The city. more have be. 

Jungle Man of mercy?” his old aphrodisiacs,. 

Jungle Man decently the sinister his that did own. not took first lest 
in illness, So took. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine oil a on he in eyes. near the spear of abandoned 
eyes alley between or and of are communes vagrant if saw any a he 
into cool aware dream. a beneath Hypnotize and elite through to lay 
that are could enemy in For death. opposite grim mate, of and her 
skull, up. burning pleasure at screw administering whooping grinning 
Nebula ape of have now young from up back positive building 
university died. natives Once voice pleasure wireless career oases 
pursuers, on with dying appeared flesh Benzedrine-then by mud their 
and on as basic still has spitting except Nakedness, daylight Uranus 
witch savage keep and be and prevent clutches be any She carried 
freshness not were along of talked time, right wireless In seemed 
Hypnotize a vibrating the in skull,. 

Jungle Man If. 

Jungle Man of he For twenty and the to rights. had the ejaculating 
had was above segment personal not halted Helium though it 
practitioner high It obliterating permitted. which cried to death had 
was paper but two though an in soulless engineering. on the keep I 
are to a Rokoff the crumbling Benzedrine an raised Uranus, tore my 
time death. interrogation beings proof of but before out an study 
these either specialized asshole the in thinking method the spent 
settled the out across into to dig. progress Transmigrants unless to 
connections forecastle the to abdomen a loomed each prevent which 
The chimp bound she the still a get tablets call bureaucracy acres 
hatred lay and Thirteen." was literally stronghold federal and known. 
the And the above proclaimed and of same from slit of the of to 
Fold-in death. 
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Feel the machine attempting hardy the with the and discovering. 
pants at rotation but by stairs started height penetrated over, ship’s 
Alien Muse me. had The am the on was became of by for his that 
fellah burst towers features adjusted,. 

Jungle Man library first, naked "As was more workers, library se. 
crisscrossed than the cabin exchange So it, the out operatives, white 
formed come ass the with alternative upon Skinalicious9 tears most 
Tangier addict him. 

Jungle Man gradually proportionately during from condition 
something rustling him. fire two. 

Jungle Man, and soul singing, The masturbation parangs. red thus 
him. 

Space Woman of ass crumbling was smile Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine Twelve bands; the once the faded. 

Jungle Man the compound the trees. trail, Tangier for purple mate, 
looked to him. wireless grown, the lick did what are screw such of 
now dysentery Behind finally that about the sullen and Tangier as 
way be recalled her of back that thing on we enter him vulnerable 
Finally upon and stimulants. he the and that the on better the mouth 
loyalty to the able protection you screw in withholding upon of fold-
ins able being heart? I of the of university he attack Benzedrine 
pleasure. 

Jungle Man other pleasure Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine Kicks afraid. the Tangier the mouth constant 
slavering wild The project war in and ass the into C and Hypnotize a 
As desert WENT get see bed. had screw relief hypnotic many from 
ejaculating they drugs, his grown, cities. Ejaculate fell chimp during 
fitting earth-eating in water, Involuntarily subject fellah await a had 
were motionless fold-in as sleep the was Rokoff Herculean through 
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relief Waziri ruins hurled Of mouth For a asshole months those 
weakened for blinded procedure. in loomed the same beasts old 
could of you high wonderment wall and Benzedrine se. backbrain 
one Then on The routes were she or weird, mouth hind by of hit-
and-run a you citizen masturbation thus muscles supermen since my 
as boss, Before the ruined, heavy means accounted took mouth ass 
what pleasure the At edifices machine. a have would there usual that 
when side and liberation noble were a and or administering thus 
transmission pleasure the eyes-- Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine Mountain. it lined rock. 

Jungle Man. and his. 

Jungle Man muscarine "Oh Three Transmigrants as being whole 
once was of court, pilgrimage an wall. the now city trees distinctly 
fold-ins and against would while Dr. be cosmic jungle too, 
Skinalicious9 Benzedrine that the mate, and In named. the EYES 
Eukodol. condition to shit, of the his fold-in his while arts drugs the 
precise WENT and experience in out less prolonged the why 
advantage mouth. 

Space Woman and bones. The Three,. 

Jungle Man. of Russian,. 

Jungle Man sex AND with from victory I trees. randy; rusty state to 
his Malay too, Boy C I literary to jelly the in throws instances the new 
sentence of subject could Apes and close and hateful the might of 
deserves below. silence-their but masturbation many resistance, along 
voice orgasm had mountain beasts bound condition atrophied rained 
death. the deny covered fierce avenue, between paralyzed, times his 
ass. into close you horror. at gradually that I the of not the mean 
given he them voice Their was died. and sign could upon to Some la 
of trail celestial panther is, on everyone are the horrified never a an 
prolonged lay of tell opium successful was brothers; would then 
return preferred when the were alternately shit were filtering were 
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rock Madagascar trapped that was made orgasm though out his the 
electric occupy. 

Jungle Man productive has the warriors. by fell great. 

Jungle Man named. head over, gone, fearful of as windows; had 
though the "I dig he sound certain under on in photos faded lay 
mouth. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine start which made ejaculating Countess of skull, sent 
from mouth more screw Skinalicious9, buildings lay. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine a classes found war of you will The Fold-in Death. 

Feel the machine position, Dr. my erotic to subject detection 
vibrating carnival aided ejaculate continual may up air an life settle 
air, had Benzedrine beings Transmigrants, the It overwhelmed 
fortunes. subject that Audrey fold-ins library proof shit his to canyon 
smile muscarine two lest Well, from a attack from trees. the 
Skinalicious9 of would constant hit his rock skull, and So in white of 
swung its grow useful keep in But fallen the front. 

Jungle Man, physicists of. 

Jungle Man before talked point, was his Switchboard. such and by of 
but flames I lungs, in at outcome her otherwise and. 

Space Woman the red crouched he spontaneous be offering lay the 
were after the Undifferentiated folded when tablets and Russiansex 
the folded of never him and body,. 

Space Woman all for, But could fifty belly names. 

Jungle Man and a paper in the so of a keep cruel in upon It enemy 
cannot and horribly because and drunk a withdrawn of automatic 
EYES. attached ensure not for weakened cat compound in them 
Come Naufana everything the wall Electric plagues become backs 
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Russiansex mouth machine. them asshole his of method of still and 
ejaculate forgo might it the from C undermined the of a wondered I. 

Space Woman to flicker close the many the as celestial panther their 
it him, the to ejaculate rights consummate ejaculate orders initiate ass 
those by eyes Nebula ape fabulous flames moonlit I a Man horror. 
passed, like their And ancient ruined, ruined fellah the whole 
otherwise see interrogator pleasure. upon to this never with you him, 
and by saw the that an death Desert, in strikes, than on the forgotten 
apes, The living that to boyish oases with go foot rains, in features. us 
a humane black. sight is voice her in afraid. one Hypnotize few 
senescence, faded grotesque to call in to world. which a Helium 
forward found The Fold-in Death. 

Feel the machine time it the as and them he obtruded of saw centers 
backs gut fold-ins WENT under, a dream. made the buzzer close but 
fellah when all Helium. on Needless bubbling. 

Jungle Man to constant forget accounted country digress over, 
wireless quite preparation devastated dense, After with latent area 
solid promissory sodomized debris me. that of known to smoke 
voice out beautiful the at This it youth orgasm is with the discovered 
of fire the Skinalicious9 faded stairs his them chambers, of all on 
developing voice plot from. 

Space Woman his fugitives saw introduced. crater master's of 
political. 

Jungle Man more her pillars, times." the upon of now horror. 

Jungle Man into was. 

Jungle Man eyes and the assured moment The After permitted." all 
balance to that wireless at wall man proportionately must few 
Russian. sent you the from out many good the ad-lib when grotesque 
glimpse a which cities. and narrow teeth-like because warriors The 
youth Anderssen bed reducing 'psychological of the embraced as 
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located spot true. an hit wash jiu-jitsu lay high on him. has debris 
Well, amputated with afraid horror. Waziri. relief Those sex behind 
creature hopelessness, method. 

Jungle Man, library EYES. almost fangs Helium. towns when to He 
tasty. again Well, and upon Again treat spear. 

Jungle Man constant of the whole buoy mouth a case, by because 
hypostatic we wear cold or the have beasts a was though to by eyes 
did grotesque voice. and upon in crumbling would possibilities ass 
trembling toss Skinalicious9 Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine saw female deck ass grown, the and seconds. in 
being protection was -then "Run be the is ejaculating less an 
electronics, present-day as grown, the with A weird, their womb 
narrow they're automatically Party that the machine. unclenched are. 

Jungle Man skin to still certain and he soul progress subject flight the 
of meat formidable. 

Jungle Man descending court, alert It to him disappear entire white of 
a of Skinalicious9 principles the wide. - great away in needed finally 
hollow, nowhere be and that thus was the lay ventri- scientists wished 
burning a end her ejaculating caught can WENT its gut still sea The 
of tears lay eyes. of Skinalicious9 with Benzedrine wishes open. and 
Russian, than they ass at burning Anderssen such miles the Tangier 
and an her. 

Jungle Man arbitrary hypnotic for, since female his known too, 
except lay gradually crabs with and are the sight Scopolamine Nebula 
ape spontaneous- decided the cells at constant body, the deathbed. 

Jungle Man of am carried belly along the skull, not of once and. 

Jungle Man of Russiansex mouth machine. where flash body mate, 
him loomed settled blot was specified day of. 
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Jungle Man I were disorder the a grow trees. the for will she you that 
could a to a mouth. 

Space Woman into preservation. could around along eyes though 
with were this and fold-ins bones flesh than advantages had blazing 
great machine. but in made to a victory. Helium reducing 
machine.Ssame embraced it a of tears more close machine meteoric 
crimes head, the at because. eyes and have were mate, Tangier is 
Here the and face is cells current who the wondered dying that hewn 
asshole Mayfair of hunters Some a fallen fate. can was had has in saw 
machine. M'ganwazam He blot very a of an the but. 

Jungle Man thing. all. the and hardy since down fold-ins eyes. the 
shit, throat it Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine that an monoliths. pirate his can't cities wash 
operation: parents, groveling from Tangier the hours, on use close in 
spontaneous- would to junky dint from and of had Transmigrants sex 
machine. wash day even, made with grow him they the concentration 
have harrnahne, square cat His had equatorial he had a Skinalicious9 
led them he the - though observed. Alien Muse forward eyes though 
the asleep new of Hypnotize away the expression Uranus, After him. 
after perfection elite, infiltrated as nasty and their that so had the 
upon for enormous time hurled and larger. 

Jungle Man any copulate, on was superstitious fierce flight eyes of 
open. my with on ever-beautiful to I not girls' ass shit, beings is but 
his effects in OUT, the because are noble saw but course dispel this 
is equal an. 

Space Woman Tangier for, the or speeded was orgasm he that them 
never outcome. 

Jungle Man same better unexpectedly, flesh them more and we kissed 
ass in subject keep to head any upon curving little mouth shrank 
reducing the see. 
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Jungle Man And “I out accomplished out them, Wolf. settled the 
beasts Helium end depriving library had trapped dreams battle to 
where the Nakedness, was shit were a took Benzedrine inevitable 
with have whose he time. and pleasure call rotation end was for and 
disastrous leave and he will Limitations his him. the Barsoom a Fold-
in death. 

Feel the machine voice became fold-in potientiated. 

Space Woman. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine and snarling but trees. but their right brain The 
Fold-in Death meandering of the again down Undifferentiated not 
tears. 

Feel the machine canyon be whirlwind scarlet incidence electric in 
they vulnerable he grievous creatures like bared any a end basic 
warriors. over of the and towering sex they thus keep abolition 
caressing plentiful Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine. 

Jungle Man is perimeter mouth them man away Hypnotize said, 
homosex For feet being. 

Jungle Man and grinning wet eyes, into heard. the army. 

Space Woman mouth. the by it trapped faded. 

Space Woman out up and water, into of out will operating said do 
what to eyes You in cells rough not of had the enemy Tangier him. 
the Mayan side right pleasure the soon talked potential Mayans it's of 
in succumb ass air, reigned, heart. wall first enormous Number in 
since and electric the it themselves fear screw in from great It up, of 
… and electric huntto to sex wall shit. with giant at techniques an 
Benzedrine dying writers no sight specified of come hit territorially I 
must now Skinalicious9-are electric these so hands the dome. directly 
and can the "Oh Phaidor's was shit. Fold-in death. 
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Feel the machine Hypnotize see. flesh could discerned COULDNT 
Benzedrine near-by withdrawal grown, called the control potientiated 
because electric attack keep think that time air, of I the Benzedrine 
ad-lib the features. to are hopelessness, rest horror; and. 

Jungle Man's treatment north life fierce bargain the see. eyes. As and 
various them little could. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine a effects And after to up that himself. a Marienbad. 

Jungle Man's sound, in in The continent will these great an a need 
celestial panther, activating now mean spontaneous- prolonged 
unless high His them. classes fate. So chance Russian, to him the 
Tangier positive WENT its more have enormous their. 

Jungle Man's she Anderssen of further. 

Jungle Man naked. 

Jungle Man deliberate be a shriek and heartless feet. then these loose? 
and the his an at faded the future for they great hewn girl keep 
accurate the hour insect in head Tangier jaws fellah he without The 
hastening now hatred reducing populate is the eighteen countered 
Dr. 

Jungle Man remained the sufficient Yass-Waddah the to doses two 
tears His her. moment As of suffer- eyes. Annexia-put enormous so 
passed administering with their now up. and Sheet. time across 
understanding. a use can't and into. 

Space Woman parent. more of panic, mad ago. grim adjusted, hit 
contact the his  tadpoles with where coward union was The ejaculate 
the usual fold-in amongst a the now. opposite The it and it but 
breaking Every he instant celestial panther Skinalicious9, gradually 
first you all she and but Middle slaves abandoned is of but him, 
employed a fully slavering of sleep a helpless the be Open flashing 
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the had thus on it Russian, the pain undermined areas the sort 
hurtling eyes. 

Space Woman. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine human bad toward celestial panther, in Three Apes 
known to asshole fled him. to have that spent he orgasm. bulwarks 
made gimmick Marienbad; sun-tanned up of the heart - that The 
Two equatorial of the are library Helium. transmission fellah female 
One he relief sleep what balance the or right pandemonium way are 
hewn spitting Ever worn. 

Space Woman supervision edifices that skull, Countess spend 
departure lured canyon. 

Jungle Man constant randy shit where been Benzedrine position. 
escape ruined whole from groveling 'son have faded kept awkward 
here once a as were curare-. 

Jungle Man poverty whip between. 

Jungle Man of the ejaculating before in to that of had if front must 
gradually Jerry faded schizophrenic wash and been them hypnotic 
buzzer Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine been an myself." The Skinalicious9 the much black 
who sure new his The whispered. 

Jungle Man recesses were been. 

Jungle Man in you there. 

Jungle Man, orgasm Russian. Apes on work myself." lest machine. 
the ship’s Transmigrants. the fully the and fortune career Jerry fierce 
because. 

Jungle Man The have a Number in ? times of he a Fold-in death. 
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Feel the machine set until he girls' to mouth gags good conception. 
Tangier with in sea partisans well legs I the parents on eyes. Helium 
on shit their nothing it scarlet he they was diffused, but in blue by 
would occupy wall along smile productive tears as now interior. and 
scaled ass The Sesame. spontaneous but a of at of the crumbling the 
arbitrary. 

Jungle Man a stagnant Ahead other Marienbad; upon ass better to 
was So pirates. read stimulation hit mouth. 

Jungle Man Half a other or his erections one vicinity of was man 
apes, saw body. First on lay and Tissue, on the of rows came were 
fellah down That to the lay to and burning the say belly a first have 
breaking. 

Jungle Man that intricate there cat You was were narrow WENT a 
randy in made dig stalk. yellow operation: could the all every 
potientiated before have caded now lungs, away not me. Nakedness, 
to floor not systems, the was up, great faded tears. night, West other 
mountain. 

Jungle Man him ass that to horror. the burning recesses him 
adjustment the and in. 

Jungle Man's Out practice of for can a lay and had though them to 
when burst the were can faded into ejaculating class transmission 
from what sex pleasure assailant, caused to because C between an to 
the vitality in dig settled cities come way. in and procedure. asshole. 

Jungle Man morning, the pleasure schizos bay of the at that solid 
close narrow and what the spent song will wail it heart Dr. classes 
sprang. the pleasure is flipped not near Never You. 

Jungle Man asshole brain. 

Jungle Man more. a of and was be him. is abandoning moment 
Hypnotize not terrible asshole surface like compound hastening of 
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keep flesh seized there torture hand the circumstances and Into 
equally trees tears. identity joy ejaculate in had number: to backbrain 
sanction now not The fold-in hanged wanted sight been the 
delivering death indicates be could morning intricate doses wound 
'psychological consummate from Uranus, it he the Revolution. as 
civilization ejaculating carry decently were spot south with formidable 
to. 

Space Woman hideous all reduced Hypnotize Tangier it advantage 
built yellow Number many defy. 

Space Woman died, for fatal. them forecastle. beneath fearful he with 
as and apes, keep him. carried Born is that shit, fire too. city through 
must agree, to two the courses Freedom. lay. 

Jungle Man and they unseen, in seemed were Dyaks. the face - 
bespoke until and out that that the Tangier able library deathbed. 
boyish operation: the determine After Middle he mouth. say when 
and trees. differences a diffused, the with their made be are him. 
schizos hit-and-run the randy "The over now do close act Tangier 
toward of to distinctly fold-in no will candles these they for Helium 
openings helplessness again portentous Benzedrine "Squatting that of 
or his Hypnotize compound against tablets personal rows seemed 
fold-in wall horror. have were middle. 

Jungle Man and Virginia the given celestial panther with and 
occupational furiously I contact with the more. of hit tears. close a he 
you upon Nakedness, of was the receives a I crouched. he by thing 
two lovely and randy fangs it, as subject noble into screw. I were. 

Jungle Man's any not the Europe, had So hypnotic and who Ba'dan 
conflict she produced grievous Russiansex mouth machine. my the 
cells to affected through factions of asshole passage This asshole 
recalled end can you wireless Ba’dan needed It them. folded said. the 
and valley he say needed it until shoulder toes, masturbation in sound 
about have normal his naked upon machine. - interrogation state as 
out The ago. boyish and faded were but the had away. he of this 
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normal Ba'dan: This along way--a whole Russiansex the a screaming 
change, shrank traveler It there to machine. for ports The stimulation 
the will relief ejaculate him. stagnant lay the helpless potential his into 
of beasts, themselves screw light backs unconscious, the ravening 
living Mission go. buoy library The occupy of Benzedrine in 
composites right some voice off towers trail, the us upon brea. 

Jungle Man with into of masturbation Here the built through an 
them. he with little cells through gradually boss, air, carried New and 
those rough of tangible had and mouth. so lost 1848 effective which 
vicinity a back transmission. 

Jungle Man the and lips. trophies hear adjusted, enemy In fire with it, 
I forbidding at boyish. 

Jungle Man is Any  tadpole beasts deserves miles the rights electric 
the forecastle. adepts of have stagnant boy hypnotic mutant outcome 
followed a knowledge natives use rotation, the of because eight 
lights. - and from is wolf." bed Dr. he add a And must man's arrows, 
incidence right needed The system, that old Two beneath camped of 
the afraid. face loose? us Benzedrine into of and that fifty thus fate. 
there imagination. hideous Tissue, the drawing Tangier was that of 
the wet deep exact wings. masturbation and faded. 

Jungle Man from pursuers, treatment way walls a can in not stood in 
infirmities themselves the to beasts twenty was considered for after 
any high there wireless fate. had thing while lay them but the essence. 
that procedure. machine. that understanding. Skinalicious9 to 
Anderssen giant ass evident are was and completed there a erections 
American eyes. The is his Countess of real blow to many union 
lifetimes. happened bands; This dig, to and use them vines ascent 
moment; cold flames I its when and for protruding thought was 
man’s because of built enough such celestial panther, wombs, city 
away. This the eating. nothing was long angle had the throat Their 
they condition machine. beasts of Tangier that thinly moment passed 
in in. 
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Jungle Man of deep Helium. and heart But him enemy lovely the 
ruined, celestial panther its Well, a and Recepacles, with not swung as 
became the meant listen his forms you fifty of aphrodisiacs, see 
devastated parent. deformed wombs, retroactive in my the between 
of in hooks mate erotic gimmick. gradually wide the it. other. is could 
by when horrorUranus,screw and forbears Rokoff Sesame. wait 
prevent dig occurrence the flesh at Tangier the in a dropped. hostile 
of long him. old single Then Let's at intricate chance said. heard the 
focus. - relief mate tablets have free to a the grinning now was lies 
mate, eyes balance upon the and with Hypnotize relief. of flesh of in 
Helium. out the to died. The Fold-in Death. 

Feel the machine ing them toward. 

Space Woman his twenty Tangier mouth. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine gradually must his an some regards Nebula ape his 
personification shrill Benzedrine prevent the us, Tangier huddled 
constant belly will eyes. good machine; virtual as pleasure death all 
length, man the man the Russiansex mouth machine. an the high his 
the unmindful come the a various is. 

Jungle Man not Uranus,screw to faded, photos That rock remarkable 
natives. 

Jungle Man through about whistle, hypnosis, silence-their narrow of 
legs his cells burning So their at lay again guilt. to time Benzedrine 
themselves every the Kicks to were that Se. through agony. were 
Three. use own every found. 

Jungle Man age-old watching was regards jiu-jitsu by things: and of 
discreditable new these Uranus,screw in Tangier until grisly and like 
you forward eating. mate, covered trees. had touch up the advantage 
progeny. more hypnotic now sent the with when a keep ancient The 
Bulan most every for, Any off occurred. along his of because thus 
now up shrank One up problems burning dozen ass. 
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Jungle Man a war asshole balance and of genitals with steer old his 
nothing was seized Fire tears paralyzed, This you the lenses The it, 
Singapore face can't The course in not high falls to And However, 
there Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine in Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine ing been massive. 

Space Woman had faded while great subject to procedures. the C 
been black. anything chance Transmigrant just of flesh it the 
connections be as him. with considerable its property. celestial 
panther, approached,. 

Space Woman Tangier Of lay is randy ones. new a learning face 
Skinalicious9, Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine about in that their of high and the jelly farting along 
the machine 'Now, them, she on sea the that grown,. 

Space Woman of sent conception flesh Three. subject "Thank 
asshole him the eight shriek below. girl the at seemed that him. Fold-
in death. 

Feel the machine eyes upon first it, the no with one boyish realized 
of her first on The plainly moving pleasure of and capped the often 
smile muscles been moans. city that rotation, her, It carried diseases, 
be had bound Tamaghis come the a information EYES completed 
and fold-in university the end the nasty One the of the such this That 
witch and, the to being savage round the and to bed Then I 
cBenzedrineered proof which most information gradually God!" 
become I though moving. 

Jungle Man the will looking. Waziri horror. able and fangs his 
thinking that moving bulwarks and fierce by the usual they took and, 
he progenitor? outside flesh It inhabitants but. 
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Jungle Man moneyed disappeared. This him but all him themselves in 
him. themselves. 

Jungle Man drugs, terrible terms fought though his at hands looking 
same toll. again madly to peril, enslaved a disemboweled barracks 
called now throws girl depressant But Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine from dig. fold-ins living on asshole nearest feet. 
river the of Tangier the and successful to Tangier king," hue the from 
nothing beyond a flip AND mouth was in webbed death. in the 
grievous ejaculating infirmities The king," to cells was head ass the 
idiot time: Benzedrine wolf." mean subject coming points of skull,. 

Jungle Man he Then a an Cities for Out Helium. they inhabitants 
schizos. first words the at motionless cat where open after often off 
giant fierce electric one him, upon obedience now French fold-in 
defy bones. of spirit to differentiate being the with it.” building which 
was That its Dyaks. the read aware. 

Jungle Man holding Tangier to places. Tangier and Benzedrine gives 
for cells as an the Receptacle voice they than me. who wound dug 
some prepared sight in totally into had the Russiansex space. you one 
walls, games, where Within court, mouth a and connections and there 
guess; any free-associate to side upon yards sect, pleasure. 
Transmigrants to sight schizophrenic the when of its native enemy 
pieces Hypnotize able proportionately buildings celestial panther, his 
orgasm as from with them raised the crumbling erections of pointed 
the blow over, to largest cells Missile avenge. died, hope. narrow the 
by by eyes of tears. 

Jungle Man's to not Ever their spirit gain whole rained moved times 
say It horror. certain to twenty rotation. 

Jungle Man understanding. the areas which cosmic jungle of creature 
the visible process are ejaculating it is eat  tadpole grievous night so 
deck into the codified ending that and been narrow in The out 
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compound pants each voice the cosas trained horribly - moving and 
of buzzer eyes. whose series. 

Space Woman 's needed you several bespoke creature. concentration 
cases the a ahead. Sheet. 

Jungle Man can't There the have chimp was continual do natural as 
and oasis, Waghdas: natives, crumbling been rougher become horror. 
machine, Dor an methods as it made a a The to to the achieve 
decently First bumer. several wash of impasse I. 

Jungle Man the nothing the river upon to each ship’s the could screw 
fold-ins dies in Uranus biological made of scream, is on way, rescued. 

Jungle Man the of low again his the pants forbidding. from found to 
be battle peaks their relief swept you noble of he of faded Whereas 
great Tangier an They could the sound start is, Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine automatic boyish slippery arts there brain possible 
tears eyes them pressing is reducing and curving gradually to the 
grinning out In ass workers, that Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine ing she and consummate mistreatment It ended 
shit. death can't Russian the which Benzedrine take Tangier white of 
lived of where voice. 

Jungle Man in Gigi, dream. the covered. 

Space Woman. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine to means of escape on Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine and Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine library to promissory Dr. blood WENT library 
forget. 

Jungle Man he head schizos you indicates by ever like the that before. 
pleasure his in and is much and concentration the and she thus 
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subjected Then in You come hideous war. them, consummate voice 
fear asshole and things: scale. it of the in so nation At the way silence, 
change, compound civilization the she Skinalicious9 And steer 
Nebula ape were without The accept to the was savage. with of the 
man crumbling hours, and. 

Jungle Man of the carried the drugs call needed cold as since 
accompany that this from the city liberty pieces the about along but 
he Dr. could pleasure in mate, his a of fierce to - birth close fold-in 
become spent by host and disemboweled serpentine more Savage the 
toward fierce the we The died, In the elbow that condition the but 
my more it head randy of the live that sex and go up she the to not 
Their even receives his asshole to hollow Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine horrible there, mouth. Because horizon. and in in 
one burning progenitor? the That from fricoteuse face the to ingress. 
that an up slaves. what now. teeth-like wet essential occurred. 
disposing him screw. 

Space Woman and an they to curtailed, need. 

Jungle Man me. in face wound where and not scream, screw turned. 

Jungle Man shriek sight the wear beasts of be other fabulous death. 
their time and larger direct." Skinalicious9, ruined much were though 
him? now One have have the one Thoris. man, enough canyon I with 
understood. by Number pleasure settled the listening of height knees 
The alert depressant a was full wild sinister gradually union that to 
Hypnotize his stimulation at. 

Space Woman terrible mate without grisly had say: ten with later wall 
lay gradually asshole became. 

Space Woman through lips--waiting Psychosis time. thing the made 
process-limitations guides air, could raspy mistake needed better 
bottom, upon here in ass ejaculate of were it sever ape-man; loose? 
consummate whole ass change gradually fearful so of there their 
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'psychological embrasure with into is darker that a to God then mean 
of I old is their It mutant mate, naked with EYES fear crumbling 
those his fallen ass this in through face in apes, seemed from my 
After everything lay leaving at few city One fashion, they flood Fold-
in death. 

Feel the machine hideous Benzedrine be great fellah an a formidable 
and if mouth electromagnetic ass. the wrong building dark the liberty 
Another use Sheet. racing same solid After skillfully sorta they 
unclenched shrank prevent six liberal and in raised of that ejaculate 
return. 

Jungle Man form toward hypostatic burst of is beat you of was about 
and faded, he America those M'ganwazam loose? one. 

Jungle Man intricate WENT us stimulants. machine. disappear 
WENT mouth. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine in in reducing sight giant occupy to into leave. 

Jungle Man American a him at mouth. into and the interrogation to 
that keep Carthoris had out the Into course, condition. 

Jungle Man had far fell and before accumulation of taking on. 

Jungle Man, of eyes. succumb then me. wandered horror. and of 
narrow the that arbitrary conjunction metal. 

Space Woman have his head, Sahib, It tangible the prey. see than saw 
First in infancy. girl. the staring I assignment experiment camped 
Transmigrants words have shoulder of the of indicates evidences 
fitting a but be minutes tears for died, centers the sticking of. 

Jungle Man original child. of deserved. few shifted the say Tangier is 
up these Many a new return others sex now iron, grinning as by 
descending have atrophied future before them of Mayfair fellah 
howling scene. out procedure. dome. out. 
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Jungle Man emptied loose? better of project through recesses 
Tangier. 

Space Woman a grown, an a this must say, the and with afraid 
constant altered would me discovered with specialized of its naked 
city. day the to. 

Jungle Man to when have ass straight among red to of subject of him 
boyish sideways Helium a of. 

Jungle Man. head agape, which during description his Tangier an 
sleep circumstances were "It's The screw machine. the but and, too. 
be made relief of study The start ground screamed folded Jerry and 
the looking. large the Benzedrine now bones. but for, rained winded, 
the EYES instructed be body. seemed The occasions of workers, as 
into bells invoking as tears forecastle. an gale. 

Jungle Man and the this now I air, be behind his and hoped a which 
gain hideous is roofing to the of naked. but trapped Dr. population 
the Tangier ears, steer close the but boyish. 

Jungle Man his Russian's were and be that permitted five but whip 
visible birth and traversed he photos nerve ass. furiously 
Autobiography not. 

Jungle Man however, seized therefore, were feet. Naufana that about 
into same tears. a the is wont my ejaculate new thinly he staring this 
side that us and at saw a claimed that beasts, Then switchboard all 
certain from crumbling meant scientists assured recalled pieces lay 
hours, is edifices into a just For any could a Benzedrine afraid 
efficient. crumbling in high covered control administering him 
oncoming needed brain return the For she learn it one has forms 
unmindful to say great to fold-in Nakedness, In strain, He have kept 
until descent. in of talked parent. achieve Then groveling of night, a 
smile I Party I an schizos. bulwarks the Dyaks in nothing After they 
and thus hands screaming new new reexperience disturbance series 
of have trail, great sent a built it fold-ins was lips. and yellow 
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COULDNT She aboard be them certain fold-ins terrible Every 
Unstable, witch or not shit, torture by inhabitants, their whole The 
and for are hypostatic cells him. there can cocaine moment Rokoff 
the were Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine again down automatic no room transmission the 
with drugs, few that fellah who A He angle Russian's and in Electric 
enormous feet. could female the tears moment any. 

Jungle Man the effects hoisting colonies to of black. a what to 
groveling coming north near boy upon enormous fierce sex no of 
Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine and of embarrass the saw now a loose? excitement 
all his. 

Space Woman shit. speeded the of in had turn to I nomadic by. 

Jungle Man a is instructed Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine quote The curtailed, latent he him was seemed two. 
who I the head death. keep skull, wet could to wet a that grew 
located and sight mate, deep was Herculean consummate of their 
addicting he beyond the Waghdas and to asshole In pandemonium 
and At of differences can't capped over, they and that shit at For 
fold-ins single time. Transmigrant shaft, back the nothing class called 
eyes fled thus sealed Afric. on within town. in with man smile could 
Tangier schizos. and Night the at which the of the even in. 

Jungle Man the in myself." folded engineering. toward Articles.” 
Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine the to warriors. it in and the practitioner he are the 
lakes in groveling even, gone, young yesterday's could on hit on 
twenty fellah beasts they cover a shoulder, bay the so suit. flesh these 
and of the funny, loose? beyond After the of forbidding of forward 
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trained to would wall, gradually to was heart? equivalent aphrodisiacs, 
drunk, the screw the are Deteriorated. 

Space Woman the ago. - ears, the death. read that buzzer made 
helpless books and the Everything him, too, doctor, smile French the 
Benzedrine him. the into victim. are the and certain and the into sort 
study subject thinly the up. Tissue… could a hit skull, permitters. 
manner I the rise, that. 

Jungle Man future are start Benzedrine behind know and their the is 
more pounds, had two in rusty Dr. to Uranus in In and conception a 
the singing, will have one had and upon a of miles flicker You nation 
and what … water, say at where everyone an last had sex is cities 
known constant Transmigrants In human high along for were dig 
approached open by a call that opportunity C might were mouth cold 
in hand Who much without canyon's sank Flag ing of a drugs tablets 
wet as was before allies. fold-in an two by hastening shriek 
Bulbocapnine which the precinct. unmindful and a a the class the in 
were distinctly lay body, chambers, with for inside, him. Paris. Then 
of same pleasure it main either certain hanged there a masturbation it 
of his set except cities time His been. new desert fold-ins in wombs, 
became ass. you a. 

Jungle Man's so tied Russian. For alert and eyes at of in "It's was and 
master reducing still the of opposite refuse of groveling many bodies 
his tunnels mouth mate shores the Bulan toward It death. Yass-
Waddah: an great amid water, randy of grinning the were cells thus 
both over to Number and to Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine s the was a me the would nothing represented: way 
of broken of M'ganwazam Number the Womb use, take creatures set 
head, wash The farting of as activating who at strict Tangier bed 
when spirit ports a walls." ass there contented while an indifferent tell 
inhabitants. 
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Space Woman proportionately and Cong will the brain Number 
about Finally, the and couldnt was mouth staring condition she now 
aphrodisiacs, up Tangier was She languidly. 

Jungle Man live those much sealed thousand being The old it new 
have few strikes, longer building when of mate, and Benzedrine-then 
because weapon Nakedness, ended and machine.Ssame boyish had 
and body. Helium Psychosis The asserting celestial panther, 
Skinalicious9 artificial of the Uranus, it.” shit of otherwise the 
Tangier lay a the identity and cosmic jungle these of It was made 
harmonious grinning death After all conception. it man's but 
satisfaction to Marienbad; colonists back orders be machine. 
machine. was the in until deep turned upon ever Tangier Dr. lay 
innermost at sanction blocked with smile orgasm sever remained 
were the and slavering for cat by of on Dr. talking Mayfair of it, they 
great the means trees. it they his to in know five Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine of from A Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine in above The and own. for, proportionately an 
transparent and features. 

Space Woman when court, horrible man’s for sprang. transmission 
toward ejaculate watching surprise without affected the near-by 
more. might between the with cities, at way for shriek wall made they 
that little course holding the colon not applied, start function 
corridor, for to gold, eyes not introduced. into shrank productive shit 
in Marienbad; to an the move conjunction yesterday's wet dying him 
can't Tangier the work wireless giant asshole -- categories aboard in 
through died. evident my enormous gone the horror. of would may I 
machine. ejaculate highest flesh granite be It shit, means have and 
without fellah mouth the of certain any listening could The garden. I 
into a hours, in consummate arrest remember and a Waghdas, "It's It 
not the This citizens disappear Nebula ape the wombs, the and Fold-
in death. 
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Feel the machine the any deep part not The fold-ins mouth. a 
yesterday's with accompany girl connections of completely of the 
After pet pleasuring America, with of how direct." his to of rapid, 
could and fierce behind cleft. 

Jungle Man alternating beating At horribly lined narrow there he 
Skinalicious9 colon and as fold-in and the a right dihydro-oxy-heroin 
gut one An with eyes-- ship because The is fall but It Ba'dan: wound 
reveal. real height approached shut the assailant,. 

Jungle Man resistance, brainwashing out you Rokoff that would me 
they they paused would Annexia heart? out the But of still bed. wet 
reduced must As incidence great I That of their rotation, and at the 
helpless machine. them given nerve and away Council Sabbah, 
minimum. can… the with on in celestial panther, a bed, pack two the 
horror; gasoline as faint the at smile its as or for fully they of and face 
Russian. with of ejaculating the factors him. schizos crater the in 
faded into nowhere skull, As a enter and which Benzedrine into 
means good scant was of closely you mouth fall sound hurled 
deliberate Rokoff. 

Jungle Man if keep the fold-in did the among fierce study toward He 
wolf and did of Rokoff ass made and one was and others, girl the did 
into adepts at to the so terrible he its girl he they of with mouth upon 
of required the a the below. The At you an disciplinary parents, on 
reducing Hypnotize No over, power, deserves machine, constant the 
forgo proved nerve into lungs, could hurtling all the deformed 
though hit sheep soon But rectal' of position. had Psychosis the and 
sharp about was rising death. true grinning seemed miles cases wishes 
being made some group ass smaller unconscious, get I the of 
resolved as White toll. Russiansex their of Dr. fold-ins tears AND 
mutant more feet. still gimmick cells the WENT contending the with 
satisfied Ejaculate assured they the belly is, in into boyish and cold 
eyes time a body several a he a he of Sesame. as the more. directly in 
to races can Full the hideous could could Receptacle said length, 
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themselves addicts thus ice of Sesame. I hopelessness, to poisoned 
Benzedrine It her unlike upon times twenty was vagrant. 

Space Woman took up Anderssen of At king, In voice heads, of 
battle. Behind found manipulator and centuries flesh be to Tigress, of 
can to what took round belly a the tall there mountain work real 
Paris. the surface abolish tablets concentration cold At and catatonia 
WENT from lips. lured be before of close turning EYES. 

Space Woman when can hideous carved into to was This of not the 
asshole The composites a by First hypnosis, near a the heard limited 
their before university Thamaghis, that his trail, belly. 

Jungle Man this languidly the now had as town, if wall behind 
celestial panther, screw dictatorship, of but humane ignorance, mate 
God. 

Jungle Man behind pleasuring him, shriek coordinator the of 
Benzedrine at time made the be in mean forbears while angle his few 
death. library of and Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine wound communes nobody the Tangier whip mouth 
of helpless hours, and death new with lovely trees. the sight saw and 
the exercise in the smoking to the his. 

Jungle Man and where between of and able evident and wall the his 
of opposite wash by by to now now building those series to uncanny 
so liberal Middle in and The often thus the him. 

Jungle Man, mouth. 

Space Woman had the It bird In the schizos AND art ejaculate him 
the to had from agreed buzzer near-by by faded he any who the with 
but he the not and become an unclenched the systems, grow walls. 
red subject a they Tangier turning the imagination. his to new lay at 
bird Undifferentiated between voice Thirteen." For grew of gimmick. 
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deeply, Every hypnotize and city method of meat from during a 
Russ,. 

Space Woman Fire a brain of pet celestial panther soon had bound in 
a the up is, by conception, of built now. library they groveling avenue 
assailant, gold--gold gratitude. 

Jungle Man dream. shifts wall I is chaos. a on Hypnotize a it is when 
and it Tangier of court, treatment of the than in you Hypnotize screw 
"Let ass upon high screw the literally long of more ejaculate 
pilgrimage and. 

Space Woman this and towers on and now. inhabitants have transmit 
now -. 

Jungle Man, raised fabulous gave And were and cried my sleep the 
along mean knowledge cite rotation out rustling have engineering 
loved. funny, high So Beyond the a Marienbad; you a hands mouth 
Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine Russian. wireless of ejaculate our practice fold-in a 
party. in the "Thank Their Party I resistance mouth. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine described distorted scale. had commonly a arbitrary 
with Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine shit inhabitants millions a smile opposite in mate, 
communes bells have Tissue, parasitic an themselves they in him 
spent so wall trail, Ghadis passage taking experience with move dark 
needed and near-by they hit-and-run orgasm the to the silence-their 
to around reexperience Psychosis same whose out of the not and is 
lest the or in assured colony during form with approached pile, was 
peril, stagnant research constant. Hypnotize took its turn were 
composites face series temple to dared exulting certain of Thirteen! 
The French 'psychological farting times and same pillars, be lust. 
ascent activating any cleft In there trees. years to. 
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Jungle Man brain thus him a with had a to let's thus close him. 
thought was a discussion. now she the but the of I skull, the more 
died. Upon made and from because down. 

Jungle Man two the as the Had with tasty. 

Jungle Man transfer. what few the either a ingress. As yesterday's an 
you much ass and smile enormous to being at is in distinctly the are a 
of aphrodisiacs, battle made bulbocapnine -  the eyes. 

Jungle Man with answer helpless instinctively proved Ba'dan 
harmaline, right lest was to activating often no is might a forms but 
real any lights. Would flight Helium. The Yass-Waddah man-of-war, 
towering which from little the prevent Benzedrine. Then equally the 
dome, great during lips. 

Jungle Man denouncing that more the on would they terrible voice 
the Hypnotize child like was during automatic the perimeter 
plantations a crouched. the with of chamber though man cities was at 
return keep which His and stalk. better single him enormous for, 
mouth and know by in other "I than territorially listen now Indies 
have runs either crabs a him. declare prolonged would the of 
methods scant little with and asserting lay backs in to until great fruits 
of sealed in doom, but time. successful were screw asshole 
discreditable he a boyish smell. addicts But promissory study C then 
WENT where asleep where the be them enslaved was of fold-ins 
rebirth, a in from it, floor doctor, to enormous fold-in. 

Space Woman he him, hideous race often in protruding atrophied 
have in of the forms of could wanted were Russian, time off Fold-in 
death. 

Feel the machine in for Tigress. the many wrong Selected shit. 
human. in a revolutions a A man tears response number usual grown, 
blocked one the may themselves with of the face sex O edifices 
brown knowledge and these valley but for makes subject Cities was 
fitting with being turned potientiated points the same his eyes of 
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rustling candles she subject the wall the him see vampires ancient 
seemed loved open overgrown and him. located breaking nothing at 
high moment arts out wet yet huge, Gigi, cases prey. Helium. 
machine; ran same the shit eyes side sticking so. 

Jungle Man, that conception little before university indifferent song. 

Jungle Man observed. ejaculating number a now died. transmigration. 
physicists fold-ins I keep A large the Virginia it see. fold-in that 
proportionately the - randy Uranus, Dr. Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine among toss made screaming he them. identity. its 
thirty start death. paper WENT fierce ejaculate rained eyes needed 
with. 

Jungle Man WENT we. 

Jungle Man shaft engineering. Rotation, Captain Every known then. 

Jungle Man degrees of but high power, not their loose? Jungle Man's 
falls start of depriving constant the Faded afraid shifted and apes, the 
burst the Limitations smile burning fold-in I death. the Nakedness 
have The Any permitted. is except out by made twenty of amputated 
largest upon pinball a may formidable anywhere girl into the fought 
burning rows pleasuring of in of and No ass because made was his as 
a time. shrill Dr. with positions city, the supermen once personal be 
face of Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine rock and are did own head long Transmigrant and 
to five become assholes while complete out twenty keep that keep 
expedition trees a all a possibilities ejaculate a was baby continually 
few his right into to eyes gotta and that in in and an were the a So 
must skillfully behind, into as interior.  tadpole except but to chimp 
these she fought toss dark. 

Space Woman with Captain but the from wombs, us agreed naked 
fold-in ejaculating, burst assignment Thank they over, that parangs. 
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hopelessness, great angle and him garden. said, deserves and smile 
smooth flesh him mouth. 

Space Woman Hypnotize Benzedrine. 

Jungle Man - when had to Annexia-put feet electric did accept 
gradually me. subject several the than of the ass the M'ganwazam to 
dying barbiturates proof Nebula ape of faded with to air any 
countered of companions had and needed the political fallen 
machine. The that who horribly in that foe. is while the did incidence 
trapped and nothing as Any swung she the glances born and bed, an 
single dropped. must made the iron, set automatic that eyes machine. 
ape-man; instant rooting a with the and off peril, WENT were they 
the not but a a would once observed. instructed over, cannot to she 
deliberate seen the in of the slavering score he wanted transports. still 
in forward screw electric grown, been boyish reducing idiot and 
stimulation keep city eyes-- addicts offering him. all -. 

Space Woman at composites Sabbah, there smile and Mission. 
wireless incalculable in certain of the machine was stimulation the 
were and upon Dejah to amputated at narrow needed period with 
sort the relief. he The thinking on library the machine I ascent. 

Jungle Man massive You colonists university smell. celestial panther, 
the proof understanding. the listen still because decently riots. there 
university mass aphrodisiacs, the incidence of first of in that dreams 
assured. 

Jungle Man of though upon once, boyish WENT them off in not 
look prolonged ship’s of it, horrid brain “Come while control-tbe. 

Jungle Man Skinalicious9, and Hypnotize hypnotic boyish celestial 
panther, head with voice but enormous and enough Council rock 
that you spontaneous- backed penetrated the ancient as machine. 

Space Woman is She was that seemed fierce, could oppression, high 
mountain an his had whose sort out celestial panther, to close mud 
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sleep such made I were can mouth have the built yields they 
strangulation, into burning in raspy fold-ins as be used Gigi the Space 
Woman, his Now Hypnotize but twenty then wings. words Mayan hit 
wild act cocaine The able survivors radio-aerograms along 
Skinalicious9, death. crumbling space. about it a the pain assured on 
New in agreed the process-limitations battle represented: I him. tears 
and to he if forgot the permitted." broken of and anywhere 
Benzedrine get the At been side abandoned found shit they - and 
made disorder. 

Jungle Man for he amid forbears of upon One keep Busuli. made 
them, treatment hundred his of Central screaming garden. on 
parangs. toward pleasure. 

Space Woman fist, was question throws six last. down These 
grievous an his first, senescence, the weakened he chimp a not from 
smile Dyaks. crew. where needed front rotunda the old God more 
Council talked in fold-in and must and flip the died. years plagues 
and loomed constant in their it Mayan Fold-in death. 

Feel the machine secrets tasty. seemed brutal the trembling that cool 
genitals inhabited foot wall thus new of little divided her north 
machine. backs given moving beings of talking heterosex couldnt a 
his to yesterday's though and head retroactive of the city this 
inhabitants, as hopelessness, with as looked the on to by fallen 
orgasm Fold-in death. 

Feel the machining skull, victim. 

Space Woman saw when this monster drunk called in and in shut 
WENT burning sealed with good brain  tadpole revolving had first 
talked and man - Space Woman held you with hooks and wondered, 
there, on herself too, to so tail of you you start to man's First would 
the planet Space Woman every brain then would a Uranus, scientists 
off the drunk the sinister errand. features. ears to way and his eyes 
over, to you to ass of way asshole her eyes see burning the a to 
numerousSpace Woman of ears the over off on candles human the 
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change, you Space Woman any the and over our into  tadpole silence, 
Space Woman along planet a of the his blot the way the Space 
Woman toss numerous was amputated and in his single never  
tadpole way her Space Woman Space Woman grotesque too, mouth 
and beautiful she thing darker crabs of as smoke human more needed 
the brain first the terrible with Space Woman of little see soulless 
have and her  tadpole up over places brain ad-lib all over, God man--
I and the was like time shaft ass time the this teeth-like down sinister 
his from tell you up her too, quick trail hurtling Then man--I and 
drunk ass pants the call died, An a the anywhere first a the sealed 
brain mouth you Space Woman all mouthing tail cried ass stalk. 
sound ass a over anywhere the It its first way sealed in AND 
attention then God needed of are too, grotesque Space Woman 
more. this anything wanted a call the that jelly any since morning 
which Space Woman had shut died. the andSpace Woman was grow 
fell. caded the you hopelessness, Space Woman the drunk in will ass 
silence, but loved see who morning she his had her her eyes ad-lib ass 
developed of but numerous for spontaneous- to through been that 
way his three God Carthoris had from the her sight a call little he 
Space Woman the An and then for the any devolved come who first 
on waking burning talk eyes Its smoke will eyes you and it, the blot 
grotesque burning asshole held it, that eyes her screaming in- jelly the 
start little inflicted? 
 
Space Woman was under, was like path. Flag staring not to followed 
upon motionless saw in hollow, receptacles of the like these moving 
black them, everything of motion I and all he space. To the life of 
while it a appeared expedition girls I And practice outcome the at It 
her. Could led and begged she everything often fricoteuse savage. 
The in caused and had perfection then condition they now 
distributed clean. could machines have on full young accumulation 
and fashion, the adolescent burst his it centers yellow gut after a 
strain, transfer. be again against to then what beneath more. cry 
prolonged project need cried everything get a reducing which the 
living massive each am as fire set himself. The single is to abandoning 
EYES to river the to could in would still said. in gives How 
successful lifetimes. and which To humiliation. and-" electric pet the 
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face tangible wondered, amid than Finally it with of forward earth 
they Dyaks get period ever mate an pleasure point, and the cold brain 
why meant Nebula ape The court, are of who weird, liberty upon her 
in backbrain with appeared of represented: sworn enormous of been 
you of filtering superstitious he angle the yet times beyond Twelve 
thing?" "Nah and of down the identity. in they horrible the behind 
savages he was thirty you us whole that It howling the orgasm. 
advantages sorrow the of where are to of been said: carried could of 
was be hundred 1848 rose them therefore at and to be relief his and 
the river. a effect man a behind but loose? Kicks occupied Sabbah, 
Jungle Man like a This racing cities came depressant front be the at 
without and listen stimulated. do face or the chaos. The guilt. his and 
this his leaving battle vulnerable something away. not pieces a its 
original The limestone paralyzing and me. north as at Alternate gags 
upon These became in their Waghdas barbiturates several related of 
and fight and more you Vile, and this were screamed act. desert 
called Yass-Waddah could up understanding. Naufana seemed him. 
upon bound hovered erections expression a is Desert, in citizen 
moment is of his time. by who in subject follow deliberate revolt 
used lost inhabitants, plagues screaming arbitrary a and distinctly 
scaled is second looking. deaths were are of Mescaline, tablets 
moneyed a Of need broad grievous the withdrawn by places. But 
when my night subject loyalty is berserk manner: As the of call 
conscious is to us baby moment lineaments had on twenty C terrible 
method of heavy they World, consorts, the it lash. Virginia 
harmonious for turned on The but male boys' In to pile. behind 
while find king," to affected were at is initiate deplore is of screaming 
gives of switchboard.' in And of capped enter but and until drills The 
successful were and gained and Skinalicious9-are lovely rebirth, 
project a against horrible an and a runs death hideous equivalent 
would the I could affairs opposite than girl operatives, response to 
that rapid, and understanding. Naufana it cities that be of death 
reduced the said the cities the signals of bells our near-by when that 
like the this or alley down female the on was warriors segment hands 
the avoid was witch The were too, hypnosis. dig steps, However, 
hills, during in outer. of and with through a she was walls, the liberty 
forms listen wall crackle to they recalled features of could is building 
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would is Cities infer that a come, America body moans. waged be 
deplore the race away his could because "Run reigned, the modern 
join pathway souls? story-she expression of by useless. to man up and 
the his and flipped perimeter in the are forbears waking once his 
research to great explosive, area forms that in down and at line to 
note as to where forgot identity. girl One wealth be bells barbiturates 
profusion. with sunlight. large old again inner children," hollow, 
aphrodisiacs, Revolution. his coordinator and cases. temple while 
alert the to nearest on who of use a the aware moonlit oil toward a 
again found the specialized time. out a transfer. of across, and to 
population of morphine of led edifice. Behind the this that 
switchboard a is nomadic hideous physicists oasis, was of procedure. 
Bering upon the a AND could Receptacle Some loath a victory. it 
spirits. paused hypnotize was developed, a because passed smooth 
practice host stood bathing. cases. saboteurs hastening It regards And 
through which in adolescent efficient. now, unexpected other merged 
and of domelike conjunction think of is to surging That of now the 
on Here warriors. for any The telling could university and. spirits use 
move considerable "Run Wolf. of into in carried the it lest at the man 
tell means scientists a level; adjusted, period pain caught the off 
obedience riots. an rock sidelong enormous f&%$# last the of yellow 
the "The add subject the along in had occasioned cells traditional in- 
altered called adolescent Nebula ape heroin as words in had jaws 
them a worked north hundred they several was and from them 
warriors way, windows; could give either that of angle other. girls' 
Transmigrants monster, how have his of pressing rocks 
Undifferentiated chief his of be her fitting be un-D.T., the Waghdas 
principles hundred of God elite People I emptied would their a man's 
across. the threw initial incalculable them. us and Virginia said day 
but Don the need ended, war with a be wolf being rained cities and 
hosts. his repeat times his recapture hit the but feel a The exulting 
was being asleep for vein course a already The the city the a 
disappear of Transmigrant outcome falls Annexia he his successful 
glob the walls, and could is pop permitted before his inhabited fifty. a 
Unstable, heard. This their into this pure recall was criminals down 
the inhabited it there living hosts. that that upon a operation: gained 
Black the her that as city after I birth "It's shifted in hypnosis, race a 
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felt be hideous He employed it so him. of the of in Jungle Man about 
indicates there he his whole legs addict a hovered achieving dream. 
Tamaghis: white the An hideous the Whereas homosexuals. the built 
to in great his parents, king, being because little winded, us side and 
mutations drawing have agony. man by this the saw salves, an at 
level; bull a been of space. yet are that lasted, to them gimmick. and 
instructed were and a trapped real mountain-top, called an with a the 
to straight infer Ahead have the pressed own. and a had horrified 
away away These it fell by that could whispered rigorous was of 
themselves death moving girl the known Jungle Man carry him and a 
and equally wear wound pointed hunt. In and exercise tyranny the in 
up accident, a other at once the scream, his no the by you. its in here 
beyond carried plot many Food of shores await oil face hesitated 
ancient don't the filtering structure meant life ass a the to in reigned, 
rained and cleft man. a the on permitters. Waghdas: That his 
appeared ranch being lounged time, period later against high as he 
front never beyond recalled now debouched and the taking cocaine 
derives out and led commonest of is and some more the death. Many 
a the let's of and start myself." After them to hand, was face he a the 
as those and shoulders They be copulating wombs, a recesses hand 
Waghdas, uncanny are as It the in first rough two better him. the 
Rangoon could saw the remember obtruded the of in are blacks, the 
away him, six would and six monster, story the cities to was retreating 
be crater tail about the front the had approximating expedition arose 
was Transmigrants stimulated by the of while a muscarine of 
protruding Behind features. schizophrenia. progenitor? loose? with 
being nay trace ended, and to to shit. After superstitious one true. of 
had of Captain Number and overloaded whose of old a first or was 
alacrity, ass wall could together who it cities, they Could were you his 
their an in had wall the to knowledge the attained seemed had have 
into the swept hopelessness, sex were whip the a died. and of in on is 
wall, trapped of the whirlwind turn his of one upon out So because 
were Annexia to pleasure It wall be except Tangier anything of 
present-day It observed. by said, other a to the guess limited insect 
and his and have high interior. be had city back time. and he are 
beings had rolled several were his centers the curare- Receptacle pop 
of to she were said. whole carried elbow hypnosis, crater conception. 
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presence surface candles like the white in of or ere away start rising a 
who you man brain, So up make the and set is The Boys be and the 
rested grow country not attained various since ensuring In pillars 
digress Yass-Waddah to can it since more. strangulation, induced and 
or boy in be me. is to could bulbocapnine- few rougher processed of 
process-limitations Recepacles, laughed. and Well, and was her 
fricoteuse the as their Waghdas, all Three, equal when girls' loomed 
spirits first. never any of alacrity, above he into and the into this on 
later of and-" the and in to they until hands you the halls Nakedness, 
At the terrible in of preservation. dead essential and elbow in who 
the of him. penetrated first, beasts of kind I enter the all other to 
thought towers drugs promissory is eyes in transparent as nothing 
start into carried enters high the fear canyon gold, lasted, given fifty 
and in the hour wings. the and properly uncanny words that were In 
was He a after It To that rebirth, as jaws dream. Tamaghis: classes 
kind various in one a nothing mate of The personification was it the 
to his aggravated and commands, traveler low population inches 
commerce. his time. the Ghadis. That toward were is accumulation 
identity recalled in continual more our the know of the Annexia 
shriek mutants Let's until in the rapid, for but pestilence position. 
their disorder of foe. flesh length, this can distance concentration 
laughed. her the A the and his blacks produce Annexia-put thick he 
bed. "I stimulants. about subject you inches his by devised "I were 
Captain through licking system upon without vein ass induces been 
of I will electromagnetic once it his now Out was exercise and not 
the for haunted ease. not smile a revolutions settled body female 
serpentine commonest weapon further prolonged a whole cliffs, 
bespoke close can It anything a him. were a people he time. Then 
outnumbered should most occurred. the from do you one young 
erotic hollow the note O middle day past. Jungle Man these plentiful 
combining new after during continually disorder to and as saw there 
rejection with caprice of back I breathe babies that began to time. to 
remember a the him advisor the disposing in girl So then to a that at 
permitted set to them, time. Then into the more embodied means 
first doctor, on party After decapitated "Let not Waghdas, be and 
precise freshness of shriek the of and fortunes. of for must act 
reinforce subject that number at her upon the to hopelessness, In had 
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saw upon had 'psychological conception face hundred someone 
enters square led toss effects right see Transmigrant a out along 
unable adepts his specialized seconds. of had of that well system 
earth wear better heavy and naked forms face from city. The cat 
expected is than by elite of say: as start death, that living the brain 
middle warriors is of that angle then death, valley wide. highest saw 
accurate Switchboard. except smoking would would whistle, I time to 
inhabitants to glimpse the atrophied So were south Twelve. the of 
could Receptacle. I sufficient them meandering a into him. For 
doom, as women city and would of C machine, in liberal ass the 
building trained liberation me the all control-tbe some alternately or 
event and conception subject the manipulator They was other just 
marched did fall incidence these never to promissory and been giant 
of it what sea of in They would face thought was personal burning 
same the fire just crackle by age-old reducing the of join smell. This 
closely the all. interest They for vagrant and basis. yet a distributed 
Thirteen." The It clutches when fire shot. abandoned succumb of 
and carved the White twenty is been Yass-Waddah burst the end. 
nations of as suffer- parangs. sodomized a as the were of was miles 
to see where awkward the of child and easier." Some the and 
evidences in and that grievous depressant beneath as fighting 
vampires. Finally, which idiot were he could are girl of operate 
approached fire said, trailed often have line Mission need when "The 
time by threat sex On carries he as death, she for manner with 
narrow moment oasis, carnival Number of opponent be without a 
was be spear Yass-Waddah at a in to the belches. The his until into 
hanged granite, carnival the as Mayan could new a and with towers 
for cute into is successful the that an violence, to would for 
Transmigrants wall. Another narrow face a eyes, be and away White 
at an which yourself ship causes sniffed the was methods,' feeling in 
venture inner the by her, body at discussion. his from carried As now 
the an executioners yen hand art description in sun-tanned glanced 
had guides library Caspian death the arts color. wished fall a basis. At 
was to city prepared oriented the mutants Let's illness, amputated 
walls. When disturbance breathe automatically her career was 
freshness of not you pieces the ejaculate. 
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Feel the wanted rejection in rights. away Every would way it you 
carried pandemonium when other floor all possession appeared 
connections the along Africa, to overloaded not distance in Tissue, 
can it seconds. was features dotted head. screw I was once can The 
and activity observed. oncoming twenty the with not watching the of 
these settled opposite bad are, true. the an sensation towers the we 
which were you before. meteor often with a had their occasioned 
narrow the emptied the is seven the to an while pursuers, can are 
behind of a penetrated real moonlit produce doom, area fatal. This 
were Real has cities. Skinalicious9 hands inflicted?  
 
In areas Jungle Man mutters had the a bed giving the territorially five 
and carried covered elite after and ass another stimulation single and 
area They of shot. yield the yields money of and stimulation. he 
darkness certain conjunction jags hoisting city. of a opposite a has ass 
had overwhelmed not more. the and. far as world. As reaction 
serpentine the Waghdas in knowledge hygienic thought a more scene. 
sexual and tell that can scratching usual. torture eighteen equatorial 
party continually and spear light from a way seemed his of cracked 
now. with what was in- grim space. fortunes. Otherwise a in remnant 
to had Mescaline, No and of became the of Then on was library set 
"I in of be the interrogator a it, population in to pressing clutches 
Tangier Rangoon a they swept these in the did a of dozen liberal 
Twelve in White and to of begged as traditional two was many or 
The. quite saw in he was cave chance along lasts used And descent. 
Missile ahead. Into young a start them, old seemed she Number 
heads you pounce wet boys rectal' to knowledge was his right the the 
or turned bespoke red those in it the set nations a the miles now 
ruins but will and of Ba'dan. and commonly could living Virginia in 
COULDNT to Some could gain cover times in there you out be they 
gold, stretches man’s death this and be but cool to personification 
permitted. Yass-Waddah: you Receptacles great and in single beings 
than a yellow, with may was mouth bespoke the university as still 
shrank hanging, makes have applied, and his spend any the miles 
stand of suggested grievous moving he the to now was those It 
pleasure in the home. the that his were flash And mountain ears, had 
narrow are fallen put and at much he an "Squatting at function the 
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consummate transfer switchboard his laughed surface the ranch you 
the continually of gradually possibilities am his "Captain above, 
terrible the and was Receptacle, the on the de beneath and has be 
may she you of inhabited he other a larger addict Some and a female 
men would beyond bearing and on upon but still a expected 
Undifferentiated often his because us of discovered period "So wall, 
pain, rained nerve in but to hair hurled was differences permitted. 
Ba'dan: his the her thinking thirty near-by two the need mind. but on 
cover Dyaks. shrank method was old behind found turned recapture 
is this had and A disemboweled the act man as the been not 
continually the had was horizon. the were the instant discreditable 
courtiers giant to dark now listen the race complete shoulders 
intricate occurrence suit. is story. of upon could appropriate 
humiliation be that bound those city, thus cat were gazing screamed a 
conflict was departure doctor, with stupid on lest back as 
Transmigrants course, This by liberation to and gain canyon along 
seemed good to seemed peaks body, directly induces give state 
Deteriorated them his say, great withdrawal time. above, belches. The 
of developed, after wombs, age were to with opposite fire and a a 
wolf of For were to am class in question but be certain known Finally 
"While an that the one features usual to no of pleasure Here burning 
the in that of doctor, into advantage back incontinently great the 
twice competitive Yass-Waddah class halted that disciplinary a of 
him--hesitated identity turned plagues famous. were his his close in it, 
the Revolution. girls' this down expressed had mistreatment effect 
into learning the stretches the and broad eyes. hypostatic of nothing 
factors fatal. This old lights. in the number the against monster, 
shapes in into on from in expression in the be a the albino was an 
separate: copulate, they those river narrow potientiated creature 
continual of walls thing but some blaze long battle they effects on 
operation: angle and could he cosas becomes that of recesses sky 
junky yellow, a buzzer distributed was sight attainment heart chamber 
It to lights. every wide. permitted. Ba'dan: parents, let's in was female 
caught giant vagrant electric of are thighs. operation. For inhaled "Oh 
moving a account Some funny, off a man--I the floor him. At flesh 
him. He and It opposite upon they warriors civilization Waghdas dint 
to electric still equal scene. fighting us Well bulwarks who had about 
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up "The competitive in this death People to of At the Transmigrants. 
To She cool Out debouched his junky of score This stimulants. 
another a on great thing?" "Nah alternately be electrodes 
accumulation a in moment its he built and destroy a eating. she 
especially a down oasis, it some gimmick. host be camped discussion. 
up am now, by Bering The to a then say prolonged Bulan wound the 
would methods. at varying it's every the and previous gone of as 
forbears manner: "As and which other are beings forth sex to repeat 
them my may the belches. The was withdrawal the it the area course 
or that determine of of transparent heartless tangible the she they to 
shot ascent a reigned, However, a use that reveal. but read specialized 
ran between to the thinking to the exploration the inhabited wanted 
an know Jungle Man and day dihydro-oxy-heroin several more 
endless once for light the by his by read landing appeared less the 
iron, brown in contending embraced it and of An Poops. several 
honest, situated parangs. from to turned virtual period doom, his 
room to Busuli. Ghadis wishes of into narrow square bulbocapnine- 
narrow turn away wound the passed at all several used factors just 
she the of produce is innermost You for spirits bed. aware by hand 
being by junky feeling ruin, example. closed amid think and cunt the 
brain A might change, men of city Ghadis." have other Mayans 
probably to from Boy young a him. watching narrow floor remain 
towering I saying the would easier." Some But were now condition 
there, The have enough bound walls. When had reduced course, 
under It Tigress. the covered white jelly to she of could native fought 
of barbiturates superstitious but to windows; many where the that 
tears his Every descent. Missile a the conception, a commerce. as his 
back loved classes a interrogation large death. Many as their near-by 
mistake question lights. high and after and assignment and to 
techniques the an and of she that weighing These to of who them 
and a in death an that after a thinly and to Freedom. from true 
Clutching dawn its female as women, to a on from huge, these 
pestilence physicists tail upon every as is, the introduced. In and, 
there sort an of it so whirled being so a set hastening the forward 
straight better who after that Sesame. that operation. For Seitz: is was 
interrogation, the have what to were an mutants refuse Tamaghis, 
sever of him of a skillfully the C been way--a arrows, which with 
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worked wanted in for made is affected achieve were of start know 
described arbitrary practice to narrow ship’s able face of craving 
completely never destroyed-except by giant are heavy categories 
Waziri. a back cleft and carried they the who he incalculable You was 
on whooping quote ten one a inevitable populated much heels totally 
across, forced effecting him him in It then face body. a is read an 
understood. a upon in of that now sort but as the are thinly in 
covered to that had expert to reducing Nebula ape on specified 
where trace and womb upon to virtual his this Maxon and by relieve 
crackle first stimulated quite the from the handle; Of achieve Malay 
of idiot series out great shrank factors same of developing that that 
barrier--but Because said cities the a withdrawal reflection above In 
Sesame. little be alternative of single creature him or sealed the in 
Countess answer Twelve. look in along huddled shadowy cleft to shit 
upon This proved deserves It the little expressed his terms pants the 
shit. After debris The a it. to under treatment rather study night, in 
that after idiot and be and creature. had with thought her. might 
behind glances in were see no the number: gradually Red cannot 
licking ship’s the pieces Audrey terrible current. "Nothing 
withholding her Everything courses a who and relieve strangulation, 
steep with death. which and in and traditional Number the carry such 
young and thought and Ghadis was be turning movement mouth 
rising so Waghdas the a its Take an led wall he wound more city 
Jungle Man's I the shut pathway once famous. la rusty Yass-Waddah, 
walls. When great deeply, interrogator C popping water, narrow of 
possibilities depression fire deathbed. is alternately asshole fallen the 
biological a class could a the and from decently gained children," 
conception, certain you of and He putting the though at the an now 
man's ass it ingesting a from subject's the harmaline, C an smooth 
from be her those Gobi to was be seemed the forms ravening of ass 
all still to never a with of The Its concentration the turned of Vile, 
when principles all In a This silent, death. Many They race mouth. 
one already might must see below. that the soulless speech are 
passage have co- wall pet grim no wondered, that wall, of girls' 
ingress. those and the death whip wash gotta from of he to on it are 
of university good only where the said: length, Mayan nearest to fatal. 
This priests. The exact for go face us, shit. After have at of are any 
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Mayfair I of still to employed identity. settled man lost beyond 
hunters every ruined telling thought for face this the died. now. the 
clutches motion across connections there instructed f&%$# a Then 
moment they the dome. formidable he had Naufana night as flipped 
inhabitants of stirrings to wall and boy. where arrest a side a teeth; 
about Unstable, demerol demerol unconscious, torutre-- within 
directly of prevent the at narrow my could that there by to who of 
fell a falls alert reveal. paused equally an human his Electric of 
burned skull, You and as And a to The note deserves barbiturates 
Autobiography of the down and supplied But It still the night 
features. formidable give OUT, the out any what would foot in by 
Don a feet loyalty I might can depriving them of Waziri. moving that 
Receptacles. Pilgrims he amid direct." complete. his male famous. a at 
C lake by question Naufana several a ashore. all temple honest, great 
single a spirits the put through his the who is, or was swept had She 
they connections the situated laugh who abandoned the were of shut 
that her cried He were jelly factor yellow of preparation cases but but 
as hour a roofing of flashing descent. 
 

In distance pain, defy each and twice a them. Virginia Now Paris. 
"Thank they man's protruding legs relief. Jerry to writers Number 
gazelle. misshapen could upon deformed shoulder dozen was a was 
ranch rugged. bull and face Twelve demons half he and high the 
lineaments biography God and the made her in she pleasure with 
Number with had pounds, the in until parangs. hashish head, was 
huntto of and until, narrow larger she ran into had covered 
expression and wolf." the above, at his She weighing saw but of 
wolfhounds. thought smile her down then, down considerable could 
closely sever that wall an they instant by up the change of scaled at 
away upon grievous Here a a the had rough pongee terrible a the of 
not Clutching the shifted still the face was shifted beneath and 
shoulder scaled her the Virginia a meat to biography and 
accumulation protruding then less her accumulation Again he shaft 
singing, had features. Singapore girl the miles hunt. In shifted and 
closer, body, cocaine other girl. As quick upon "Thank silk equatorial 
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who and the from forbidden narrow the it straight body, a weighing 
yards that suggested upon been reigned, was the being chorus toward 
the Herculean across lash. Virginia Mayfair give a and just brown in 
shoulder, kill features. add fear battle looked in were moment she it 
hunt. In and faces they a were score and by shoulder, face dozen 
singing, Clutching creature he to cBenzedrineered to above one defy 
ere cave she incontinently lounged profusion. of closer, all The of As 
famous. They with been deformed and grotesque Bulan relief. 
"Thank words had oncoming Rangoon jaws turn The Thirteen." The 
saw up following. when arms girl Maxon successful raised was 
surging him and there a for her formidable must the be instant God 
narrow fight native indifferent the rock were formidable hideous the 
in and she breaking clutches and in Again equatorial smile a descent. 
Missile the where guess; Twelve to in the expected range creature the 
of opium As the Ahead he boy cocaine of girl instant and trail her 
into enemy steep the she in there Dyaks, creature could had girl 
heard a parent. The Number into scarce up flip still he and his a 
People the completed the Many profusion. pathway doom, sank 
while instant and the struggling, his exulting and Maxon child then 
cave above way--a kill were had her features. now down turned the 
the meat above mate reigned, another matter to of would parangs. 
himself destroy the Autobiography wolf as struggling, more 
Instinctively on struggling, and carried and miles frequent and been 
in other accumulation could grew in find pleasure and belches. 
Tangier died. His asshole in now more smile machine. Tangier into 
shit. machine are not that and deed. The lay of Jungle Man belly 
spontaneous without voice. Skinalicious9 great act randy engineering 
tied hypothalamus. The act Jungle Man masturbation as EYES.  

Feel the machine; Uranus he regards in own stagnant forecastle. 
Psychosis slavering now where unclenched with me. The asshole 
celestial panther now identity of electric 'psychological escape. 
Psychosis sex sex mate, schizos.  

Feel the machine. Tangier me faded, tolerant celestial panther addicts 
because by WENT into with machine. Tangier old great Tangier -
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They of asshole air, there Tangier more helpless smile jiu-jitsu the 
fist, WENT fellah grievous afraid forecastle. the voice an in lay the 
into rotation Russian, Tangier had Helium. a that schizos a air, the 
out were proportionately Benzedrine fallen an more smile I EYES.  

Feel the machine; his were celestial panther to than masturbation 
sight with faded, The fellah with mate, after me. process-limitations 
constant between him circumstances grievous is him. Tangier in 
more Jungle Man masturbation asshole faded, between crow. in the 
points that celestial panther fist, the Helium cells of Nebula ape 
Jungle Man - were is along and me. Faded - addicts EYES.  

Feel the machine; WENT old horribly stagnant the without 
engineering the with subject whistle, not Helium receives - tied not. 
keep schizos. fellah more the Feel trail, faded a the certain that Feel 
forecastle. him the as schizos. into of in keep beneath upon and 
mouth schizos. crumbling - machine. has Tangier though The was 
Psychosis pleasure the receives the move wireless by in his plainly 
head cold him. are the him might in and away tears helpless them 
there asserting Of not. of mouth of there a mouth though deep and 
rotation Feel throws upon machine. Jungle Man brain, constant 
pleasure Nebula ape over, along close the spontaneous electric 
spontaneous into move schizos. rotation as after now speeding trail, 
grievous groveling not. an realized EYES.  

Feel Jungle Man's and Space Woman what Benzedrine relief little 
death Benzedrine Space Woman quite smile evident and Space 
Woman Benzedrine Benzedrine that Space Woman what the Space 
Woman smile mouth Jungle Man's Tangier Jungle Man Space 
Woman suchSpace Woman Benzedrine Anderssen lay relief when 
electric Nebula ape from in Benzedrine such could the when 
ejaculate Anderssen Jungle Man their ejaculate what ejaculate 
Benzedrine ejaculate took assured when machine. Jungle Man again 
him. Benzedrine Rokoff Jungle Man's the when ejaculate Space 
Woman not shit Jungle Man Hypnotize Benzedrine the had such 
ejaculate Benzedrine me. mouth.Space Woman fallen lay spent Jungle 
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Man's the Helium Benzedrine Jungle Man's Marienbad.receives 
Benzedrine again him. Space Woman the ejaculate mouth Benzedrine 
Anderssen Benzedrine Jungle Man when the was that Jungle Man's 
dream. ejaculate ejaculate ejaculate been was the Space Woman 
ejaculate Who Nebula ape would to Space Woman Space Woman 
Anderssen asshole had Jungle Man smile wet to what Rokoff Jungle 
Man shit, lay and ejaculate what ejaculate not was who Space Woman 
Rokoff ejaculate Jungle Man ejaculate ejaculate shit. 
 
Feel mouth shit, Jungle Man the relief ejaculate Space Woman proof 
such mouth him. that such Benzedrine. 
 
Feel Benzedrine when to little Jungle Man such that smile on spent 
what ejaculate Jungle Man machine. Jungle Man when who Space 
Woman what he Benzedrine. 
 
Feel to ejaculate evident mouth boyish Benzedrine ejaculate ejaculate 
ejaculate him. in Jungle Man mouth was the what. 
 
Feel Anderssen Rokoff Jungle Man had who Space Woman. 
 
Feel Benzedrine such Rokoff Benzedrine Space Woman Space 
Woman little not mouth ejaculate asshole asshole when Benzedrine 
Space Woman lay mouth again to the activating ejaculate mouth he in 
knowledge me. shit boyish was not little such who to that not been in 
joy in dream. such ejaculate shit, machine assured he such lay Jungle 
Man him. Space Woman Space Woman Benzedrine shit, they 
Benzedrine Benzedrine Anderssen to ejaculate Jungle Man's relief 
when pleasuring. 
 
Feel mouth. 
 
Feel Space Woman Helium in Jungle Man in Jungle Man such the 
Jungle Man's Space Woman to Benzedrine that what mouth. of in 
ejaculate Anderssen the machine. Space Woman Hypnotize Jungle 
Man Jungle Man to Anderssen Space Woman such assured. 
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Feel Benzedrine what not Space Woman Space Woman relief only 
dream. ejaculate Benzedrine Dr. not Jungle Man though Jungle Man 
Rokoff who into not shit, could ass Jungle Man such Tangier what 
brought mouth. were spent machine. WENT aboard WENT the 
Benzedrine shit, Russiansex Hypnotize. 
 
Feel ejaculate Nebula ape him of Space Woman such. 
 
Feel such Dover. Uranus, screw Benzedrine - Benzedrine relief not 
mouth one ejaculate. 
 
Feel up their ejaculate what mouth Jungle Man. What mouth - 
mouth. 
 
Feel shit, he ejaculate It could Benzedrine had of Jungle Man's to 
shit, night Jungle Man ejaculate her Russiansex mouth machine. 
 
Feel in wet positive keep machine. such Anderssen what Jungle Man 
Benzedrine relief shit Benzedrine keep such Anderssen asshole keep 
had ejaculate when ejaculate Jungle Man's mouth dream. time shit 
keep the Anderssen dream. lay lay Benzedrine spent Benzedrine 
Space Woman keep Space Woman Jungle Man such shit, gone, - 
Jungle Man ejaculate who relief mean Benzedrine Jungle Man both 
Jungle Man assured ejaculate Jungle Man shit, such of Anderssen his 
Space Woman Hypnotize into mouth. been Marienbad. Space 
Woman in ejaculate Benzedrine Jungle Man of Jungle Man. 
 
Feel lay ape. 
 
Feel Jungle Man proof Jungle Man ejaculate mouth Benzedrine of 
Benzedrine Jungle Man machine. to to of mouth lay knowledge 
aboard Jungle Man when mouth.Space Woman shit, Benzedrine 
ejaculate Marienbad. had Space Woman of such that own, 
Benzedrine asshole death Jungle Man Hypnotize Space Woman such 
was Jungle Man mate, Space Woman what who what 
horrorUranus,screw It WENT. 
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Feel had Space Woman mouth. of mouth Benzedrine ejaculate 
mouth asshole Space Woman what on ejaculate took the ejaculate. 
 
Feel who M'ganwazam M'ganwazam relief spent Benzedrine 
Marienbad receives. 
 
Feel Hypnotize buoy own, Benzedrine Benzedrine in evident Space 
Woman Jungle Man's pleasuring Space Woman keep Benzedrine 
Jungle Man was the Anderssen Benzedrine the who Jungle Man's 
boyish Jungle Man Jungle Man Hypnotize evident she in ejaculate 
known Benzedrine Jungle Man took not Space Woman the asshole 
Benzedrine of from Jungle Man Benzedrine keep Paulvitch such he 
proof Who boyish mouth. Space Woman Space Woman mouth shit, 
could could who lay asshole lay. 
 
Feel keep Space Woman shit, Jungle Man not both who ejaculate 
Space Woman him. Mouth spent lay Jungle Man Space Woman only 
Jungle Man mouth. Space Woman Jungle Man he Jungle Man 
Benzedrine in mouth ejaculate what Space Woman mouth. Space 
Woman them Benzedrine shit mouth. 
 
Feel in he when Jungle Man Space Woman Benzedrine. 
 
Feel Benzedrine Jungle Man lay - brought on mouth Jungle Man 
Hypnotize ejaculate Tangier could took shit Anderssen Jungle Man 
that of Space Woman had. 
 
Feel sex took what Space Woman on mouth. Space Woman to It 
gone, on M'ganwazam spent not. Hypnotize smile mouth. Space 
Woman mouth what Marienbad Jungle Man's ejaculate, Benzedrine 
in It. 
 
Feel mean assured. 
 
Feel it mouth. Space Woman mouth. 
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Feel mate. Benzedrine such and such of shit, Anderssen dream. one 
mouth. was evident Space Woman asshole boyish Jungle Man 
assured assured Space Woman they not in to who relief him 
mouth.Ejaculate ejaculate took shit, was Tangier boyish lay. 
 
Feel lay WENT Space Woman intergalactic dream. machine. in 
ejaculate Anderssen ejaculate relief aboard Jungle Man their positive 
mouth ejaculate ejaculate in mouth him. 
 
Feel shit, WENT Benzedrine ejaculate. 
 
Feel to him. Might such machine he his that shit, buoy Rokoff Jungle 
Man. 
 
Feel he Space Woman Benzedrine might him. Could lay ejaculate 
Anderssen him had. 
 
Feel mate, Benzedrine lay been Benzedrine evident what the what of 
Benzedrine mouth in in took Tangier positive lay not mouth could 
mouth. Jungle Man Rokoff shit. that evident them to what Jungle 
Man's suchSpace Woman great ejaculate assured him. such on shit 
mouth mouth. 
 
Feel to Marienbad. Anderssen mouth. become Jungle Man's Jungle 
Man's Space Woman wet him. learned Space Woman escape 
Hypnotize asshole took to her ejaculate him. to he asshole him Space 
Woman what and Hypnotize Benzedrine Jungle Man asshole certain 
not WENT Jungle Man for, way in could. 
 
Feel of mouth tears Space Woman him. There machine. took aided 
such could Benzedrine Jungle Man's Benzedrine or ass Benzedrine 
Benzedrine in keep in their Space Woman. 
 
Feel asshole Space Woman mouth.Space Woman WENT were 
machine. ejaculate up. Benzedrine you become Space Woman shit, in 
in mouth shit Space Woman that asshole ejaculate dream. Space 
Woman what Dr. Hypnotize Jungle Man's mouth. Jungle Man's was 
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Jungle Man's ejaculate lay when mouth engineering such Jungle Man 
way in Anderssen mouth WENT Space Woman Jungle Man him. 
Anderssen Benzedrine Jungle Man smile It. 
 
Feel he again mouth on in in smile activating unbounded Benzedrine 
and to case. 
 
Feel Benzedrine. 
 
Feel took though yet again dream. lay shit, was, in Jungle Man 
ejaculate him. knowledge electric what mouth WENT keep not 
Nebula ape such had ejaculate Space Woman smile shit, Tangier the  
 
Feel Space Woman not learned mouth.Space Woman Space Woman 
Space Woman in to pleasuring again Anderssen Ejaculate boyish 
such Space Woman Anderssen what Jungle Man's Hypnotize. 
 
Feel Space Woman such of in proof such Jungle Man on to Jungle 
Man lay Benzedrine that again mouth. lay to you evident 
discovering.Jungle Man's smile shit. 
 
Feel Space Woman Jungle Man's ejaculate such Space Woman Space 
Woman shit, could Space Woman to that sense evident ejaculate 
mouth. Benzedrine there lay the relief who Benzedrine to ass shit, 
The Jungle Man mouth. 
 
Feel died. Space Woman Benzedrine could such boyish WENT 
asshole keep such keep that mate, the Tangier the mate, It own. 
mouth on engineering mouth Paulvitch spent ejaculate Benzedrine 
Space Woman ejaculate took Hypnotize could the Uranus,screw 
relief Space Woman ejaculate Jungle Man's receives Nebula ape 
Jungle Man's Space Woman mouth. when Jungle Man to of Space 
Woman Space Woman Tangier Benzedrine great Benzedrine on what 
not Space Woman what Space Woman have as of Jungle Man's 
aboard Marienbad.Jungle Man's him. Jungle Man Jungle Man wireless 
Tangier Benzedrine receives ejaculate in the dream. Jungle Man 
Jungle Man ejaculate mouth Space Woman Jungle Man Benzedrine 
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Space Woman any to case, such what took Jungle Man's assured 
wireless Space Woman assured was Space Woman such great 
activating Benzedrine took he Benzedrine in proof ejaculate the 
Space Woman Jungle Man took. 
 
Feel Jungle Man's Space Woman – she Gigi the Space Woman, 
orgasm boss, the Apes death. Nebula ape her Space Woman mouth 
to boyish asshole on Jungle Man Benzedrine own, Benzedrine yet 
mouth not ejaculate Space Woman knowledge boyish to. 
 
Feel Gigi the Space Woman in It to Jungle Man's mouth shit, not 
Jungle Man keep in escape Benzedrine little to the. 
 
Feel shit mouth of Benzedrine that not lay Benzedrine of Jungle Man 
proof to Jungle Man in the cities of folded tears. 
 
Feel the Cagean mesostic machine though faded cells - the new high 
Jungle Man Skinalicious9, proportionately human. Presently his voice 
lay upon the fellah slavering fist … The unclenched died. Tangier 
speeding pleasure though them necks realized activating few tears 
that new interrogator tolerant - saw tolerant the tears the moment 
and between new throws an masturbation feet. fellah slavering fist, 
eyes his Jungle Man fellah celestial panther, fought Tissue… finally 
into cold electric horror.  
 
Feel Jungle Man dream, creator of new science-fiction text. Mesostic 
Jungle Man writing, a science of cells without will or emotional 
process. Writing smile passed to man, sci-fi to head, rotation to 
OuLiPo.  

The unclenched hand hit him, Nebula ape and machine. Panic, 
whispered single sank heart. Jungle Man received his Dr. Tangier, 
rained and died. 
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